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Supplied ready buill and tested

OMP POWER AMPLIFIEB MODULES

Now en;oy a woid-wide repulalon lor quarty, rerablty and
perlormance at a real s lrc pnce Four mod els availa b e lo sul I the needs ol lhe prolessronal a nd hobby market r e , nd! stry,
Lesure lnstiumental and H -Fr etc When companng pnces NOTE all models rnclude Torordal power supply lnlegral heal srnk,
Gla$ hbre P C B , and Dnve ctrcuils lo rcwer compat ble Vu meler Open and shoi c rcuil prool
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THOUSANDS OF MODUI-ES PURCHASED BY PROFESSIONAL USEBS

39OX3O5MM

5O/6OHZ

0MP100 Mk 1l Bi-Polar Output power 1'10 watts
R lr.4 S into 4 ohms. Frequency Response 15Hz
30KHz-3dB,T H D 001%,S N
1'18dB,Sens for
Max output 500mV at 10K, Size 355 x 115x65mm
PB|CE e33.99

+

*

*

PBTCE e59.99

ALsOO

STANTON

83.00 P&P.

+

PRICE 816 99

50p

P&P

*
*

*

*

*

SUPPLIED WITH MOUNTING CUT.OUT

TEMPLATE

-

H

*

i/tANllAL AFM
STEEL CHASSIS
EIECTRON C SPEED CON'
TBOL 33 8 45
VAHI PITCH CONTHOT
HIGH TOBOUE SEBVO
DH VENDCI,4OTOR
TFANSTSCREWS
12'DIECASTPLANEH
NEON STFOBE
CALIBRATED BAt \{E GHT
REMOVABLE HEAD
SHELL
%'CARTBIDGE FIXINGS
CUE LEVER
POWER 22O24OV

+ t3.50

P&P.

GOLDBING G85O
PRICE E6 99

+

sOD P&P

NEW SEBIES II MOS.FET MODULES
OMP/MF 100 Mos-Fet Output power 1'10 watts R M S
into 4 ohms, Frequency Besponse '1Hz 100KHz

-

3dB, Damping Factor, >300, Slew Rate 45V/uS,
T.H.D. Typical 0.002%, lnput Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R.
-125d8. Size 300 x 123 x 60mm.
PRICE 939.99 + [3.00 P&P.
OMP/MF200 Mos-Fet Output power 200 watts R M S
nto 4 ohms, Frequency Response '1Hz 100KHz

-

3dB, Damping Factor >300, Slew Bate 50V/uS,
T H D Typical0 001%, lnputSensitivity500mV,S N R
-130d8 Size 300 x 155 x 100mm
PRTCE 862.99 + t3 50 P&P.

NEW MXF SERIES OF POWER AHPLIFIERS
THREE MODELS:- MXF200 - -'l',t - - -,1',,,

OMP/MF300 Mos-Fet Output power 300 watts R l\,,l S
lnto 4 ohms, Frequency Response lHz 100KHz

-3dB,
TH
SN

D

R

PBTCE

MXF400 (200w

-

Damprng Factor >300, Slew Fate 60V/uS,
Typical 0 0008%, lnput Sensitivity 500mV,
130d8 Size 330 x 175 x 100mm
t79 99 + 84.50 P&P.

200wt MXF600 -ii'l'r,
- r"
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FEATURES:*lndependentpowers-3;::..--..-:-,

MoS-FET MoDULES ARE AVAILABLE N ruO VERS ONS STANDABD INPUI SENS, 500mV BAND WIDTH 100KHz
PEC (PBOFESSIoNAL EOUIPMENT COMPATABTE) NPUT SENS 775mV, BAND WIDTH 50KHz oRDEF STANDAFD 0B PEC

clrcuil proof

i

dlstonio'

Alurni-n

i

:'r.:' -i

Latesl tilos-Fets ior slTess;*MXE6ff'z'
cases

i

USED THE WORLO OVER IN CLUBS, PUES.

SIZES:-

Vu METEF Compatible with our four amp illers delailed above A very accurate visua
dsplay empoyrn! 11 L.E.D diodes (7 green,4 red) plus an additonal on/ofl ndicator.
Sophisbcated ogiccontiolcircutsforverylastriseanddecaylimes Toughmouldedplastlc

C]IiEI}S :iS:iS

!-'

200 Wt9 ' H3-: l2U .
l\,,!XF 400 W19 . H5'. 13U,. D-2
i.4xF 600 w19 . H5'
r3U . D- 3
tr4XF

-.-

.

MXF2m El71.-35
PRTCES: MXF4mc 1885
MXF6m E322m

SECURICOR DELiV=r\

LARGE SELECTION OF SPECIALIST LOUDSPEAKERS
AVAILABLE, INCLUDING CABINET FITTINGS, SPEAKER
GRILLES, CROSS-OVERS AND HIGH POWER, HIGH FREOUENCY BULLETS AND HORNS, LARGE S.A.E.

' --
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GPM

+ e2.00 P&P
REO,
L4lD.
00cp
+ C2.50 P&P
REO,
ID,
OOGP
+ E2.50 P&P
, FREO, BESP,
BES.
iiA
21oOGP H|GH
12', 1
+ e3.50 P&P
. FBEO, RESP,
RES,
NS
, DISCO.
21oOTC TWIN
1Z'1
+ E3.50 P&P
BESP,
,
FBEo,
RES,
P.
22OOB HIGH P
1Z'2
E e65.79 + e3.50 P&P
RES, FREO, 4OHz. FREO, RESP, TO TKHZ
Dlsco, ETc.
TAB, KEY
12'aoo WATT c123oocp H|GH powER
E e87.51 + e3.50 P&P
...
RES, FBEO, 45H2. FREO, RESP TO sKHz
CY, P A.,
15" 1OO WATT C151OOBS BASS GUITAR.
PB|CEE55.05+e400P&P
RES,FBEO,40HzFREORESP,TOsKHzSENS,gSdB
I5'2OO WATT C152OOBS VERY HIGH POWER BASS
RES,FBEO,4OHzFREO,RESPTO4KHzSENS,SgdB PB|CEe75.'10+t400P&P
I5'250 WATT C1525OBS VEBY HIGH POWER BASS.
RES,FBEO,4OHzFBEO.BESp,TO4KHzSENS,ggdB.. . PRICEe8254+E450P&P

HIGts ===:
FFEC =1\.:=

f:-:?-rMOO:-S::-u := --:

1 -, :

ctto€a cr -.a rccE_s
POWER BATINGS OUOTED IN WATTS

*

=F =,l.}

oMP 12-100 (100W 100d8) PRICE
oMP 12-200 (200W 102d8) PRCE
SECURICOF D€L

:I3tiE-

5=99 F=
!2[g.*

DrJq

P€= =Ari

- - 2I == :S

15'4OO WATT Cl54OOBS VERY HIGH POWER LOW FREOUENCY BASS.

HES,FREO,4OHz.FREO,RESP,TO4KHz.SENS,102dB .... PR|CEe96-47+E450P&P

,I8"

4OO

WATT Cl84O4BS EXTREI\]IELY HIGH POWER, LOW FREQUENCY BASS.

RES.FREO,2THzFHEO,RESP,TO3KHzSENS99dB
{epi

PR|CEe17206+E5.00P&P

EB1 5A E EBlA-sa ehch arc ijual rmpedence lapaed

(t

4 &

I

ahn

BASS, SINGLE CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLEO FOAM SURROUND
8" 50 WATT EB8-50 DUAL IMPEDENCE, TAPPED 4'8 OHM BASS HI FI. IN.CAR

RES,FBEO,40Hz FREO,RESP,TOTKHz SENS.97dB
PB|CEe890+E2.00P&P
IO'50 WATT EBlO-50 DUAL IMPEDENCE, TAPPED 4,8 OHI\,4 BASS, HI FI. IN.CAR

RES,FREO,40HZFREO,RESP,TOSKHZSENS,99dB

PRICEC1200+8250P&P

BASS HI.FI, STUDIO
RES,FREO,35Hz FREQ,RESP,TO3KHz SENS 96dB
PRICE e27 76 + C3.50 P&P
1Z' 60 WATT EBI2-60 BASS, HI-FI, STUDIO
RES. FREO 2BHz FBEO BESP TO3KHz SENS 92dB
PRICE e21 00 + C3.00 P&P
12'1OO WATT EB12-1OO BASS, STUDIO, HI.FI, FXCFI I FNT DISCO
PRICE 838.75 + €3.50 P&P
RES, FBEO, 26H2. FHEO, BESP, TO 3KHz SENS. 93dB
FULL RANGE TWIN CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED SURFOUND
5%'60 WATT EB5-6OTC (TWIN CONE) HI-FI, MULTI.ARRAY DISCO ETC
PRICE e9 99 + f1.50 P&P
RES, FREO, 63H2. FREQ, RESP, TO 20KHz. SENS, 92d8. ......
6%" 60 WATT EB6€0TC (TWIN CONE) Hr-Fr, MULT|-ARRAY D|SCO ETC
.... . PFICE El 0.99 + e1.50 P&P
RES, FBEO, 38H2. FREQ, RESP, TO 20KHz. SENS, 94d8. ....
8" 60 WATT EB8-60TC (TWIN CONE) Hl-Fl, MULTI-ARRAY DISCO ETC.
RES,FBEO,40Hz.FREO,RESP,TOISKHZSENS,SgdB PR|CEe12.99+e1.50P&P
1O',60 WATT EB10.60TC (TW|N CONE) Hr-Fl, MULTI-ARRAY DISCO ETC.
1O'1OO WATT EBIO-IOO

RES.FBEO.35Hz.FREO.RESPTO12KHzSENS.86dB

.....PR|CEe1549+e2.00P&P

PROVEN TRANSMITTEB DESIGNS INCLUDING GLASS FIBBE
PRINTED CIBCUIT EOARD AND HIGH QUALITY COMPONENTS
COMPLETE WITH CIRCUIT AND INSTBUCTIONS
3lV ttl TFAI{SltrnER 80.1mMHz VABICAP CoNTBoLLED PBoFESSIoNAL PEB
FoBMANCE FANGE llP T0 3 MILES S ZE 38 x 123mn SUPPLY 12V a1 0 sAMP

FII

ilCno

PRrcE 114.49 + r1 0C PtP
THANSTITTEB (BUG) 100 l08MNz VAR CAP TUNED CoMPLETE WITH
x 46mm SIIPPLY 9V BATT PFICE

VERY SENS FETMIC. HANGE 100-300m SIZE s6

I]

OO MiillMUM OFFIC AL OBDEBS WELCOME FROM
POSTAL CHAFGES PEH OBDER
SCHOOLS CQLTEGES GOIT BOD ES ETC PBICES NCTUSIVE OF V A T SALES COUNTEB
VISA ACCESS ACCEPTED BY POST PNONE OB FM
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fHtsilONIiH'SSPEC'ALI

Brand new and box€d AEdek
ADA-200 analog to dlgltal and
dlgiltal to analog conwrter pad(ed lull ol leati,€s: lnlerlaces to
mosl poprrlar PC's; 2 chann€l

Th6rE hag nev€r b€en eded llke tHs onel

BEnd.plnldng n.r & bot d 6671;66 Masslve
tromle6, normhiy
fromNEC,
norm-ally
l€l10l P::f-{
iCiot
fffe-qt
These are

over-b

r ultra

1€llaUl
wlth ei

t
hlg

lear. sranoaru trNrr
attract\o case wlth

,ordalsy-chalnlng.3
sod(€E. B€auttul

!uj!6-3f

TAI
iA\i

brand new & boxed 12'amberllat sc?€€n
wllh optlonal swh,€l ard tllt base. Surf,ex lllter wlth dark tlnt,
Slandard TTL PC compatlbl€. I I mhz bandwldth, Veiy anractve
'slate ot th€ arl" laper€d gl€y case. Standard dn D dug
(suppll€d) on I m€tr€ cord ard malns cod termlnated wlth IEC
conn€c,lor. 2rm volE compl€te wlth operatlons maruel. An ab850 (A) 1OE5m (G). Syautlt b.D e4r5,
solul€ gltl
Very hlgh reoluton, fully cased 14'gFen or amb€r scrson
monltor wlth non-glar€ scr€en and swhreutllt base, The rrETy
lalos{ technotogy at th€ rrEry lowosl pdc€l Fully compatH€ and
plug compatlblo wlth all IBM PCs and clonos lltled wllh a i{gh
r€s Hercriles or equlvalenl cadl EnaHes superb graphlcs and
rcsoluton, all at a glve away pdce. Has many extra leatJr€s
lncludng aux +5 & 1 2v DC ouFutsto ponEr at least 2 dlsk drlves,
ll your Pc power supply ls gottng holl Suppll€d BMND NEUI
and box€d. Stale whsth€r ambor or grEon scrBen rBqul'€d.

I

al:

H::tB

?fl3}bEg

i]Hil9Jgtri 'fl5$.trd#.'f, il,Ti8iJffli"63El"'
CALLFOR TTSCO(.{,,T9 OITH//GHER OUANTII/IEST
Z€l|ltlilEl2t{}EA

lnpul & oulpul by sotlwaE selecllon; lntsgral lrPuyoutpt t lllto]s and addr€ss decodoG lnput
pre-amp; overJevel dslectel; tdgg€r slgnal delecter drculi;
avallaHllty and morD. lnput lerEl 25mv to 50v p+.
E4gllIB expanCon
Max. samdlng tEqJency ls tl4*fu and lnpul galn r,arlaH€ to
g5:SE 200 tmes. Deslgned lor us€ wlth almosl any p€Eonal computer, allowlng converCon ol analog slgnals to dlgltal data lor
3I4 I}IC}I BRAND NEW AT SI9.95II
pmc€sslng by tho compuler pus convelCon back to ana,log
slgnals. Th€ 26 pags manual supplled lncludes data on the
comcrt connscton to varlous CPU's lncludlng lhe 8080, Z-80,
6800, 6502 and 6809 lemlllesplusdalaand schomatlcslorus€r
modlflcaton o, yO,llier dJtotl fEquencles. Complete wlth 50
CHOOSE YOUR s INCHI
8125.(xrG) weydbbon caH€ and €dgp conn€ctorto go tolh6 computerand
Ele5.m(E) power caHe. All lor a lracllon ol the r€gular pdcel E4er5 (C)

Neve
to be

trad(
tor,,,,

3'J.*

had or sotl sectorE- BMND NEl

l

E25O.O{E)

All PISUr ZDAUt;c lnprt .nd an BMI{D NEW unlo
d.H. flbnyvpelrrnglng lrcm 3v!o lokydway!ln 6clc

SPEqALOFFERSII
y(e capadty hous€d ln a smarl cas€

only D{99.00 (Q

Flne OF{619 20 watls swllch mode. +5v @ 2a. +12v @ la,
3'x 1-ll2'.
Cls.gqB)
Asiec AC{151 rO watb. Sr illch mode. +5v @ 2.5a. +12v @
2a. -12v @ 0.1a. 6-1lq \ 4' x 1-3t4'.
8t9.95(B)
-12v @ 0.1a. 5' x

Gradldde leAmE 50 watts swllch mode.+Sv @ 6a+l2v @
ta+l5v @ 1a. RFE ard lullyt€sted.l 1 x 20 xs.scms. E24.95{C)
Conys AC13O. t30 watt hl-grade VDE sp€c.Swltch mode.+sv

6.5cms
0.5a.
5a.

E4orqc)
@ 15a,-5v@ 1a,I12v @ 6a.27 x 12.5 x
Bo.hail lfllg0,S\rritch mod€.ld€al lor ddves & sysiem. +5v@
a Brlilsh made hlgh c1rn€nt malns 6a, +12v @ 2.5a, -12v @ 0.5a, -5v @
C2935(8,
spke srppressor and RF llllor ln orE, capaHe ol handlng up F.mell GBrrl(,A Swltch mod€.5v @ zrca.Enesed e95.qXC)
to I 0 ampsl Th€ attractve ces€ has an lntegral 1 3 emp sck€t F.me[ @/VsS. As abor/€ hJl 24v
[t5,00(C)
@
toryourequlprnent plug and aflylng lead lermlnatos ln a quallty
plug (to BS 1 3634 standard) to go to lhe malns sod(et. Th€r€
E:!9.m(C) ls an lntemal luso plus one ln lho dug. Two LED lndcators, on€
lp€ctly 110 or 24O voltr lor AG lent.
lorpoweron and tho olherllghtsllth€ lnlemal lus6lalls. Dlms:6'
AC. 112'tt{ck
x 3' x 2'. Brand n6w. Ustrlbulo/s pdce - €65.001 Contnernal 3 lrrch
lnch
AC ETHI sllmllne.Only I'thlck
dug verCon Fllt-C. Eltheror{yH5.e5o..rt or 2lorEA.95 (B) 312
AC 1 10/2tl0v 1t 2'thlck.
BGihg-t c Vp. l2l2l malns RFI fllters ral€d at 250 volts 3 a lncr!
Tho'Flltan'lrom Crotan ls

data.

amps maxlmum. Comes corpl€te wlth a hrllt ln malns cable I lrrch
10 lrrch
(Engllsh codlng), and athre€ dn mlnlatu19 non-t€verCue sock62 mm
92 mm

4lrrch

almh

AC ll,A" lhlck
Round.3rh thlck, Hotron 1 10v

oc r ttnr*.'r.io.s t zl;i

at

DC l2v. 18 mm lhlck.
DC l2v. l2w 112'thlck
DC 24v 8w. 1' thlck

izi.e

fi

ziv.
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ELECTRONICS
TODAY INTERNATIONAL

Bug Spotter

Earth Currcnt
Signals

Another little device to sniff out
the bugs.
Paul Benton

A

George Pickworth concludes
his series on underground

design.

communication.

t2
The Telephone
Kevin Kirk gives us a complete
insight into this important piece
of communicating equipment
together with two miniprojects
for extension bells.

Active Noise
Reduction
low frequency noise

-

The man

is a big

John Linsley Hood presents a

active steps to are beingtaken to

designer-built timer

reduce this electronically.

Mixing Desk
Review
With home sound recording

outlines the work of this re-

being so popular and affordable, Paul Freeman reviews a

Hand Scanner

52

Maplin.

20
oscilloscope featured in our
February and March issues.

38
Fecko Box

40

54

Fuses

In the first of a new series, Ray

Having

Marston presents a compre-

a rough idea of the type
of fuse to put into a circuit is not

hensive guide to that one-way
semiconductor device.

enough. Brian Kendle gives a
blow by blow account.

28

44

luNE

1990

48

The Tesla Goil

inventors experimental work in
this area.

Modern Diode
Circuits

Page

Nikola Tesla was mainly preoccupied with high voltage,
high frequency coils, George

Whether it's a fuzz or echo box
you want, Keith Brindley combines the two in this mini
project.

25

ETr

Page 52

Andrew Armstrong reviews an
A4 hand scanner for your
computer.

budget audio mixer from

Dennis Stanfield gives us a few
extra details on how to use the

give

s0

33

Nikola Tesla was a man with

Operation
Superscope

to

photographic perfection.

Helen Oughton reports.

great vision. George Pickworth

markable man.

Darkrcom timer

problem inside the car, but

r6
Tesla

48

Pickworth now covers the

Testing Testing
This month, Mike Barwise gets
down to component testing

and fault-finding.
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ment will include such functions

as shopping orders,

health
monitoring and working from
home.
Credanet is an integrated
home management system from
Creda which allows control and
management of appliances and

equipment. It will also allow
access to internal and external
information and financial services. The system will operate
through existing house wiring by
mains borne communications.
A central controller communicates with other units,

through transceivers

tFne

I tn"

s on
able

to control heating, tighting,
security and appliances from a
single console. Further develop-

6

in

each

operations for auto-control, from
programming the heating for ihe
evening to checking the securitY
system.
The display can also be used
to show iabular data. such as train
timetables, share prices, Personal
diary, bank balances and so on.
A limited range of Credanet
functions can be accessed when
you are away from home via the

special programmes, for instance

national telephone network. No

programmes can be stored, for
instance, for extra security while
the house is empty.

more holidays ruined by wondering whether you remembered to
turn off the heating!
Temperature sensors linked

to

Credanet allow control of

electric heaters either singly or for

appliance, or from a separate unit
in place of the standard mains
plug. The controller is a processor

the whole house. Credanet will

with built-in software for

maximise efficiency and can be

basic

command and control functions.
A touch panel integrated into the

large display is used to select

ensure that the heating is run to

programmed to operate automatically either on a daily or
weekly cycle It will also store

when the house is unoccupied
during holidays
Credanet can also be used
to control or monitor all security

and safety devices, such as
intruder detectors, contact
alarms, vibration alarms, electric
door locks or complete security

systems Smoke detectors can
also be incorporated. Special

All lighting can be controlled
by Credanet. including dimming

and varying lighting levels
throughout the house. Programming can be automatic on a daily

or weekly cycle and special programmes can be stored to
operate when the house is unoccupied to give the impression of
internal activity.
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I tanv solvent manufacturers
[Ylur" finally yielding to

to be known as KCD-9438) provides superior cleaning power to

pressure to reduce the omission
oI ozone destroying CFCs to the

aqueous and CFC cleaning

environment
ICI has recently launched a
range of low emission solvent
cleaning plants . CalledCleanseal

aod Cleanzone, the plants will
reduce use of chlorinated solvents by up to 50% when the
system is in use, and by 64%
when the system is idling. ICI's
range of solvent products includes Propaklone, a non-CFC
solvent ideal for surface mount
applications, which can be used
in existing cleaning plants

Kerry Ultrasonics

have

introduced an automated ultrasonic cleaning system, the
Aquaclens, specially designed to
use DuPont's non-CFC solvent,
Axarel 38. Axarel 38 (which used

ETr IUNE 1990

"

agents, and is bio-degradable.
Another range of non-CFC

solvents is the Re-Entry nnge

from Bush Boake Allen.

The

range is based on terpenes
biodegradable solvents derived from

-

wood as a by-product of the
paper indushy. Their use requires

no major redesign of

existing

cleaning equipment

In addition to

solvent

cleaners, an aerosol photoresist

which uses an ozone friendly
propellant is now available from
Electrolube. Electrolube RP50 is

available

in 75ml and 200m1

aerosols, particularly suitable for
smallproduction in the laboratory
or at home. For more information
about RP50 contact Electrolube

Ltd. Tel: 0734404037.

7

f:ver wished Vou could disguise
Eyo* volce on rne pnone. so

changing a chlld's voice to that o{
an adult. Some advantages are

that you could tell unwelcome
callers that you are out? Hong

obvious, for example, a woman
on her own in a house could

ft turns out that Camcorder
Iusers are becoming more

Kong manufacturer Ideatech

disguise her voice as a man's.
But one can foresee great
potential for mis-understanding

creative and ambitious. Forget
the wobbly, jumpy video of your
cousin's wedding
- many Camcorder users are now editing their
films to produce professional
looking programmes.
Research by Sony has re-

Industrial have developed the
VocalMask, a device that enables

users to keep their immediate
identity secret by scrambling and
disguising their telephone voices.

In the event of potentially
unwelcome calls, the device
shields identity with an unrecognisable voice. However the user

can revert to his or her normal
voice at any time during the call
by sliding a switch.
The VocalMask provides 16

of voice scrambling,
allowing a woman to sound like

levels

a

woman

or

vice-versa, and

and embarrassment.

Business

callers may be rude to someone
they think is a receptionist when
in fact they are talking to a major

client. And situation comedies
are bound lo seize on the mistakes which could be made by
adulterous couples telephoning
their loversl
If you want more information about VocalMask, contact
IdeaTech Industrial Ltd, Hong
Kong. Tel: (010) 852 7475440.

vealed that three quarters of
Camcorder purchasers intend to

edit their recordings. The
research shows that there is a
widespread understanding of the
process of video editing which
can turn raw footage into finished
programmes.
The method adopted by
92% of Sony purchasers is to edit

material shot on 8mm down onto

VHS for replay.

Sony's research also
showed that people buy Cam-

corders

for many

different

reasons; the most popular are
travel at 90.5% , making family
records at72.7% and recording
special events at 67 .2Vo

,

The research was carried out
with recent purchasers of Sony's
very small Camcorder, the CCD

TR55, so it's not surprising that
77 2V" of respondents said that
they chose their Camcorder
primarily on size 61.1% chose
primarily on weight and 4l.lVo

because

of the three

hour

recording capability.

The New

Cirki]

Summer
Cotologue
t

L','d.l,:i,Htt|:l',, vouchers

B

I Latest books
I Low cost multimeters
I 184 pages
I Only61.60 available from larger
newsagents or directly from Cirkit

Cirkir Distribulion Ltd.
Po*

Lone, Broxboume, Heris ENl0 7NQ
Telephone 10992lr 444111
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it

was

running of the stations. An example:

lHumphrey Littleton who said

Uazz

[-ondon Greek Radio in Haringey, has

f{
is

I've got the quote right.

the only music that appeals equally

to the heart, the mind and the feetl

And first on the agenda

been Iinanced to the tune ol
t500.000 by local Greek businesses

this
month is a discussion about the new
community radio stations popping up
around the country. ltjust so happens
that one of the very first was Jazz FM

in the area.

in London

of music (Jan FM) and

These community radio stations
(some 23 have either been licenced
or are in the process of being licenced)

are correctly known as incremental
radio stations, simply because they are
an increment to areas where local
radio stations are already broadcasting. Effectively they are piggy-backed
hence
on top of existing services

Community radio stations will
probably fall into one of two
categories, the first being specific
music stations, playing only one Iorm

secondly,
particular community service stations

perhaps broadcasting speci{ic programmes only in that community's
language (london Greek Radio)

Anyone wishing to set up a
community radio station along the

realized that community radio stations
should be given the go-ahead (and it
was pushed into realizing this, simplg
because dozens of pirate community
radio stations were going to pop up if

nothing was done) then ways to
Iicence them were sought. Eventually,

this will be done by the new Broadcasting Bill, cunently waiting for Royal
Assent in Parliament But, to sidestep
this, and show that things were being

service. ln other words, give away the

razors, but charge 'em for the razor

blades This can't go on for much
longer under the current regime.
simply because the razors cost too
much.
Second factor is that the other

nearby transmitters. Frequencies are
cellular-telephone-type arrangement, eliminating
inter-cell adiacent channel interlerence

instance. they are ctopping up in areas
such as l-ondon (Jazz FM, Kiss FM,
Melody Radlq South london Radio)
which already have localradio Areas
such as remotest Scotland and Anywhereshire which do not have local
radio at all, thus do not have

This seems a unfair, but there is a

doing this simply by providing the

so they cannot interfere with other

to be allocated on a

reason Once the Government

(Docu-Fax International) is selling fax
machines which are self-service and
paid for by credit-card.
Using Mitsubishi innards, the
'payfax' features a writing desk and
voice assistance, and is said to be userfriendly. Hotels, garages and supermarkets are likely to be the prime sites
for such machines.

situation where hardware is being sold
at virtually give-away prices ln many
cases handsets are being given away.
Retailers are hoping to recoup costs in

Whatever happens, they all will have
low power transmitters so they can
only broadcast to a resticted area, and

the name incremental-So, for

community radio either

airports and the like for a while now,
but the idea is {inally catching on in
Britain At least one UK company

new Broadcasting Bill lines

is

encouraged to first get in touch with
the Community Radio Association
(CRA), an independent organization

which came to life back in 1983 to
promote the interests of community
radio stations Many of the original
pirate stations belonged to the CRA

- since then they have become
legitimized by the incremental
adoption of existing law by the
Government and the IBA Information and advice is available from the
CRA at 119 Southbank House, Black

Prince Road, London SE1 7SJ.
Telephone:

07l

582 8732.

done, the Government asked the
Independent Broadcasting Authority
stations
according to a loophole in the current
law. Current law is that the IBA has to
provide a range ol broadcast radio
services in each local radio area. And
iti that word range which is the
loophole. Apart from actual local
radio stations, the IBA is allowed to

to licence the incremental

authorize these incremental community radio stations
When the Broadcastlng Bill gets
assent, though, we can expect some
300 to 400 community radio stations
to appear in the ether over the next
year or so This will occur as the Bill
is administered by a new radio
regulatory body, the Radio Authority,
set up by the Government with a new
'light touch' approach.
These community radio stations,
although local in the true sense of the

word, are perceived to serve the
community in which they broadcast
raiher than just to make a profit.
Obviously, though, none of these will
be in the market to make a loss, so
advertizing and/or support Irom local
business and organizations will be
used to pay for the initial set-up and
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Tripping the Light Fantastic
At the recent Electro Optics and laser
lnternational exhrbition at the National
Exhibition Centre in Birmingham, the
company Fibre Data was showing its

system for transmission of audio
signals to loudspeakers. lt's nothing

new, really; active

loudspeakers

coupled to a line-output pre-amped
hi-ficentre Things llke this have been
around for donkeyi years
What is new, on the other hand,
is the transmission medium between
centre and active loudspeakers. Fibre

Data has used cheap and cheerful
polymer opticalfibres to carry digital

- arguably a bit oI an overkill.
Nevertheless, the idea represents the
signals

hifi systems
are probably going to {ollow, whether
the exact method used by Fibre Data
is adopted (hence generating cash for
route top-of-the-range

the company) or whether the individual major hi-fi manufacturers design
their own (more likely)

Condemned Cell

mobile communications networks

Finally, ['m going to make a prediction lt's based on a long{ime

such as CT2 and PCN will be getting
up and standing on their feet soon
This willcreate even greater competition to the cellular system.
As to how long it will be before this
implosion takes place, I can't say. It
could be as Jong as two years. On the
other hand, six months is a {air bet.

observation of the cellular telephone

structure

in the UK

Currently, it

seems that the system is growing at
too fast a rate. Everyone (except me,
that is) seems to want to drive down
the motorway, posing as they talk into

their cellular handsets (illegally, I
might add) On a recent trip over a

Whatever happens, though, the

distance of about 70 miles on the M1,
I counted no less than 15 drivers doing
this.

for it. There are too many people

Anyway, back to the point. The

Public Image
ln the USA, publicly-used

fax

system is about to implode I say this
because of two factors First is that

machines have been situated in

retailers are being forced into the

system will come out leaner and better

trying to make too much money out
of it at the moment Getting to a leaner
system will inevitably though, cost the
country a few jobs.

Keith Brindley

9

Blueprint

is a

column intended to provide suggested answers

to readers' electronics design problems Designs are only
carried out{oritemsto be published, and will notbeprototyped
by the columnist. Circuits published in Blueprint are believed

to work, but may need minor alteration by the reader after
prototyping. Individual correspondence will not be entered
into, save as necessary to prepare items for publication.

We have an audio Blueprint this

month:
Dear Sir,
I have attempted to design a third
order passive low-pass 50Hz lilter to

resistors to damp the filter response
and make it less sensitive to impedance changes, but this wastes power,

{lat to infinity, because it will not be
asked to handle significant signals at
above 100H2 Ontheotherhand, the

which you are short of at sub bass

filter rolls off rather than cuts off

anyway.

abruptly,

connect a sub bass woofer to my

amplifier. I had to give up because I
do not know how to deal with the
compbx impedance of a loudspeaker,
which depends on both electrical and
mechanical elfects. ls there a method
of design capable of handling such
factors?

Ian Will, Jordan
Yes, there is a way, but as Deep

Thought (from The Hitch-hikers
Guide To The Galaxy) said'You're not
going to like it".

There is a disadvantage to the

Failing this, the engineer with
access to a computer would use a
simulation tool such

model
the effects of diverse param€ters,
which would probably be measured in
the first case. Lacking Sprce, other
approaches might be to use a Smith
Chart (normally used for microwaves)
or to writ€ a numerical simulation in
Basic and let it run over lunchtime.
as Sprce to

at frequencies above the transition

frequency Any tendency for the
loudspeaker to ring at third harmonic
frequencies is not damped by the low
output impedance of the amplifier, In
my view the crossover unit approach
is not the best one to use. Indeed, I do
not fully approve of crossover units in
general for the above reason and for
others too long to go into here.

TO BASS
AMPLIFIEF

Fig.2

Extra Channel

must not be distorted.
Equally, because oI mechanical
non-linearity, the loudspeaker may

to make the
obscure loudspeaker impedance
insignificant, without the need to

attempt to generate harmonics of the
signal, and the amplifiert negative
feedback must do its part in keeping

know what it is beforehand, is to use
an extra amplifier channel. The extra
amplifier is fed with the bass signals
from the two stereo channels, using

the output impedance low to damp
such tendencies This means that the
amplifier circuitry shouJd, ideally,
respond at up to a kilohertz or more,
and should not generate distortion at

Perhaps the best way

filter pairs as shown in Figure 1. I have
shown a second order design because
too sharp a transition can cause
response ripple around the transition
frequency. The scheme here also
avoids the lowest bass frequencies
being fed to the normal stereo

any frequency.

A small amount of

impedance between left and right
amplifier channels at low frequencies.
To minimise the circulating currents
which would flow (to no good effect),
internal filtering and cross connection
are needed to run the stereo amplifier
in mono as regards bass frequencies.
The problem then resolves itself to
that of an ordinary crossover unit, but
with most of the circuitry duplicated
for left and right channels. This is a
problem which loudspeaker designers
solve adequately, usually by ignoring

the complex nature of loudspeaker
impedance and designing as if a resistive load is presented to the ports of
the crossover unit. This is not as bad
as it sounds, particularly if a second
rather than third order filter is used.
Some crossover units incorporate

10

harmonic

distortion distributed over the
waveform will be lost in the
mechanical distortions of the system,
but crossover distortion is absolutely

TO BASS
AMPLIFIEB

l<49H2

5532 POWERED

Crossover Units
As you imply in your letter, only one
sub bass unit is needed lor a stereo
system, because little or no directional
information is imparted to the earby
such low frequencies. The use of only
one loudspeaker, however, requires
a system to combine signals from both
channels of the amplifier. Unless a
lossy design employing resistors is
used, this means that there is a low

because they have low total negative

feedback, but the distortion is
relatively unobjectionable Such

crossover unit approach. The impedance seen by the loudspeaker is high

This problem is an illuskation of
the difference between engineers and
physicists. The engineer avoids the
use of long equations, which have to
be fitted sideways on the paper, if at
all possible. Forgetthe mathematically
rigorous approach
- engineers are
usually maths users rather than producers. Normally the first approach is
to try to find a design scheme which
makes all the inconvenient variables
negligible or irrelevant.

that low level signals will
be present at up to 100H2, and these
so

forbidden. Some MOSFET amplifiet
designs exhibit the figures which are
by current hi-fi standards, partly

FFOM

TO NEXT
STAGEO

AMPLIFIER

l<49H2

i12V

amplifiers would be quite suitable for
the job

Damping Factor
To gain the best effect from a sub bass

unit, the amplifler should be connected to the loudspeaker with the
lowest resistance connection reasonable possible. Don't be fooled by
expensive special loudspeaker cables
- if you use a fairly short length of
resonably thick wte (say32/0.2) then
the connectors will dominate the total
resistance.

lf it is practical to mount the
amplifier on the back of the loudspeaker cabinet, so that all connections are soldered and thus have a
stable resistance, you can obtain a
{urther improvement in damping
factor and hence lower distortion by
use positive current feedback to null
part of the loudspeaker's own resistance as shown in Figure 3.
Finally, remember that the better
the performance ofthe sub bass unit,
the less it will sound like a normal

loudspeaker. Most loudspeaker
systems generate significant third (and

higher) harmonic output when fed
with a frequency signal, which fools
the ear that there is more bass than is
reatly present.

Andrew Armstrong
speakers, where they will cause
generation of third harmonic (unless
these speakers can respond properlg
to the sub bass, in which case an extra
sub bass unit is not needed)
If it is unacceptable to modify the

amplifier, the signal may be tapped

from the loudspeaker outputs

NON.INVERTING
BASS AMPLIFIER
BASS SIGNAL
FROM FILTER

as

shown in Figure 2, but this approach
is second best because of the extra

distortion present at the amplifier
output

as well as because the sub bass
signals are stillled to the normal stereo
speakers. In any event, a single sub
bass signal should be generated from
a point from a point after the volume

control in the stereo amplifier.
.

The extra amplifier itself

is

inttnded for a limited function, and
may be optimised for this. It does not
need a frequency response which is

Fig. 3
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Part 4: A pructical syntonized
communication svstem
-t\

In tlte final part of his

)

serTes on ground

communication,
George Pickworth
descibes some of his
recent experiments
with syntonized
communication.

20mH

Fig. 1 schematic circuit
for syntonized receiver.
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frequency, a triple gang 500p tuning condenser,
salvaged from an old domestic radio, is connected

lel
ns
th

the
set
set

To provide a fairly high impedance load, the
HARDWOOD PILLAB

ince the original trials described in ETI

over the last three months, further

experiments have been carried out with
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a tuned, or syntonized, earth current

receiver. This can best be described as a
tuned radio frequency (TRF) receiver with a tuning
coil and capacitor designed for very low frequenciesl
The only difference from a TRF receiver is that it does
not reciify, but selectively amplifies the input signals.
With the prototypereceiver, both 1.5 and 3.0kHz
square wave tones (generated by the DCIAC converter) an
(transmitted
amplifier)
loud and cle
with no int
the tlock pul
signals, which seriously limited the range of the
original transformer input,/high pass filter receiver.
S0HzinterIercnce is reduced to a slight lharp buzz
under no-signal conditions, but this is almost inaudible
when a signal is present. Indeed, by increasing the
gain of the amplifier, much greater range should be
possible.

The heart of the receiver (Fig. 1) is a 20mH
inductor tuned by either a 500n or 150n capacitor,
selected by a switch. Fortunately the inductoi tuned
to almost exactty 1 5 or 3.0kHz, using2o% tolerance
capacitors on hand, but in any case, a precise freqnecessary for the pre
resistance of only ab
t values shown, is so
using the signal generator's slow motion drive, it is very
difficult to peak at reasonance.
In order to peak the receiver at the transmitter

should be possible. Moreover, there seems to be no
reason why an antenna should not be used instead
of a base, to receive ELF Hertzian waves.
The inductor (Fig. 2) consists of about 500 turns
of 1.Omm enamelled wire, salvaged from an old car
dynamo
las
I, with taps every
100

turn
b

for the

rn
ite

d to be

optimum

m diameter and
100mm long. A few turns of insulating tape were
wrapped around the ends of the core so as to make
a snug fit with the hole through the bobbin.
Tiials with
(changing
the position of t
showei
d
-ally
that the Q of th
if the
core was moved more than a few millimeters from the
dead centre so this was abandoned in favour of the
variable capacitor. Commercial ready-wound pot core
inductors are unsuitable as they have no iaps for
connection to the base, but a custom wound coil on
a large pot core seemed very suitable.
The receiver is well screened from both electric
and magnetic fields, and to minimise any possible
feedback from the headphones, the base is ionnected
to the receiver by a 10m length of co-axial cable.
Tuning the receiver to audio frequency earth
currents was reminscent of the first radio receiver
made by the author almost 60 years ago, but more
significantly, this simple receiver demonstrated that
h current signalling at frequencies
ndeed feasible, and that opens up all
ibilities.
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now f ,.
here's 3 good

reasonswhy!
ETI
Published Monthly

- SUBSCRIPTION PRICE 819.20.

ETI is Britain's leading magazine for the electronics enthusiast and is renowned for its ability to keep
pace with the leading edge of technology.
It has built its reputation with quality DIY projects giving detailed technical explanations, tutorial
features on the world of electronics, and general features covering current affairs in science and
technology.
A single source guide to electronics today
and tomorrow.

-

HAM RADIOTODAY
Published Monthly

- SUBSCRIPTION PRICE eI8.00.

HAM RADIO TODAY caters for both the experienced user and newcomer to amateur radio. With
generally informative features, the latest news and practical projects, this magazine covers all the
aspects of this growing field; an invaluable complement for any licenced radio amateur worldwide.

CITIZENS'BAND
Published Monthly
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CITIZEN'S BAND is the only British CB magazine and covers a wide range of topics of interest to the
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Invasion Of Privacy
recent exercises on

Vour
I surveillance gadgets. and for
that matter your adverts which
include such materials, are antisocial invitations to invasion of
privacy. Nobody who has legitimate need for such equipment
would have the slightest difficulty
in obtaining it, and you are not

need.
When my family was young,
they would certainly have been
told that any secret use of such
equipmeni would be anti-social
and was not acceptable.

K B Wilson
Anglesey.

Cookins Up High
ldon't wish to seem ungrateful.
Ibut everybody does pieces on
low voltage regulation and there
are books you can buy as well.
How about something really
useful for a change, namely high
voltage regulation
- over 35
volts of course, and up to 100
volts.
The reason is to get a really

clean supply for HT in audio
amps, despite using RF filters and

ELF Information Require

therefore satisfying any real public

Voltagesr

the like. You can get 70 volts of
course, by using the outside rails
of a split supply, but I would like
a bit more if possible. Also a piece
on the subject giving the basic
theory, instead of burning components as we kitchen table DIY
buffs have to do to break new
ground!
So how about it, please?

Hugh Haines
Sunderland.
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very interesting articles on Earth

Current Signalling, which
appeared in ETI March 90.
I was really pleased to find
such a subject so clearly and
accurately described. However,
my own experiments with earth
current signals have raised some
q uestions.
The article refers to "noises
originating from miscellaneous
static discharges and ELF radio
transmitters". Listening to earth

signals,

I

also noticed

noises
probably due to static discharges.
I attributed other noises to current
instabilities at the contact between

soil and electrodes.
In my case the soil was clay
and the electrodes were simply
two carbon sticks of length 5 cm
and diameter about 7mm, taken
from old torch batteries. The
distance between electrodes was
50 m. (l did not use metallic

goes nowhere unless the 100k
resistor from the gate has its
bottom end connected to the OV
line. Similarly in Fig 11 the 5p0
capacitor is blocking the gate of

the first FET and should

be

replaced by a short circuit otherwise the bias produced by the 3k3
source resistor does absolutely

nothing.
Finally the signalcaptions in

Fig. 1(a) on page 14 appear to

A Couple Of Oscillator Errors
ETI April 90 some errors
Iappear to have occurred on

1n

true anode by the

oscillator since there

no electron

solid-state device which can

coupling. This term is applied to
any type of oscillator in which
there is electron coupling in the

behave in this manner.
In Fig 10 the bias developed
across the 1k0 source resistor

14

R G Christian
Frodsham, Cheshire.

device between the oscillator and
its output Thus it can only be

page 35 in some of the oscillator
circuits. Oscillators can be series
or parallel fed (with DC supply),
thus the oscillator shown in Fig. 8
is a parallel fed Hartley and that
in Fig. 10(a) is a parallel {ed
Colpitts.
The circuit shown in Fig. 8 is
certainly not an eleclron-coupled
is

have been reversed.
To end on a more optimistic
note, as they say, may I compliment you on a magazine which
has improved out of all recognition since its early days.

applied to a tetrode or pentode
valve in which the screen grid acts
as the anode (i.e. collector) and

the oscillation is coupled to the
electron

stream. The system thus behaves
as a triode oscillator coupled to a
pentode amplifier within the
same pentode valve There is no

John Linsley Hood replies: I am
gratefulto Mr Christian for drawing attention to the errors in the
drawings of Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 of
my article in the ETI April90. The
bottom end of the gate resistor in

Fig. 10 should, of course

be

returned to the 0V line, as also
should the missing gate return
resistor in Fig. 11.
He is also quite correct that

an blectron coupled'

oscillator

needs electrons, which means

electrodes, because they constituted a rectifying contact with
the soil. With metal electrodes, I
received only the strong localMW
transmitter!) The amplifier connected to the electrodes was a
transistorised, broad band, audio
amplifier without detector (voltage gain about 300). With this

system

I

also received signals

from the Omega navigation
system on 70.2kH2, but I never

noticed any ELF signals.
Can anyone provide more

information about ELF signals
and ELF transmitters?
To my knowledge the USA
ELF transmitter WTF was active
in the 1970s. Is it operated at
present? Are there other ELF

transmitters active todav? Do
your know frequencies and time
tables of such transmission or
publications which report such
data?

Ezio Mognaschi
Pavia, Italy.

that my circuit of Fig. 8 is
incorrectly titled unless the
ampli{ying device is a pentode or
other multi-electrode valve,
where the'screen'grid can act as
a virtual anode.
I realise, in retrospect, that I
have been using this term, as a
kind of generic name for cathodesource or emitter-coupled oscillators since I was about eleven
years old, without thinking of the
precise meaning of the description. Presumably one could use
a cascode coupled layout, of the
kind I have shown below, to give
a more nearly exact solid state
version of this circuit, with the
output isolated from the oscillator
f unction.
I am not sure exactly what
kind of circuits Mr Christian
envisages for 'parallel' or beries

fed' Hartley or Colpitts designs.

but the circuit layouts

which

Messrs. Hartley and Colpitts
patented, and to which they gave
their names were quite specific in

their use of a tuned circuit
between the anode and grid of an

amplifying device, in their case a
triode valve, with the centre tap of
the coil, or of a pair of capacitors
connected across this, taken to a
point o{ low RF impedance.
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Patent Office Warning
w:,I::ffi:;'1i*no'1f;!

article by Marc Masson in your
April issue in which he gives the
impression that the Swiss Patent
Office gives an easy route to a
worldwide patent
This is just not so. Moreover,
there is a very real danger that the

article may lead some of your
readers unwittingly to fall foul of
national security provisions.
First, there is no such thing
as a world patent. To obtain
patent rights in other countries
you have to file and prosecute a
patent application under the

National Patent Laws of each
country. A Swiss patent gives protection in Switzerland alone and
a UK patent is effective only in the
UK. Neither will have any influence whatever on how examina-

tion is carried out in other
countries There are also a
European Patent Convention
(EPC) and a Patent Co-operation
Treaty (PCT) to facilitate obtaining

protection

country

-

in

more than one

Switzerland

is

a

member of both, as is the UK. As
members we all abide by the

security aspect, I think I need only

same set of rules and again the
Swiss office have no special
position within the EPC and PCT
that can simplify procedures.
In fact, the Swiss Patent
Office has two levels of examination. Full examination is carried
out in a small number of cases, for
those inventions relating to textile
products and processes and, not
surprisingly, horology - this
examination is not dissimilar to
that in the UK. Marc Masson is
alluding to those patents which
are given a more limited examination. Since there is not as rigorous
an examination they are relatively
easy to obtain
but they do

quote from our own free hand-

out literature on the

subject,

under the heading

NAf,IONAL SECUBITY
IMPORTANT WARNING:

Any person resident in

the United Kingdom

and
wishing to apply abroad for a

patent must first obtain
permission from the UK

Patent Office UNLESS they

have already applied for

a

patent forthe same invention

in the United Kingdom. In
the latter case, no application abroad should be made
until at least six weeks after

not give the same degree of

the UK filing'.

protection to the inventor.
Patent validity can never be

I realise that this letter must

seen somewhat negative.
Generally we are delighted

guaranteed and granted patents
can be shot down by competitors
if they can show the inventor is

whenever attention is given to

claimed. So it is in the inventor's
interest to have as watertight a
patent as possible and the more

patents or any of the other intellectual property rights, but I think
that Marc Masson's article illustrates the very real possibility of
misleading the reader in this

thoroughly the application

highly complex field.

not entitled to the monopoly

is

your publication.

It is our firm view that,
despite the high costs involved,
businessmen and industrialists
should be encouraged to obtain
professional help to assist in the
filing of patents, etc.
Your readers might also like
to know that the UK Patent Office
is presently pursuing an awareness campaign. region by region.
with a seiies of

national

Roadshow

seminars. To find out when we
will be mounting a presentation
close to them, your readers

should contact the Head of
Marketing and Information
Services, The Patent Office,
66-71 High Holborn, L-ondon
WC1R 4TP (Tel 01-829 6512\.

George Hamlyn
Marketing & Information

Patents

often protect investments worth
millions of pounds and mistakes
cannot be afforded. Moreover, I

examined the greater can be the
assumption of validity.

As regards the

do not think that any reader who
applied direct to the Swiss Patent
Office and then {ound himself
threatened with legal action on
national security grounds would
be too kindly disposed towards

Services
The Patent Office

Iondon
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applied in common mode to both inputs of the opamp, which tends to cancel out the signals on the
is

output. The telephone line is connected onto the noninverting input of the op-amp so it is amplified . R2/R3
sets the gain (in this case R2 : R3 so gain is around
1) and R1 matches the impedance of the line
(assuming a Iow impedance output from the previous
stage).

Although relatively expensive, the original
transformer had one other really useful feature: it
could sink DC current while leaving the AC relatively
untouched. This allowed the telephone company to
sense when a customer picks up his phone. The cradle
switch contacts close and the circuit draws DC current
up to 40mA. Figure 4 shows the circuit of a simplified
exchange. When the user draws current, the relay
corresponding to his line will pass current and come
on. Each relay has two coils to maintain AC balance.
To avoid affecting the operation of other telephones'
relays, each line is decoupledvia2pF non-polarised
capacitors
Nowadays we don't normally use transformers.
Instead we tend to use an electronic circuit which
mimics a coil. These circuits are calledgyrators. Figure
5 shows a typical circuit.

The Automatic Exchange

Kevin Kirk explains
the circuitry behind
telephones and gtves
some project ideas!

irtually every home has a telephone

The original exchanges had operators on switch-

-

it provides a vital part of everyday life. Yet

few people know how it works, or even
the principles behind it. So let's have a

look at how telephones work
present.

-

in the

The Telephone
The original telephones were very simple; just

z
ErI

a

carbon microphone and electromagnetic earpiece
with a battery in series (Figure 1) When one person
spoke, the carbon granules in the mouthpiece
vibrated, changing resistance which in turn changed
the current in the line. Kirchoffs law tells us that the
net current in a closed circuit is zero, so the same must
also pass through the earpiece at the other end.
This unit works fairly well
- as long as you don't
both talk at the same time, and you don't care about
mains pickup or interference. AIso you can hear
yourself when you speak, which makes you speak
more quietly which can be a serious drawback. One
answer is to stick the microphone on a stalk and the
earpiece on a wire, so you can hold the earpiece away

from you ear when you speak.
A better solution is to cancel locally generated
signals, without affecting the output level. We can now

ELI
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boards When you picked up your telephone the relay
would send a signal to an operator. The operator
would answer the call and manually connect the caller
to the person he wanted to talk to, via a jack plug and
socket system.
This was fine in the days when only about twenty
people in town had a phone. You've all seen the films
where the filmstar picks up the phone and asks Mary

do this very elegantly using modern electronics, but
when telephones were first starting to become
popular, modern electronics weren't available. So the
ever-resourceful nineteenth century engineers came
up with an anti sidetone transformer This was wired
in such a way that the signals from the microphone
were derived in antiphase to each other through the
transformer, creating a common mode nulling effect
(see Figure 2).The earpiece was wired onto the same
transformer to convert the incoming series mode

signals into sound. Nowadays we would use a
duplexor.ln its simplest form this consists of a op-amp

wired up as shown in Figure 3. The transmitted signal

6 VOLT

+t_t.
EARPHoNE

MIcRoPHoNE

E

r)

81

M1

Fig. 1 Simple Early Telephone

on the switchboard to get him Fred, who instantly
answers. Mary, of course, used to listen in on all the
calls and would probably pass on the gossip and
business news to interested parties to their mutual
benefit.

Almon Strowger, a funeral director in Kansas city

found out that a close friendt funeral was to

be

handled by a rival funeral director, whose sister was
the telephone operator. Putting two and two together,

he deduced that many calls destined for him were
being passed on to his rival. So he thought out a way
of automatically routeing a call, which he patented in
1889. This consisted of a series of uni-selectors which

were activated from a dial on the telephone. When
the diaf was turned, a pair of contacts called muting
contacts would be closed and another pair would be
pulsed. (The muting contacts were closed for two
reasons. Firstly to short the local transformer to
prevent dialling pulses reaching the earpiece.
Secondly, to prevent large voltages being induced by

ETr
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the transformer by the abrupt removal of the DC

l99Ol . TheZener diode ensures that the voltage does

current. This could cause spurious ringing on the line
which could be construed as multiple dial pulses or
cause some belltinkle on parallel connected phones.)
On the transistor gyrator, we use aZener diode to
quickly turn on the transistors when the voltage is first
applied, effectively shorting out the 'coil'. When the
transistors are on, the voltage across Q2 is around 5V,

not rise above a safe level for operation of the IC.
The rectified AC (there is no smoothing capacitor
after the bridge) willproduce a warble effect. The tone
may be changed by changing R2. The current is low

so the Zener turns off and the circuit goes back to being
a coil. You could of course just short the lot out with

a relay.

so it should not affect any other phones on the circuit.

If you want an outside bell for when you are at
the bottom of the garden, the circuit of Figure 10 might
be more in your line, using a bell transformer and bell
of your choice. Please keep the Telecom side and your
side of the opto as far apart as possible.

STANDARD

TELEPHoNE

,"db"*
TELEPHONE
LIN

E

TELECOM
CONNECTIONS

BLUE
RED

,F$ittHtsR..l,

Fig. 2 Early Telephone With Anit-Sidetone Transformer

Fig. 3 Duplexor Circuit

The dialling itself is outlined on Figure 6. Note

the asymetric pulse waveform. This was originally
done because relays take longer to drop out than they
do to make. The interdigit pause signals the end of
one digit and the start of another.
There is another form of dialling, much used in
the USA and slowly catching on here. This is called
Dual Tone Multi Frequency (DTMF) dialling. It uses
a pair of tones to indicate a digit to be dialled, allowing
the system to be very fast (a pulsed digit can take up
to 1 second to send plus inderdigit delays). DTMF is
especially suited to computerised diallers. A typical
dialler is shown in Figure 7a. With its attendant tones
it can take input either from a keypad or via a suitable
isolated interface from a computer. Figure 7b shows
how the unit works.

Fig. 4 Simple Telephone Exchange

The Bells! The Bells!
Now we've covered dialling out, what aboutringing in?

Bell tinkle was mentioned earlier and can be a
problem even if you short out the transformer,
because the voltage rises fairly quickly, passing
through the DC blocking capacitor in the bell circuit.
This may be stopped by connecting the white and blue
wires from the telephone together via a 100R resistor

during dialling to short out the bell. A relay or opto
triac could be used for this.
The bell circuit itself is a simple system, consisting

of a bell wired in series with a lprF capacitor. This
ensured that the bell itself couldn't draw DC current,
which would appear to the exchange as though the
phone had gone off hook. The ring current (or call
arrival indication as it is called in British Standards)
is derived from a voltage source of 63 to 100V at either
l6.67Hz or 25Hz with a cadence of: 400mS on;
200mS off; 400mS on; 2s off.

Your Own Extension Bell
It is fairly simple to rig up an extension bell (see Figure

8). This circuit can be plugged into any extension
socket and will bleep in time to the ring signal. The
operation of the circuit is straight forward. The AC ring
signalis passed via Cl and the current limiting resistor
R1 into the bridge rectifier. The output oI this provides
the voltage required to power a small oscillator formed
by ICl (similar to the low voltage alarm in ETI January

ETr JUNE 1990

To help you, we include PCB layouts for these
circuits. The circuit draws slightly more current and
is the equivalent of 1.5 REN (the maximum REN on

line is 4, a telephone is usually 1).

A Do It Yourself Phone
A real must for the enthusiastic reader! You can put
together the circuits described so far, add a single
readily available chip from Texas Instruments plus a

- a telephone! (Figure
12). You can make it in the form of a Royal Doulton
teapot or an elephant's foot, to become the envy of
your friends.
The circuit needs a little explanation. This is no
ordinary telephone, it's a computer-dialled telephone.
And by replacing SW1 with an approved relay (for
example the OMRON G4D-287P-BT2) which could
be connected to a computer output via a suitable
few odds and ends, and bingo

transistor, you can make your telephone really
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CURBENT STEADY FOB
AT LEAST 240ms
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LOOP CURRENT

+
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33hs
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ICURRENT STEADY FOR AT
LEAST 55hs AFTER FTNAL
BREAK OF PULSE TRAIN)

r4
o

A PULSING LOOP MAY
BE ESTABI.ISHED THAT
CHANGES THE LOOP
CUBRENT

FIRST
PULSE
<++r>

SECOND
EFFECTIVE INTER DIGITAL
PAUSE-CUBRENT STEADY FOR AT
LEAST 72oms (AUTO) OR AT
LEAST 24oms (MANUAL D|AL)

PULSE
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Fig. 6 Dialling Pulses

computer conirolled

dialler
but
cations
uts acc

r to the one we

er

ed primarily for

not multiplexed.
: on.
The input is a serial input to minimise the number

ow

Fig. 7a DTMF Dialler

Table 1: Tone output table

Fig. 7b Pulse Train

R1
R2
R3
R4

TELECOM
LINE

(D4)
(D5)
(D6)
(D7)

cl
1

4
7

*

(D1)

c2 (D2)

c3 (c3)

2
5
6

3
6

9

0

NOTE:

lC1 = 4011
ZDI = l2VZENER

BB1 = WOO4 BRIDGE

For example, if you want to send a 5, bits D2 and

D5 should be low and all other bits high. Eight bits
must always be sent because when the first bit (bit D0)
gets to Q3 of IC3:A, the tone dialler is turned on.
The tone dialler will stay turned on untilihe tir-ner
times out and resets IC3, which in turn will switch off

Fig. 8 Extension Bell Circuit

PIEZO BUZZER

the output from IC2.
The timing should be adjusted so that the tjme
window is long enough to allow all eight bits to be
clocked in plus 100mS, so the tone is on for 100ms,
The computer controls the off timing and it too should
be set to around 100ms
g

the
con
con

Y

e

Advanced User Guide for your computer wtll tell

yoi

how. Similarly, with a bit of ingenuity you could

Fig. 9 Extension Bell Component Overlay

connect the phone to a PC via the serial port
The component values around IC1 have been
with the average li
ed. The possible exce
and R10 and the earp

c3
47On

o-{F
TELECOM
LINE

R3

47k

NOTE:

OPI = 4N26

Ol =

BC212L

ZD1 = 63V ZENER

Fig.

1O

External Bell Circuit
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DO also drives a P channel MOSFET which will
turn off the voice circuit whilst dialling so you don,t get
deafened by the outgoing tones.

ETr JUNE t990

PARTS LIST

IMPORTANT
You cinnol eonnect any equipment to a Brhish Telecom telephone

llne unless it has been approved by British Apptoval Boaid ior
Telecommunications (BABI

and you risk prosecution if you do,

obtain appioval, your equipment must not interfere with the
network. Ihis means it must comply with barrier regulations, anditg
To

impedance must match the system, with correct output levels and
no out of band speitral components,
British Standard$ BS6305, 8S6301 and 8S6789 glve the relevanl
inlormation.
You must take great

without

a

batrier

-

care NEVER to mix BI slgnals and yow signals
1t

you are not suie then don't. Bemember that,a

on
ygu,wip

rely

k for a living and they

HESHT0BS (alr

ft*ffi

l.tw5!6t

R1

2Y2

R2

47k

fi3

47k

fi4

2k2

R5

100k

ffi$
ffi*s

ffitr

CAPACMBS

C1
C2
C3
C4

47011
10n

470n
11

hanggbyqoryectlngUp

BUYLTI\IES
The chips mentioned'aboye are all availablo ltom Farnell

Electroniecomponents(telephone053263631]1.

:.' | "

D1

rN4148 ,.

lql

401,1

0P1

4N26.

01

A9,:212L",,.,),

r ,, .,..,

BLAl

12V, >.120R

zD1

12v

lD2

ffi
ffi

.
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62V
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'

Fig. 11 External Bell Component Overlay

r------------l

NOTE:

rcl = rcM1705
lC2 = 5089
lC3 = 401E
lC4 = 40O1
OP1,2 =
Ol = '1N26
ZvP3308
O2.3 = BC182L
ZOl = 12V 2ENER
BR1 =

WO04EFIDGE
XTAL1 = 3,579545MH:

WHITE

Fig. 12 ETI
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ATlg<O{,A TESLA
TheMan
In the frret of two

orn in 1856 in Smiljan, Croatia, Tesla
paved the way for many of the technological developments of modern

uces

us to the brilliant
eccentric who often
failed to capitalise on
his genius.

times. He is most widely remembered as

the inventor of the Tesla Coil and for
winning the titanic struggle between Edison's direct

current electric power system and the

Tesla-

Westinghouse poly
ting current system.
In 1917 Tesla was
Edison Medal, the
highest honour that
Institute of Elechical
Engineers could bestow and in 1956, his centennial
year, the International Electrotechnical Commission
named the unit of magnetic flux density the tesia (T)
which was later adopted as part of the International
System (S.l).

converters, at that time there were no industrial electric
motors that would run on AC. In fact, Edison publicly

announced that such a motor was an impossibility.
Nonetheless, AC systems using transformers were
used in the USA asearly as 1880,

butonlyforelectric

lighting.

While training for a career in electrical
engineering at Graz Technical University in Austria,
Tesla became involved with DC dynamos and motors.
He conceived a way to run motors on AC using a
simple slip ring system instead of troublesome
commutators. Later, when studying at Budapest,
Tesla visualised the principle of the rotating magnetic
field and developed plans for an induction motor. This
was the first step in the successful utilisation of AC
power. However, it was not until Tesla was working
forthe Continental Edison Company in Paris, that he
actually constructed, outside working hours, his first
induction motor.
In 1884, 'Ibsla arrived in New York with just four
cents in his pocket, a few of his poems and calculation

for a flying machine. He found employment with
Thomas Edison, but the two inventors were so far
apart in background and methods that their separation was inevitable. From that time, Tesla worked
alone and continued to develop and patent his polyphase AC system. In May 1885, George Westinghouse, head of the Westinghouse Electric Company,

bought the patent rights for Tesla's system of AC
generators, hansformers and motors. This transaction
precipitated the huge power struggle between Edison
and Tesla-Westinghouse.

Safety

DC versus AC
Early in the history of electricalpower, it was realised
that costs could be saved if generating plants were
sited near coalfields or where water power was available. However, with the Edison DC systems, the only
way to raise the voltage high enough for long distance
transmission was to use low voltage motors to drive
higher voltage dynamos (rotary converters). Similar
converters were needed to reduce the voltage to a
level suitable for distribution to users.
Not only were rotary converters expensive,
requir
maintenance,
betwe
r sectors limited

about

Although AC t
would be more elegant and less costly than rotary

20

Edison continued to promote his DC system, and to
denigrate the AC system, spreading public fears that
AC was dangerous To allay these fears Tesla gave
exhibitions featuring current flowing through his body
to light lamps. Perhaps the most bizarre story is that
when the Electric Chair was first approved for execution in the USA, AC was used, but it took several
attempts to killthe unfortunate victim who was burnt
first before being electrocuted. News of the incident
was circulated in the mass media, and did much to
convince the public that AC was actually safer than
DC.
The first major demonstration of AC power was
in 1893 when Westinghouse used Tesla's system to
light the Worlds Columbian Exposition at Chicago.
This success was an important factor in winning the
contract to installthe first power machinery in Niagara
Falls, which bore Tesla's name and patent number.
The project carried power to Buffalo by 1896.
Despite the many obvious advantages of high
voltage AC power lines, if the length of the line equals

a quarter wavelength at the operating frequency

(1500km atSOHZ), itpresents a high impedance and
is useless for power transmission. A DC transmission
line was lherelore used to take power from Cabora
Basa in Mozambique to Johannesburg and similar
high voltage DC power lines are used in the USSR.
Modern technology made brushless rotary converters
a reality. Moreover, a high voltage DC system requires
only two conductors, only one of which needs to be
highly insulated. The other can be buried in the
ground, significantly reducing the cost of the line.
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of commercial interest and
arguments over technical points by those who had
Unfortunately, lack

In 1889, Tesla established his own laboratory at

Colorado Springs where he experimented with

little undersianding of Tesla's work prevented his
scheme from being developed.

shadowgraphs similar to those used later by Wilhelm
Rontgen when he discovered X-rays. Tesla's countless
other experiments included work on a carbon button

Tesla was fascinated by electrical resonance. In
1899 he announced what he called his most important discovery
- lerrestrial stationary waves'. He
claimed that these proved that the Earth could be used
as a conductor, which would be as responsive as a
tuning fork to electrical vibrations of a certain
frequency and this could 'split the earth like an apple'.
At one time Tesla was convinced that he had received
signals from another planet but this was greeted with
derision by editors of scientific journals. Tesla was a

lamp and various other kinds of lighting. Unfortunately, Ibsla made no financial gain from many of
his fundamental discoveries, most of which had no
immediate practical use.

The Tesla Coil
From 1891 to 1893, Tesla gave lectures in Europe on
high voltage, high frequency currents which he produced by means of a resonant transformer which he
invented in 1891 and which came to be known as the
Tesla coil. Essentially, a Tesla coil consists of a long
helical coil, normally mounted vertically. A tapacity
hat', typically a large ball, is electrically connected to
the upper end of the coil. The lower end of the coil
is normally earthed. Capacitance between the turns,
and the elfect of the capacity hat, gives the coil a

specific resonant frequency. When

the coil

Fl
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godsend to reporters seeking sensational copy but was

problem for editors who were uncertain about how
seriously to treat these reports.
Tesla believed that by using the principle of
electrical resonance it was possible to transmit power
over long distances without transmission lines. With
this objective, he began to experiment with very large
a

is

energised at that frequency, a high voltage develops
between the hat and earth. The effect is analagous to
the high voltage which occurs at the nodes of an
Hertzian wave antenna, and demonstrated the need
for high voltage insulators when the nodes of a wire
antenna occur at the ends.
The traditional way to excite small Tesla coils
(designed for experiments and demonstrations), was
to use a spark system. Hertz had shown in 1888 that
the discharge of a L-eyden Jar (capacitor) across a
spark gap was not simply a levelling of the potential
between the two plates, but'a continuous forward and
backward surging' (oscillation) until a state of rest was
achieved. Sustained oscillations could be maintained
by having a continuous spark. The exciter was in effect
a spark radio transmitter which could be tuned by

using Leyden Jars and induction coils and was
normally an integral part of the Tesla coil.
With low power Tesla coils and radio transmitters,
spark voltage of 20kV to 40kV was normally generated by vibrator type induction coils, but high powered
spark transmitters often used 50kV to 100kV transformers using mains electricity or an engine driven
alternator. The spark system was capable of generating considerable power, and 2.0kW for some of the
a

Replica of original
Tesla coil, lighting
fluorcscent tube.
Tesla coils in various configurations and installations,

shipboard installations was not unusual. The only
limiting factor seems to have been physical constraints,
particularly with regard to the spark gap and the
insulation of the capacitors. However, Tesla excelled
in finding solutions to these kinds of problems.
Spark radios and demonstration Tesla coils
generally operated within the 0.5 to 3MHz range. With
large coils it might have been difficult to obtain
resonance at frequencies much above 3MHz, but
there would have been few problems with resonance
at frequencies of tens of kHz. As an alternative to the
spark system it would therefore have been feasible for
Tesla to excite very large coils by means of high
frequency alternators: these devices were successfully
used as radio transmitters before the First World War.

Although the upper frequency limit for high power
devices is generally considered to be about 20kHz,
one machine was claimed to generate 'considerable
power' at 100kHz (but this is doubted by the author)
.

Resonance
In 1889 at a gathering of the Royal Institute of
Electrical Engineers, Tesla set out the essential
elements of radio communications, covering antenna

and ground circuits and most significantly, tuned
receiving circuits. (Credit for successfully tuning the
transmitter and receiver to the same frequency,
syntonization, is attributed to Sir Oliv€r Lodge).
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some of which were several hundred feet tall. By
means of such large coils he was able to create
'lightning' with the discharge spanning more than 100
feet. However, the author is sceptical about Tesla's
claims that power could be transmitted over long
distances without transmission lines, despite contempory accounts of 200 lamps being lit by power
radiated from a large installation at a distance of 25
miles. The manner in which the power would be
transmitted is obscure.
The tapacity hat' of a Tesla coilproduces a strong
electric field while the actual coil creates a strong
magnetic field. Even with a small demonstration coil
these fields will light up a flourescent tube held near
the coil, and Geissler tubes, the forerunners of
flourescent tubes, were available to Tesla. By the same
token the magnetic field of a large Tesla coil may well
have lit up incandescent lamps connected to resonant

induction coil a short distance away. This effect can
be observed today with a suitable device placed fairly
close to a powerful broadcasting station, but readers
are warned against doing this.

World-Wide Broadcasting
Returning to New York in 1900, Tesla began to construct what he called a'world-wide broadcasting towei
on Long Island. This was done with $150,000 capital
put up by the financier Pierpoint Morgan. The object
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was to transmit news reports, stock reports, pictures
and weather warnings on a world-wide basis. Tesla's
tower would presumably have incorporated features
described by him during his 1892 lectures on radio
communication. However, because of labour prob-

lems and a financial panic, Morgan withdrew his
support and the project was abandoned. It was lbsla's
greatest defeat. If the tower had been successfully
completed and had been found to work it would have

predated the British Empire VLF Communication
Tiansmitter at Rubgy by 35 years.
It would be pure speculation to suggest that Tesla

planned to operate a VLF world broadcasting tower
or that alternators were to be used: large spark devices

would have been just as applicable. Nonetheless,
these frequencies were within the limits of high power

high frequency alternators, and a fascinating feature
is that in 1900, no-one, with the possible
exception of Tesla, conceived that frequencies
between 10 and 20kHz (VLF) were ideally suited for
reliable global communication. Moreover, as already
explained, high frequency alternators were successfully used as radio transmitters before WW1. Indeed
a superheterodyne receiver using a alternator as the
oi the project

local oscillator was the most sensitive receiver available

F]

mitted and received transatlantic signals, demonstrating that Hertzian waves are able to follow the
curvature of the earth.
The main problem with VLF communication is
the efficient conversion of high frequency electric
currents into Hertzian waves. Apparently, this is only
possible when the current flows linearly along a
conductor. So unless Tesla had discovered an
alternative method of coupling his coils to the 'ether',
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honours: these were eventually inherited by his
nephew and later housed in the Nikola Tesla Museum
in Belgrade. However, stories are rife that many of his
notes were destroyed because his discoveries were too
dangerous to
lic. These were fuelled by
Tesla's claims
nvented a death ray and
that the earth
it like an apple.

and mixing took place in the headphones.
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extremely long antennae would be required. Marconi
exploited Hertzian waves using a spark transmitter.
By operating on a frequency of around 1.0MHz,
efficient radiation of Hertzian waves was possible with
an antenna of practical size.
With the abandonment of the 'world broadcasting' project, Tesla directed his attention to turbines
and many other projects, but because of shortage of
funds, his ideas remained as notes which are still
studied by engineers for unexploited ideas. In 1915
Tesla applied for an injunction against Marconi, but
this was denied largely because there were few who
understood the significance of his work. A review of
this decision in 1943 held that Marconi's patents were
invalid because they had been anticipated by Tesla.
After his death, the custodian of alien property
impounded his papers, laboratory notes, letters, and
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tapesotsuperiorquality, made
ny.otferedatonlyt3each.Our

clamps
6%" speaker cabinet rdeal lor extensrons, takes youl
speaker Rel 80137 + 50p.
30wall reed witches, it s surpri$ng whatyou can make

1

BD1O3A

ES
mth
t11.

13A spurs

BD13

8056

Notquite so powerlul-70w pel
channel.3" wooler,2' mid range and 1" twtel Again, in asuperpurpose
per
pail:
t30.00. Order let 28P1.
mounting
unil.
Plice
buill shelf

STEREO CAR SPEAKERS.

each. Note theligure on the extreme left is the
er and lhe next ligures is the quantily of items in
ly a short description.
1

OnlyQ5 Bef 5P165

SURFACE MOUNT KlT.

l\4akes a super high gain snooping
amplilieron a PCB less than an inch square! Ez Rel 7P15

INDUCTIVE PROXIMITY SWITCHES. Made by Honeyrell
these units are brand new and otlered alonly !12 each which is a kaction
ol their normal price 10-36V DC model ref 12P19 or main version 12P20

J&NBULLELECTRICAL
Dept. ETl,250 PORTLAND ROAD, HOVE,
BHIGHTON, SUSSEX BN3 sQT.
MAIL ORDEF TERMS: Cash, PO or cheque with order Please add C2 50
seryice charge l\4onthly account ordersacceptkom schools and public
companies Access & Barclaycard ordersare accepted- minimum t5
Phone(0273) R4648or203500 Fa 2307/

I

hours. Price Q6 Our rel6P3

MAINS SOLDEBING IRON. Price t3 ourref 3P65.
SOLDERING IRON STAND. Pricee3 OurrelsP66
SHARP PLOTTER PRINTER, New + colour printer

originally
intended lor Sharp compuiers but may be adaptable lorother machines
pens,
pape(
with
etc
Price
t10
0ur
ref
16P3
Complete

KlTtoconveritheabovePrinterloCenlronicsparallel

e4

Ref

4P

CAR IONIZER KlT. lmprmlheairinyourca,clea6smokeandhelps
preventfatique Case req Price 112 Our rel 12P8
NEW FM BUG KlT. New design with PCB embedded coil 9v
operation Pricedatt5 Ourrel5P158
NEW PANEL METERS. 50UA mNmentwalh lhreditferentscales
thal are brought inloview with a lever Priceonly q3 Ref3P81
STROBE LIGHTS, Fil a standard Edison screw lightfitting 24ov
40/min tlash rale, available in yellow, blue, green and red, complete with
$cket Price!10each Rel 10P80(statecolourreqd)

ELECTRIC SPEED CONTROL KlT. Suitable lorconlrollins
our powerful 12v motors Price !17 Bel 17P3(heatsink required)
EXTENSION CABLE WITH A DlFFERENCE.
one side, making iteasyto lixand lmk tidy.4core, suitablBloralarms,

ttisttaton
phmes

elc OurpriceonlyQS for50m reel Rel5P153

METAL PBOJECT BOX. ldealfor battery chargei power supply
grey, size8" x 4' \ 41/2",louwedlorwntilation Price$. Rel

elc , sprayed
3P/5
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r
30+30 WATT AMPLIFIER KIT

THE R-IE MONITOR tI

100 WATT SPEAKER KIT f60.00 +f3.50 p&p (pair)
RESP0NSE:55H2-20kHz
BASS POLYI\,1ER CONE D: 22cm
DOME MEETER: 14mm
OVERALL SIZE
(HWD):382,252,204mm
RECOM iilEN DED AI\4P POWER

lQW d9m
2200p1 ca
grade ma
33000irf 1

The performance standard achieved in this

compact design is distinc-

tively superior to

been

Complex Crossover
Stereo perfo
wellfocusse
of detail. Di
range is tow
this gives a

a

mode.

ity

I
I
r

J

in

CD/Aux, tape

l, tape ll, tuner and

phono

puts.
Separate treble and bass
Headphone jack
Size (H W,D )75x400x 195mm
Kit enclosed: case, P.C.B., allcomponents, scale
and knobs f36.80. post f3.50
{F-eatured project in Everyday Electronics April
1989 issue). Reprint Free with kit.

itch,
by LORLIN
with one
y type)

a

n

openness especially when used
Supplied

omputer

Tuning.
posrtr
a.

price The drive units
used are of sophisticated

carefully integrated with

pAN made

compu ter
20 ceramic trimmers
, 2 gang dielectric a.m. type
3
lide switch 3 amo rated
125V
USA
Push-bunon witches, push on push off,2 pole
change over PC nount JAqAN made

anV-

thing else available at the

design and have

An easy to build amplitier with a good specification. All the components are m-ounted on the
single P.C.B. which is already punched and
backpri nted.
r 30Wx2 (DlN 4 ohm)

:

l0-100 watts per channel

i

n

bv LORLIN

d

Stereo rotary potentiometers
10k wire wound double precision
potentiometers U( made
deal for varicap

bi-wi

with:-

Single
UHF v
untested U(
FM stereo de

2 READY CUT BAFFLES,
CROSSOVER COMPONENTS, 2 BASS
RANGE, 2 DOME TWEETERS, HOOK UP WIBE
GRILLE CLOTH. SCREW TERMINALS AN

tuners

SCBEWS

boxed and
IPS
s with diaardm

UK made bv

125

watt per channel stereo power amplifier

w-ith i ndependent volume controls, profesiional
1 9" rack mount and silent running cdoling fan for

extra reliability.

Outputpower .., 125WRMS max perchannel

As new condition but have been returned by customers
or shops, so they may need some attention. Hence the
priceof onlyeS 00each. Ordersixof theseunitsandyou
get the seventh one free Postage f2.90

LCD

DI

Volts resi
new but
and sold
(Made

bv

Ma
Me
6p

5 pin din, 180" chassis socket
Double phono sockets, Paxolin mounted
2.8m lengths ol 3 core 5 amo mains ftex
Large VU meters J/PAil made
4V miniature bulbs, wire ended, new untested
Sonotone stereo crystal cartridqe with 78 and
LP slyli JAPAN nade
Mono Q35ss11s Record and play heads
6-0-6 4VA mains transformers, PC mount U( flade
24V 0.3VA mains power supply Brand new boxed
UK made by MULURD
ve painr from top and it
9c44
ic cell (oRP 121
UK fre
Low signal transistors n.p.n., p n p tyoes

LTI TEST M

Amps. Most ol
urned or rejecte
at €11.00 eich.
ics).

ROSS PUSH BUTTON RADIO
perated.

H

FM.

ve receptio

'14

€14.95
+ f2.80 P&P

MIXER MX777O

watt output transistors.3
s/

Size 230H x 150W x 65D
Ref RE-5500
Brand new.
Listed price over f30.00

Price

STEREO DISCO

t
becom

)

preset stations
Fully retractable telescopic
aerial.
Headphone/earphone
.iack socket.

Output impedance ....
..
4to 16 ohms
(max power into 4 ohms)
sensrtrvrty
. 450V at 22K ohms
Protection .. Electronic short-circuit and fuses
Power
.. ,.. .. 22O-Z4OV a c, 5OHz
Chassis dim
435x 125x28omm
f 142 *ez.oo pap

laY

BPottii

5

BP054 t0
lt

\

SHURE HIFI STEREO MAGNETTC CAR-

TRIDGE
supplied.w

nd

srytus

od quality

made
scoop purc
unit

ds due to
fraction of
the manufacturers price. All units are brand new and
boxed. €7.20-6ach. lf you order in multiples of five you

8P055
8P056
8P057

1

4
8

8P058 2m

8P059

ca
Di
asP
Z
ts
A

most
pl

C,

SEY

D disptay (red)
1

amp,24v

resistors

'l

!x:.[:)::

8P061 5
BP06il 5
BPO64 12
8P065
1

3mtr Euro-maans lead with chassis socket

get one free. Postage €1.30 (Made in U.S.A,)

iI
i

KOSS

light we

adaptor
made to
Postage

VHF

RADIO

54-176
Listen

DS 1_80

ryIlo!,
RADAR

PUBLIC UTILITIES
HADIO AMATEURS AND
MANY MANY MORE
SOUELCH CONTROL
,,RUBBER

DUCK AERIAL"

HAND HELD WALKIE TALKIES
ln the cut-throat worl
one of the questions
der over is "Will anyo
by chopping this out
one of the first casual
quality. Small speake
qu_ite common and that real
TV com.panies do their best
est quality sound. Given thi

, as the

ldeal for sports or any outdoor
activities. Built-in call bufton and
separate volume control. Ranoe
1,2km maximum. 49MHz crysial
control superhet circuit with builtin condenser mic. and sDeaker.
Unit supplied with vinyl c'arrying

e trigh_

case and personal earphone.

a com-

f32.90 a pair

f86.95

+ fs.8o p&p

BELT-DRIVE
OUICKSTART VARISPEED
DISCO TURNTABLE
*
t

*

Ouick start ideal for scratchino
Pitch control
Pop-up target lamp
Strobe lamp

*
* Counterueighted tubular tone
headshell
* Full manual control

t

arm with plug-in

Remote start/stop

*75k9

+ c2.60 P&P

[i,'#?Js

tc., to"11b"
build the unit

illustrated above; without case and scale.
€11.50 + t2.30 P&P
Case as illustrated f6.90 + fz.0o p&p

fl12.00

+ c7.00

P&P
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his {ollow-up to the Superscope project
published in ETI this February and March
should give beginners an insight into how
an oscilloscope works in general and how
to get the best out of the Superscope in
particular.

We initially thought that anyone who felt
to construct such a complex

competent enough

project would have enough knowledge and expertise
to make an overview of procedures unnecessary.
However the project has proved attractive to many
beginners in electronics and we have had many
queries and requests for further details.

Clearing Up Some Queries
Lets get a few points out of the way first.

There were a few errors and omissions in the
original articles. Those we have found are listed in the
Oops! column in this issue.
A number of readers have asked for details of
front panel layout. This is shown in the above
photograph. A front panel is now available from the
ETI Front Panel Service
We have been asked why not use a more
modern tube as these generally have a brighter
sharper trace. There are two reasons.
Firstly, to obtain a brighter trace much higher HT
voltages are required, of the order of several thousand
volts for most posldeflection-anodes. The generation
of such voltages with the associated safety considerations is unsuitable for all but the most competent. The fact that so many novice constructors
have been attracted to this project reinforces this view;
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we wouldn't want to lose any of you.

Secondly, more modern tubes are generally
about two or three times the price of the 'surplus'type
tubes recommended, defeating the low-cost athaction
of this project.
If you wish to experiment, the design of the unit
lends itself readily to adaptation. [n view of the hand
wound transformer it would not be wise to try to
generate too high an AC voltage from the hansformer.
Increasing the voltage by chaining multiplier PDA
requires virtually no current. However, you are on
your own. Please do take care with these very high
tension voltages, they are lethal.

In response to popular
demand, Dennis
Stanfield follows up his
Superscope project
with some instructions
how to use it!

Oscilloscope Basics
Those of you who are {amiliar with oscilloscope techniques can skip this bit. For those who are not, this
is necessarily a brief resum€ of the basics of oscilloscope operation.
The 'scope is the most useful tool available to the

electronics technician for testing equipment. It is
capable of performing a wide range of measuring
functions (such as voltages, and frequencies directly,
and other parameters indirectly) and provides a real-

time visual display of what is actually happening to
a signal in the circuit. How is this achieved?
All the circuitry within a 'scope has the sole
purpose of moving a bright spot horizontally or
vertically across the {ace of the cathode ray tube (CTR)

under the control of the timebase (X-axis) and the
input signal (Y-axis).
Consider first the X-axis. If the spot races across
the tube face fast enough the eye sees a horizontal line
or trace rather than a movin g spot. If , when the trace
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reaches the right-hand side of the tube face, we cause

it to fly back the left-hand side even faster still and
repeat the process, a seemingly static horizontal line
is maintained across the screen. lf the control of the
Y-axis is now varied at a suitable rate by an input signal,
those variations will be superimposed on the trace
causing vertical deflections in it as dictated by the input

signal.
A cathode ray tube (see Fig.1) is in effect a very

large thermionic valve. However the stream of
electrons emitted from the hot cathode, instead of
being attracted to the anode and allowing current flow
as in a normal valve, is actually guided and focussed
by several anodes to produce a narrow beam When
these hit the phosphorescent material on the inside
face of the tube, it phosphoresces at the point of
impact. The voltages applied to the anodes must be
progressively more positive to ensure attraction of the

electrons into a stream and their focussing into a
narrow beam.
The moving of the beam is performed by the X
and Y plates which are arranged in two symmetrical

pairs (see Fig 1). These plates are also positively
charged. When the charge on each plate of a pair is
identical the beam passes straight down the middle

other falls and vice-versa,
In contrast the Y amp is driven by a balanced
input requiring a lesser voltage swing to drive each
transistor, the sum of the two input voltages (in
antiphase) times the gain giving the required output
voltage swing
Now we've got various signal traces marching
across the screen, how do we make some sort of an
intelligible display out oi this rubbish? The answer is
to trigger the sawtooth (ramp) generator to start its
ramp cycle at a particular point on each repetition, (or
set of repetitions) of the input waveform. Each trace
is identicalto the one which preceded it and a steady,
viewable trace is built up on the screen The trigger
point is selected by adjustment of the variable trigger
control.
What happens during the time that the spot is
flying back to the start point? Is the trace drawn in
reverse? No, the flyback is made to happen as fast as
possible. It would be barely visible, but a negative
going blanking pulse is sent to the CRT grid, cutting
off the electron beam and rendering the flyback
completely invisible.

Using The Superscope
First and foremost let me make it clear that this project

not suitable, under any circumstances,for testing
equipment whose chassis is live to the mains; such as
the majority of television sets in use in this country
It is assumed that you have followed the set-up
procedures described in the second article and that
you are in possession of a fully operational 'scope and
are now wondering what to do with it.
Whilst not as bomb-proof as older valve-based
is

PHOSPHORESCENT
COATED SCREEN

input amplifiers, those

in the Superscope are

reasonably robust. Inputs from most semiconductor

based circuitry are unlikely to cause damage at
virtually any input attenuator setting within reason.
Unless you are displaying a very low frequency signal
or a DC input mode selectors should be set to AC. This
removes any DC offset from the input and avoids the

trace being moved about (or off) the screen when
switching between attenuation ranges.
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between them and hits the centre of the screen
(manufacturing tolerances aside). But if there is an
imbalance, with one plate more positive than the
other, the electron beam is bent towards the more
positive plate by electrostatic attraction. This causes

the spot to move up, down or across the tube
depending on which plate is the more posiiive. The
reverse effect is caused by making one plate more
negative with respect to its partner.

While a workable 'scope could be made by
holding one plate of each pair at a constant voltage
and varying the potential in the other, this causes nonlinearity in the spot deflection because of the variations

in the strength of the electrostatic field. Instead, the
plates are driven in anti-phase so that as one becomes

more positive the other becomes more negative with
respect to their quiescent mean charge. This also has

the advantage of requiring a reduced driver voltage
as the voltage swing is effectively doubled.
The rate at which the spot moves horizontally
across the screen is controlled by the period of the
sawtooth waveform applied to the X driver by the time
base. Although on the Superscope the timebase drive
to the X amp is unbalanced, the action of the
differential output stage produces a balanced output
to the tube, the collector voltage of one of the output
transistors (and hence the plate voltage) rising as the

o Displaying A Trace
Input a signal into either of the Y channel inputs and
switch the trigger select to that channel. Set the
timebase to a range which will allow 5-10 cycles of the
waveform to be displayed. Adjust the trigger control
to stabilise the trace. You may find that at certain input
frequencies the arrival of the retrigger point occurs just
as the trigger flip-flop reset pulse is ending. This may
lead to some jitter in the display. Moving up or down

one timebase range will cure this problem
A better solution would have been to allow some

front panel fine adjustment of the ramp period but
unfortunately space is at a premium, especially on the
timebase front panel. As the problem is an infrequent
one however, a compromise was acceptable. If you
want to make a modification to include fine tuning of
the ramp period (and can find space for it) you could
break the connection between RV302 and R304 and
connect a very low valve poientiometer of up to about
470 ohms between the two flying leads. (One lead will
go to one end of the potentiometer track and the other
lead to the wiper). When calibrating the timebase do
so with the wiper of the new pot at one end or other
of its track and mark that setting'CAL This is common

to most 'scopes and

explains the timebase fine

adjustment found on many.

a Dual

Trace Mode

In dual trace mode you have the choice of chopping
each trace into two or tracing each input on alternate
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traces. The former, which is really only useful at audio
frequency inputs, causes the beam to draw a minute
part of Yl trace followed by a similarly minute part
of the Y2 trace, and so on across the screen. As ramp

speed is increased the discrete bits of each trace
become separate and the display takes on the
appearance of a pair of dashed lines across the screen.

Chopped mode does ensure simultaneous channel
displays whereas in alternate mode one of other trace
is always out of date by one ramp period (not that that
causes any difficulty in most cases). In normal use
alternate mode is usually left switched in. At very slow
timebase ranges the dualtraces would actually be seen

to

alternate so chopped mode is enabled auto-

matically.
With inputs to both Y channels a stable trace for

each will only be achieved if their frequencies are
identical or harmonically related. With unrelated
frequencies one channel (the trigger channel) will lock
and the other will run through at a rate dependant

upon their dissimilarity. Dual mode is use{ul for
example for comparing the output of a circuit to its
input signal. Distortions, phase shifts and so on, may
be detected in this way. It must be noted that above
about SMHz square waves will begin to be reshaped
as the high level harmonics of the f undamental come
up against the end-stops of the deflection amplifier's
gain and slew rate capabilities.

o Taking Measurements
Frequency measurements may be made using the
formula l/T wherc T is the time taken for one whole
signal cycle as measured off the display. For example
if the timebase setting is lprs/Div and each cycle takes

2.5 divisions, then the frequency is:

:400kHz

1
2.5x10-6

Voltage measurements may be read directly
making due allowance for reduction in gain for the
increased frequencies

as set

out in specifications in ETI

February 90. Remember that you will be reading
peakto-peak values of AC signals. DC measurements
are made by switching the input mode selector to
ground and, with relevant Y shift, setting the trace to
the datum line If the mode selector is then moved to
DC and the input applied, the deflection of the trace
times the input attenuator setting gives the voltage'
The direction of movement gives the polarity: positive
is up and negative is down.

Current and resistance measurements

are

indirectly possible by the thoughtful application of that
ever faithful friend Ohm's Law. For example, by displaying the voltage produced by an unknown current

through a known resistor or by a known current
through an unknown resistor.
As with all oscilloscopes (apartfrom some of the
very high tech laboratory types) the accuracy of
measurement is not as good with a dedicated frequency or volt-meter. However, it is more than
adequate for workshop purposes and those meters
cannot show your pretty pictures of the actual signal.
A typicalf400-f500 commercial 'scope will have an
accuracy of about -t3% or so. Careful calibration of
the Superscope should give an accuracy within at least
shouting distance of that.
One could write a book about the many and
varied uses to which an oscilloscope can be put and
in fact a number of authors have. ETI's cunent'Testing
Testing' series contains much useful and relevant
information and is recommended for further reading.
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CT]ITS
he solid-state diode is the

most

fundamental element used in modern

2

.

electronics, and is available in a variety of

forms, including those of signal detecior,

The 21 of a silicon diode has a typical value (in
ohms) of 25/1, where I is measured in mA; so
Zf : 25Rat 1mA, 2.5R at 10mA, and 0 25R at
s

rectifier, zener (voltage reference) diode,
ance)

::j

em
loo

greater

tly its
11

V1

values

I'lll;
then

show a variety of ways of using standard diodes and
rectifiers.

Basic Diode Characteristics
The solid-state diode is a two-terminal device that

passes current easily in one direction, but blocks it in

theother, Figure 1 shows (a) the conventionalsymbol
and (b) the basic structure of the modern solid-state
Junction'diode. The diode is formed from a single p-

3

Fig 1. (al Symbol and (bl structure of solid-stare
diode.

,

When a diode is reverse biased by more than one
volt or so it passes a reverse leakage current (l*)
that is almost directly proportionalto the rever#
voltage (V.) value. At normalroom temperatures

I,

values are measured

in

microamps in

germanium devices and in nanoamps in silicon

junction. Thep terminalis known
the n terminal as the cathode.
n

as the

anode and

Figure 2 illustrates the basic characteristic of the diode.

When it is forward biased (with the anode positive
relative to the cathode), the diode acts likl a low
resistance and readily passes current, but when it is

reverse biased (with the anode negative relative to the
cathode) it acts like a high resistance and passes near_
zero
s implied by the basic diode

current
symbol, wh
direction of

s an arrow pointing in the

conduction.

devices. I, is highly temperature dependent, and

typically doubles for each SoC increase in

junction temperature.
Because of their low knee voltage values,

us
PP
sili

y in low_

majority
be used

in many general-purpose applications. Diodes that
have high reverse voltage and forward current ratings
are usually called rectifiers.

Special Diode Characteristics
Ordinary silicon diodes have several special characteristics in addition to those we have already looked
at. The most important of these are illusirated in
Figures 4 to 7.
If a silicon diode is increasingly reverse-biased it
eventually reaches a point where the reverse current

Efi
E--t

H
t-a

HJ

E-I

E
H

TJ

Conventional junction diodes are made from

either germanium or silicon. Figure 3 compares the
basic characteristics of the two types of device when
operated at a nominal room temperature of 20oC.
Note the following important points.
1 . A forward biased junction diode passes little

forward current (11) until t
voltage (V1) exceeds a c
(typically 150 to 200 mV in
550 to 600 mV in silicon types). When a diode
is

Fig 4. Zener diode symbol and characteristics.

operated beyond its knee value, small increase

large
amic
to ap

11.

The device,s

(e) is inversely
e.
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as reference voltage generators. Such devices are
depicted by the circuit symbol shownin the diagram.
All zener diodes have impedances that inherently
fluctuate in a rapid and random manner, and so can
be used as excellent white-noise sources.
If a silicon diode is forward biased via a constantcurrent generator, its V1 value varies with junction
temperature at a rate of.
as shown in

:

-ZIY/"C,

600mV at +20oC, it falls to
440mV at 100oC or rises to 740mV at -50"C
Figure 5, so i{ V1

Silicon diodes can be used in this way as temperatureto-voltage converters.
If a silicon diode is reverse biased from a highimpedance source (as shown in Figure 6) its junction

in Figure 7b
Finally, one other important type of p-n junction
device is the Schottky diode. These devices use the
standard diode symbol, but offer a very fast switching
action and develop forward voltages that are almost
hali as great as conventional silicon diodes. Theycan
be used to replace germanium diodes in many signal
detector applications, and can operate at frequencies
up to tens or hundreds of GHz

Half-wave Rectifier Circuits
The simplest application of the diode is as a half-wave
rectifier. Figure 8 shows a transformer-driven circuit

of this type (with the diode's input voltage

V,n

specified in volts rms) together with relevant output

waveforms.

lf

this circuit is used with a purely

capacitive load it acts as a peak voltage detector and
the output (Vor.) equals 1.41 x V,", but if used with
a purely resistive load it acts as a simple recti{ier and
gives an rms output of 0.5 x Vi" lf it is used with a
resistively-loaded capacitive load (as in simple power

n
F-{

E
E-l
llr-l

Fl
E.Jf

u20
z
f,

6iS
r
o

z10
tr

TEMPERATUBE (C)

a

z5
f

Fig 5. Thermal characteristics of a silicon diode

at

11

=

1P14'

U

oOU

capacitance will decrease (from perhaps 17pF at

to maybe 10pF at -8V) as the

- 1V

reverse bias

is

increased Some silicon diodes are specially manu-

6

BEVERSE VOLTS {Vrev}

Fig 6. Varactor (varicap) diode symbol and typical
ch ara cteri

factured to exploit this voltage-variable-capacitor
effect They are known as varicap or Varactor diodes,
and are depicted by the circuit symbol shown in Figure
6.
When p-n junctions are reverse biased, their
leakage currents and impedances are inherently optosensitive They act as very high impedances under
dark conditions and as low impedances under bright
ones Normal diodes have their junctions shrouded
in opaque material to stop this unwanted effect, but
some are specially manufactured to exploit it. These
are called photodiodes, and use the symbol shown
in Figure 7a. Some of these photodiodes are designed
to respond to visible light, and some to infra-red (lR)
Iight.

stics.

supply applications) the oulputis rippled and has an
rms value somewhere between these two extremes.
In capacitively-loaded circuits ihe diode needs a peak
reverse-voltage rating of at\east2.82 x V,n; if purely
resistive loading is used the rating can be reduced to
141 x V,"
If this circuit is used to power purely resistive
loads they will consume only a quarter of maximum
power, since power is proportional to the square of

applied rms voltage. However, very few loads are
purely resistive, and Figures 9 to 11 show how the
basic half-wave rectifier circuit can be adapted to give

2-level power control of lamps, electric drills, and
soldering irons that are operated from the AC power

lines In each of ihese circuits the rms voltage fed to

-+
(a)
Fig 7. Symbols

the load equals V,n when 51 is in position 3, or 0.5
x V,n when 51 is in position 2.
The Figure 9 circuit uses a lamp load, which has

+*

a resistance roughly proportional to its filament

ib)

fo. (a) photodiode and (b)

LED.

temperature. When it is operated at half the maximum
voltage its resistance is only half the maximum, so the
lamp operates at about half maximum power and

Fig 8. Circuit and waveforms of transformer driven half-wave

Another useful type of junction diode device is
ihe LED, or light emitting diode, which is made from
materials such as gallium phosphide or gallium
arsenide and which may be designed to emit either
red, green, yellow or infra-red light when suitably
forward biased. These devices use the symbolshown
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burns at half-brilliance with S1 in the DIM position.
The Figure 10 circuit uses the universal motor of

an electric drill as its load. Such motors have an
inherent seltregulating speed control capacity, and
because of this the motor operates (when lightly
loaded) at about 707o of maximum speed when S1,

29

is in the PART position.
The Figure 11 circuit uses a soldering iron heating
element as its load, and these have a resistance that

increases moderately with temperature. When the
iron is operated at half voltage its resistance is slightly
reduced, so the iron operates at about one third of

maximum power when S, is in the SIMMER
position. This keeps the iron heated but not to such
a degree that its bit deteriorates.
Note that in all these circuits D, can be any type

that has a current rating matched to the

Fig 9. Lamp burns at half
brightness in DIM position.

load

requirement and with a peak reverse-voltage rating
of at least 1.41 x V,n.

Full-wave Rectifier Circuits
Figure 12 shows how four diodes can be connecied
in the form of a bridge and used to provide f ull-wave
rectification from a single-ended input signal. The
output waveform of this circuit has twice the frequency
of the input, so this circuit can also be used as a simple
frequency doubler.
The best known application of f ull-wav e rectification is in DC power supply circuits, which provide
DC power outputs from AC power line inputs These

UNIVERSAIMOTOR

Fig 10. Drill motor runs atTOo/o of
maximum speed in PART position.

consist of a little more than a transformer which
converts the AC line voltage into an electrically
isolated and more useful AC value, and a rectifier-filter

combination that converts this new AC voltage into
smooth DC of the desired voltage
Figures 13 to 16 show the four most useful basic
power supply circuits. The Figure 13 circuit provides
a DC supply from a single-ended transformer and
bridge rectifier combination, and gives a performance
virtually identical to that of the centre-tapped

I

.

Transformer Rectifier Selection
The three most important parameters of a transformer
are its secondary voltage, its power rating, and its

'Tf
ac rrirpur

Fis 11. Soldering iron operates at
power in SIMMER position.

regulation factor. The secondary voltage is always
quoted in rms terms at full rated power load, and the
power load is quoted in terms of volt-amps or watts

c'l

d

tran
when
When the load is remo
Thus, a 15V 20VA

a secondary
aded by 20V.
to zero) the
secondary voltage rises by an amount implied by the
regulation factor. So the output of a 15V transfoimer
with a 10% regulation factor (a typical value) rises to

-I-I

voltage of 15V rms

Fig 12. Bridge rectifier/frequency-doubler circuit.

16.5V when the output is unloaded

Fig 13. Basic single-ended PSU using bridge rectifier.

<- -Vpk = 0 71 x Vin

Fig 14. Basic single-ended PSU using centre-tapped transformer.

transformer circuit Figure 14. The Figure 15 and 16
circuits each provide split or dual DC supplies with
nearly identical performances. The rules for designing
these cjrcuits are quite simple and we'll look at these
rules next.
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The rms output voltage of the transformer
secondary is not the same as the DC output voltage
of the complete full-wave rectified power supply. As
shown in Figure 77 , the DC ouiput is in fact 1.41 times
greater than that of a single-ended transformer, or
0.71 times that of a centre-tapped transformer
(ignoring rectrfier losses) Thus, a single-ended 15V
rms transformer with 10% regulation gives an output
of about 21 volts at full rated load (just under 1A at
20VA rating) and 23.1V at zero load. When rectifier
losses are taken into account the output voJtages will
be slightly lower than shown in the graph In the tworectifier circuits of Figures 14 and 16 the losses are
about 0.6V and in the bldge circuits of Figures 13 and
15 they are about 1 2V For maximum safety, the
rectifiers should have current ratings at least equal to

ETI JUNE 1990

=O71xVin=212V
OV

C2+

ouT = o 7r xvin = 21 2v

Fig 15. Dual (splitl PSU using centre-tapped transformer and bridge rectifiers.

the DC output currents.
So the procedure for selecting a transformer for
a particular task is quite simple First, decide the DC
output voltage and cunent that you need; the product
of these values gives the minimum VA rating of the
transformer Then consult the graph of Figure 17 to

{ind the transformer secondary rms voltage that
corresponds to the required DC voltage.

The Filter Capacitor

individual rectifiers. The full-wave circuit (using a
centre-tapped transformer) and the bridge circuit
(using a single-ended transformer) each give a typical

full-load output voltage of about 1.2 x E and need
diodes with minimum current ratings of 0.5 x I
(where I is the load current value), but the bridge
circuit's PIV requirement is only half as great as that
o{ the full wave circuit.
In the next part of this series, we will look at
voltage multipliers, clamps and logic networks

The filter capacltor converts the full-wave output of
the rectifier into a smooth DC output voltage. The two

most important parameters are its working voltage,
which must be greater than the off-load output value
of the power supply, and its capacitance value, which
determines the amount of ripple that will appear on
the DC output when current is drawn from the circuit.
As a rule of thumb, in a f ull-wave rectified power
supply operating from a 50
- 60 Hz power line, and
output load current of 100mA, will cause a ripple

waveform

of about 700mV peak-to-peak to

D1

15V

I)

o2

I

))
)
I

15v

-D3

OUT

= Q71 xYin = 212Y

+
c1

OV

c2

+

=A71xVin=212v

Fig 16. Dual (split) PSU using centre-tapped transformer and four rectifiers.

Vin lrmsl

CIRCUIT

Rectifier Ratings
Figure 19 summarises the characteristics of the three
basic types of rectifier circuit and gives the minimum
PIV (peak inverse voltage) and current ratings of the

ul"
30V
I

be

developed on a 1000pF filter capacitor. The amount
of ripple is directly proportional to the load current and
inversely proportional to the capacitance value, as
shown in the design guide of Figure 18. In most
practical applications, the ripple should be kept below
1.5V peak-to-peak under full load conditions. If the
ripple must be very small, the basic power supply can
be used to feed a 3-terminal voltage regulator IC,
which can easily reduce the ripple by a factor of 60dB
or so at Iow cost.

l

NO.LOAD
OUTPUT

HALF WAVE

E

1

41 x

E

FULLWAVE

E+E

1

41 x

E

BRIDGE

E

'l 41 rE

FULL-LOAD
OUTPUT
E

12xE
12xE

RECTIFIER RATINGS
CURRENT

282xE
282xE

14'lxE

I

05xl
O5rl

Fig 19. Rectifier circuit characteristics.
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Fig 17. Transformer selection chart. Decide on the required loaded DC
output voltage (say 21 volts), then read across to find the corresponding
secondary voltage (15V single-ended or 3OV centre-tappedl.
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Fig 18. Filter capacitor selection chart, relating capacitor size to ripple
voltage and load current in a full-wave rectified 50-60H2 powered
circuit.

TECHTIPS
BAITERY CONDITION INDICAIOR
his device indicates the state of charge of
battery by the colour of a dual LED The
LED can serve both as a battery indicator

Note that the red light is extinguished at a hiqh
supply voltage (Ef and the green one is switched Jff
supply
that the
ssR3w
evoltage
oint wh
to make

a

and as a power indicator lightfor battery/
mains equipment. The circuit is primarily
intended for small portable battery powered instru
ments that are seldom switched on for hours on end
but are only occasionally used. In this application the
power consumed by the circuit is less important than

ilr$

here. Component values are those calculated
for a 9V battery supply The reference voltage
across ZD1 is applied to the inverting ir.rput of
ICl and the non-inverting input of IC2, both
of which are wired as voltage comparators.
With a
8V the pin 3 potential
of ICl i
reference voltage and
the gre
pin 2 potentialollC2
will also be higher than the relerence and
therefore the red LED will be off. As the supply
voltage falls, these potentials gradually move
toward the reference voltage. Resistor R2
produces an overlap in the response of the
voltage comparators to the falling supply
voltage. First, IC2 output changes state and the
red LED is lit. This results in a yellow light which
indicates a middle aged battery. A further fall
in the supply voltage to 7.3V causes IC1 output

,53.

1=-(.

:?3"

GREEN

OV
NOTE:
1C1,2 = 741

ZDI =

5V640OmW
LED'l = RED/GREEN COMMON CATHODE

Vb REFERS TO A 9V MTTERY VOLTAGE
Vb < 7V3 LED1 IS RED
Vb > 7V3 AND Vb < 8VO LED1 IS YELLOW
Vb > 8VO LED1 IS GBEEN

to

change state and the green LED

is

extinguished leaving only the red, which
indicates that the battery needs replacing.

The
therefore
this is the

ross R1 is El_E. and
h R1 is (E,-E,)/R1. But
above. Consequently:

ErlR
therefore:

R1

:

R,(Er-E,)/Er

and also since the value of R3 is known then;

R2 :R,-(R1+R3)

Component tolerances can give results that differ

somewhat from those calculated, particularly the
value of R2. The best method of construction is to

breadboard the circuit first and make any adjustments
to the component values by trial and error blfore final
assembly.

A design for a lower voltage indicator would

require a
op-amp i
The

The response of this circuit to the faliing s;pply
is that after a of approxim ately lO% the LED goes
from green to yellow, and goes from yellow to redifter
a further 10% drop.

The difference in the values of current limiting
resistors R5 and R6 allows for the slightly larger
forward voltage drop across the green LED
In order to make a first approximation of the

component values component tolerances can

be

A S Hughes,

ignored.

Holywell, Ctwyd.

SIMPLE LOGIC PROBE
t takes only one integrated circuit, two LEDs
and few resistors to implement this Iogic probe.
The probe was designed to provide basic two
level tests. The circuit uses a 7 47 dual op-amp,
as
A
>

220k ' 150k : 100k

3270R

7

2VO

,J..

LED
GREEN
'LOW',

'474
P

33k

33t

>

220k

100k

270R
:

1,,

n

I

LEO
REO

,HI'

plit

e

u

12

%74
2V7

I

The potentiometer circuit shown to the left of the

13

c

no output between 2V and 2.7V, and both LEDs

shown below

33k

I

The reference levels are adjusted such that there

is

212
>120k

D

CIRCUIT

LOGIC PROBE

J R Nowicki

Marlborough, Wilts.
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CTNCEL
f you drive regularly, you

been annoyed sometimes by the noise your car

is a room with echo-free walls and ceilings and a
normal floor to simulate reflections from a road

makes at certain speeds. Listening to your

surface.

are likely to have

favourite music or radio program is fine at low
speeds but on the open road at higher speeds,
the problem starts. [-ow frequency noise, or boom,
drowns the output from your speakers. Do you slow
down and take longer on your journey, or continue
with no entertainment but the boom of your engine?

AImost all vehicles are susceptible

to

low

The research showed that boom occurs in the
passenger area at twice the engine frequency, typically
between 70Hz and 20OHz. The frequency at which
boom is worst depends not only on the type of car,
but on the position of the person within the car. It is
typically worst at about 4000rpm. The main sources
of the noise are the engine and powertrain. Tyre

frequency boom in the passenger compartment, no

contact with the road also makes

matter what sound deadening material the manufacturer uses.
Control of low frequency noise and vibration by
conventional methods can be very difficult. This
feature looks at the causes of low frequency boom,
and then explains an alternative technique which
Lotus Engineering has developed to combat the
problems of vehicle noise.

contribution.

The Problem Of Noise
Noise in general is now recognised as a major
pollutant in our lives. New legislation came into effect
this year enforcing improved standards of noise in
industry and in transport The'Noise at Work Regulations' are part of an EEC directive, and come under
the Health and Safety at Work act in this country,
defining noise levels Ior an eight hour working day.

Vehicle noise

is no exception. People

are

spending more and more time daily in their vehicles,
in the course of their work, or travelling to and from
work. The carbecomes a sanctuary in which the driver
can listen to music or radio programs.
But most vehicles today are susceptible to low
frequency noise or boom in the passenger compartment, which becomes severe at certain critical speeds.
Noise control and comfort are becoming more important to the car owner. With increasing controls on
speed in many countries, in-car comfort will gain in
relative importance, while the cart top speed becomes
less important.

Hitherto, noise control has been a low priority,
a sort of

'bolt-on' refinement for the car manufacturer.

However, manufacturers are now under increasing
pressure to include effective and integral noise control
as part of the overall design of a vehicle.

New environmental concerns exacerbate the
problem. Car manufacturers are under pressure to
reduce the wastage of resources and cut down
harmful emissions into the atmosphere. Their
response to this problem will be a drive to produce
hghtweighf vehicles with smaller, more fuel-efficient
engines containing three or four cylinders. Such
engines are inherently noisier, with greater vibration
levels. Lighter vehicles also possess lower natural
attenuation of sound, and it will be significantly harder
for the noise control engineer to maintain noise levels
at current standards.

Lotus Engineering has conducted research on

low frequency noise in a range of cars, from

a

sportscar to an average family saloon. The research
took place in semi-anechoic chambers, described in
more detail later. Briefly, a semi-anechoic chamber
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a

significant

Conventiorial sound deadeningtechniques work
only at particular frequencies, and not across the full
range produced by the engine. Suppressing boom
below 200H2 by conventional methods is costly and
adds significantly to vehicle weight, contrary to current
weight and cost saving programmes. The problem is
made more complicated because boom is generated
from a number of sources such as engine mounts,
drive-train, induction and exhaust manifolds as well
as mechanical components (see Fig. 1).
Reduction in the stiffness of rubber engine
mountings might help reduce noise, but would result
in an unacceptable lack of control of engine move-

ment, particularly in poor conditions.
Another solution which has proved impractical
is the use of twin contra-rotating balanced shafts which
rotate at twice the engine speed. These are dependant
on certain engine speeds, and only deal with shuctural

inputs through the engine mounts

Adaptive Noise Cancellation
Adaptive Noise Cancellation is an alternative solution
which gets round these problems. It uses electronic
feedback to generate sound of the same frequency as

the boom, but in antiphase with it. The boom is
cancelled before the human ear can detect it
happening Adaptive Noise Cancellation can achieve
noise reductions of around 20dB in a typical family

Car designers are now
turning their thoughts
to giving us a quieter
ide. Helen Oughton
reports on the latest
active noise cancellation
techniques.

r
Fig. 2 provides a simplified illustration of how
Adaptive Noise Cancellation works. Sound is a series
of pressure waves which the ear can detect and the
brain can interpret. If two sources of sound are in
antiphase, the high-pressure peaks from one source
coincide with the low-pressure troughs from the other,
and vice versa. The peaks cancel out the troughs, and
no sound is detected by the ear.

lotus Engineering has been involved

with

developing Adaptive Noise Cancellation techniques
in association with Southampton University's Institute
of Sound and Vibration Research (ISVR) since 1986.
These techniques have achieved significant
improvements in vehicle noise, with noise reductions
of up to 25dB being acheived within 0.1s of the
frequency being reached. As this is too quick for the
ear to detect, the passengers would only notice an
apparently quieter car.
Currently the system is limited to frequencies up
to a maximum of 400 Hz. Higher frequency cancellation is less easy to achieve due to the acoustic
behaviour of the passenger compartment. However,
higher frequencies can be suppressed using light
weight absorbtion materials.

A Noise Cancellation System
The Adaptive Noise Cancellation system developed
by L-otus Engineering and ISVR includes micro-

phones, an amplifier and loudspeakers, and

a

processor to conhol and generate the antiphase noise.

Wide response microphones and loudspeakers are
essential as low frequencies are involved.
A typical system uses eight elecket microphones,

carefully positioned within the roof lining of the
passenger compartment to provide feedback to the
processor (Fig 3). Four loudspeakers and an amplifier
with 10 to 20 watts RMS per channel capacity can be
integrated with the in-car entertainment system.
A digital signal processing (DSP) microprocessor
provides the intelligence required to cancel noise
throughout the vehicle. The microprocessor is linked
to the car's ignition system to sense engine speed. It

combines this information with the input from the
microphones to calculate and generate a suitable out-

put at each loudspeaker. The output is in antiphase
with the noise from the engine and car body, to minimise the sound pressure throughout the passenger
compartmgnt
The DSP microprocessor used in the Lotus and
ISVR system is a txas Instruments TMS 320 series
processor. It is anticipated that the complete computer
will be reduced to one chip within three years, costing
about $12-15.
As well as reducing noise produced by the
Noise Cancellation can be used very
el road noise below 250H2. Suspension sensors detect the vibration before it is a noise
The DSP computer anticipates the noise and provides
the correct cancelling waves. Again, the antiphase
noise can b_e eutputfhi'ough the in-car entertainment
systEm-s speakers.

l-otus have recently announced collaborative
ventures with two West German companies.
Blaupunkt, who manufacture in-car entertainment systems, are now licenced to manufacture Lotus
anti-noise sysiems This will speed the integration of
noise control with the in-car entertainment system,
and will enable the rapid introduction of active noise
systems into mass production.

The other company with which Lotus are collaborating ls Carl Freudenberg. The aim is to develop
an active engine mount and control system. An electrical transducer will be integrated into the mount to
cancel the vibrations being passed through it. This
gives a reduction in vibration while maintaining the
stiffer mounts required for optimum control of engine
movement.
Will
oise Cancellation eventually
become a
ture on the average family car?
Taking int
rrent requirements for smaller,
more economical cars, and the trends towards more
peaceful, comfortable lives for the 90s, the signs are
that vehicle manufacturers will be under pressure to
take noise reduction very seriously.

EXCESSIVE NOISE
oise can often by annoying, especially if it keeps
us awake at night or disturbs our concentration.
However, at high enough levels for long periods, it can
actually
has long been recognised that in
h as steel making and

I\f
I!

damage
heav
shipbuilding wor

g deaf. Our ears are
not designed to receive continuous loud noise from
machinery, aircraft, rock concerts and personal hiJi
systems.
Inside the ear, sound passes down the ear canal

to the ear drum, which converts the variation in
pressure into vibrations. These pass through the
middle ear to the cochl€a, which contains about
30,000 very fine hair cells surrounded by I[rid (FiS.
4). The hair cells convert the vibration into electrical
signals in the nerves, which are interpr€ted by the brain
as sound. When the ear is subjected to excessive noise

Fig. 4 Construction of the Ear
different types of noise and speech, we may not notice

the early signs of hearing loss.
Research has recommended a maximum level
se L-evel (Leq) for an eight
ill some risk oi impairment

the hair

cells
Successive dos
more cells unti
The first cells

ts.n

to be lost are those that work at

about 4kHz. When the ear is severely impaired, all
frequencies are alf.ected, leading to a loss in comprehension of speech or music.
Hearing loss is a slow process. When we come
out of a very noisy room, we may notice a slight
tinging in our ears, but it soon goes away, and we do
not r€alise the damage that has been caused until it
is too late. Because we build up an undgrstanding of

34

il;

which action rh.' l:'{.t:$ B: Iff":
is still loud
- if you were standing only Zm away from
someone, you would have to shout to make them
leve I at

hear.

These levels have been adopted by the new
Noise At Work regulations, which now come under
the Health and Safety at Work Act in Britain. Above
90db(A) Leq, all reasonable efforts must be made to
reduce the noise, and hearing protection must be
issued.
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SEMI-ANECHOIC CHAMBERS

Reflected noise is removed by absorption
at the

wedg
walls

"'f*n1.'::?;,flil':J'.T:
a,.ili::l-*r?XT::H.tif:$
this frequency, some reflecti., *iff
dimished level.
"l.rr, i,;; "
lowes
varid

is

this is known

There, are.many advantages in using
a semi_
anechoic chamber. Testing vehicles on
a te-st track is
o, weather condi,'tlgr;!it,t,rnp.,.iil',.

1.""0

ngly by

gated while the vehicr" is stliso?'ao#:T:l".ffiIfj::
allowing the engineer access benJat[
;r; ;r;;;;"
venrcte while it is effectively driving along.
Vehicle

noise may be transmitted through-its stricture,
or
transmitted through the air. the

of

u

semi-anechoic chamber allows the "nuironm"nt
e.ngineer t" iroiut.
rc-,iss io n p aths, f o, e*a m p L, by
T
.rl_,
19
the steering wheel _ hardly practicaion
the test track!
Smaller semi-anechoic chambers f;r;;;l;;
re, pin_pointing
uce most noise

r;;;;j;s

if redestgnlJ

;

results of some of these

tests.

Lotus Engineering has used two types
of semianechoic chamber in their research.-ihe
vehicle
oad capable of speeds up
ize is 9.8m x 6.8m, and
0 Hz (below which some
acheived by using 1.1m

5.8m x 3 8m, and,,".
l],tr36ir)
Data from the cells is analysed ,ri;a

".,,]l'nffiiil -;il;ii;
-?;;;

designed software. DATS, written b',

Computer Consultants Ltd.
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rrollowino

effect brings different elements to the musical

closelv behind the launch of the
comes

Additional sampled sounds can be accessed
via external wavecards.

foreground depending on how hard the

the TG55 from Yamaha, a rack rnounted

Sampled waves can be mixed and
blended by a digital filter system and voices
can be edited in the usual variety of ways

keyboard is played. The TG55 contains 34

tsSVZZ iynthesser workstation

MIDI controlled tone generator that contains
many of the features to be had in the SY77
featured in the audio news section last month.
The rack contains 7 4 preset samples in
ROM. Quality is as good as CD reproduction

as samples are again 16 bit quantised

effects programs giving a multiplicity of reverb

Apart from all the usual expressive
effects obtained through the keyboard,

effects through to distortion. A complete
drum set accompaniment is also available
with another 64 voices
The TG55 rack-mount tone generator

Yamaha introduce velocity switching. This

retails at f749.0O.

including volume, detuning and panning.

a oersonal stereo about the same size as
Au aurr"u" case. Io oe carrteci ln your
pocket, has been launched by Panasonic in
April.
The new S series cassette players offer
full remote control, lcd display, the now
familiar extented bass system, Dolby noise
reduction and a clock. The remote control
facility allows you to play, stop, and allthe rest
of the mechanical functions from one button.
This makes it easier to operate while still in
your pocket. The clock enables two timesettings to be programmed with an alarm
function. Auto-reverse playback will save you
having to turn the cassette over.
f you have the musical ideas and the MIDI

software to

re

cord

t he

m,

yo u're

only one step away from a professionally
recorded song, thanks to the Engine Factory's
new Micro Productions service.
They willtidy up the raw data, select the
right sounds for the job, arrange, produce and
mix a CD quality production onto cassette,
DAf or HiFi Video, all for a lot less than the
equivalent work would cost in a conventional
studio.

ETr IUNE 1990

aplin are offering a range of bass guitar available via jack sockets on the back.
The 15 watt version costs f54.95 and 75
amplifiers at a variety of power outputs
15-75 watts for practice purposes or watts of guitar power will cost you 1169.95.

The 15 watt version comes in a tough
wooden cabinet with loudspeaker and a 3

lf-r ompact Disc players are getting cheaper.
VSonys new discman, a budget portable

channel equaliser. At the top end, the 75 watt
amp contains reverb, three channel equaliser
and a 'bright' switch to give greater signal
presence. Pre-amp out and power amp in are

CD player enters the competitive field.

Great care has been taken in providing
clients with an extensive, up to the minute
range of sounds, from such industry standard
machines as the Akai 51000 (16 Bit Stereo
Sampler) and the Korg M1 (Al Synthesis
Workstation). In fact over 200 sound sources
are available at the click of a mouse, within
a single track.
Further information and a demo cassette
call The Engine Factory on 081-650-1033.

Weighing only 4509, and with

a

frequency response ol 20-20kH4 this new
player consumes only 1.2 watts of power.
In line with more bass appeal now
demanded by the headphone brigade, the
portable has a three position bass switch to
give a varied degree of boost to the headphones. If normal playback is required
through the home hi-fi, a 1 volt line out jack
is supplied.

TheD22 contains allthe normal musicsearch functions along with the option of
infra-red remote control.
The Sony D22 carries a price tag of
9149.99.
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MAPLII{AT]DIO
AIIXERS

Paul Freeman
introduces the new
range of budget mixers
from Maplin, and
takes a detailed look at
the 12 channel
version.

of budget mixers has been
launched by Maplin this year featuring

range

only. It goes
goes out from
to change the
at the master

s

6, 8 and 12 channel inputs into two
channel stereo out. Over the last ten
years, the explosive growth in the availability of music-making equipment at prices that many
people can afford has been such that the demand for
a

decent

may be fi

Here

we'

has
with
k at

output end of the

desk.

Maplin
mixers.
rsion_

Although mixing desks come in a variety of

.
shapes and

sizes

they all have the same basic facilities.

panel appearance, but the first ten
or line inputs, and the last two, with
have phono inputs only. Now wha

line up?
We'll sta

channel. Th
selector to

s

anything less

g
useful
Adjustme
comes a

be

controls.
_

^The

prese
sign
then

t

This can
in level.

ain fade

statutary treble and bass conhols give

+l2dB

at 100H2 base end and +12d8 cut and boost at the
top end (10kHz).
Next
-e
trol. which
divides yo
al
d centre of

the stereo
T
below the
pan pot, sending a proportion of the input signal to
an effects box. The effects box can modiiy the sound
in some way. It could be reverb, echo, chorus, phasing
or flanging.
The cue control, or pre fade listen (pFL) as it is
more professionally known, comes next down the
chain of knobs to twiddle This adiusts the volume of
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Just above the principal channel fader.

an

overload LED gives a handy and quick indication of
overdrive to the input amplifier. The LED cuts in at

around +4dB.

This completes the line up for each channel.
There are a few general points to bear in mind
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about the first ten channels All op-amps are of a
TL072 type and these were presumably chosen as

on the subject of graphic equalisers, the desk comes

with a seven-channel graphic equaliser for

each

they have an equivalent input noise o{ lSnY/tfHz
Each input channel has a cascade of five op-amps
from the mic or line before reaching the mixing bus.
The signal then has to go through another two op-

output giving +lzdB of cut or gain at each centre
frequency. Equalisers can be eflective if stray

amps per stereo channel before it arrives at a record
output The more the signal has to go through the
greater the overall noise contribution, so it is in the
interests of the designers to keep the number of
cascaded op-amps as low as possible

more noise into the chain. Centre frequencies are
given in the specifications at the end of this review

All microphone inputs are unbalanced via

a

choice of input connectors, XLR or 7+inch jack, on
the back of the desk. A DJ mic input is available via
an XLR connector on the top of the console. This mic
signal goes through only 4 op-amps from input to
record out.
At the right hand end of the mixing desk as on
all desks are the output controls, controlling anything
downwind of the mixing bus Firstly there is a DJ mic
fader with a talk-through muting switch just above.
This cuts line levels by lZdB for the purposes of talk

resonances occur during each recording in the studio
but the advantages come at the price of introducing

On the far right-hand side is a headphone jack and
level control, a master/cue switch and effect send and
return controls. Finally the two output level master
faders with VU meters complete the line up.
One must accept that this is budget mixer and
as a result there are limitations. The first and foremost
is one of noise contribution. The quoted signal-tonoise ratio of 70dB for mic inputs and 80dB for line

Itr

frl

frl

through.
Next comes a studio speaker monitor level and
above this an equaliser bypass switch. While we are

SPECIFICATIONS

=

INPUT SENSITIViTY
3mV into 10K

Mic
Phono
Line

150rnV ihto I00K

Return

775nMinlo

100K

OUTPUT LEVEL

Master
Max
Monitor
Record
Send

1.5V/600R

8Vl600R

I

5V/600R

0.775V/600f
1

5V/600R

S/N RATIO

Mic
Phono
Line

70dB

70dB
80dB

inputs is about right compared to the measured value
but better figures could be achieved with caref ul design
and choice of components One also has to be careful
o{ how many 'live' inputs there are feeding into the
output bus high fader levels otherwise the noise may
become unacceptable. I've always had reservations
about introducing graphic equalisers into the signal
path, but I was pleased to hear that the noise
contribution made by the graphic was at an acceptably

DISIORTION
,Less

than 0,'l% (At rated output)

FREOUENCY RESPONSE

'20H2:20

'

kHz

<0 5dB

EOUALISER

Centieirequency 60H2, 150H2,400H2 1kHz,2,4kHz, 6kHz, l5kl'
B0ost/cut range +'l2dB at centre lrequency
TONE CONTROL
Bass t12dB at 100H2
Treble t12dB at 10kHz

HEADPHONES

lmpedanoe

4-50R

can be used

RELAY DELAY TIME

Approx 2 seconds
PEAK INDICATOR

5V-6V at master level setting maxirnum
CROSSTALK
MasrEr 50dB

Monitor 50dB
Record 50dB

Send 50dB

ETr JUNE r990

low level and in my mind could give a worthwhile
contribution ii required. A 50dB crosstalk figure
between channels would be a worrying feature if
complete single channel drive was needed, but this
is an unlikely event in a live and complete stereo
sound field. Personally I would prefer the headphone
output jack to be on the front vertical panel of the desk
instead of on top with the wire trailing across the desk
to get in the way, but having said that the Maplin range
of audio mixers represents good value for money and
they could find a place in the home studio in what has
now become a boom industry.
The retail prices are:
t279.95
6 channel
L399.95.
8 channel
e499.95.
12 channel
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THEFECKOBOX

Got a guttar? Keith

he Fecko Box is essentially a new variation

Bindley explains how
to create your own
fuzz and echo effects
using the ETI Fecko
Box.

which,
illusion

more unusual, it creates an echo effect
Iuzz or by itself, gives the
simjlar to that obtain'ed inside

a large

Since then, of course, fuzz has been created

creates fuzz in a slightly unusual manner, giving
more mellow sound than most fuzz boxes.

Ech
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F
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Fig. 1 ETI Fecko Box circuit
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and interference.
A more reliable method uses a magnetic tape
system, similar to a conventional cassette or reel-toreeltape recorder. Usually it comprises a tape loop
coupled with a recording head and one or more
separate playback heads Any signal recorded is
replayed later from the playback heads. The finite
speed of tape as it moves from the record head to the

playback heads defines the time delay between the
original sound and the echo. The main drawback of
the tape loop method is simply the bulky mechanics,
although long delays are possible.
Electronic methods of creating echo may be
analogue or digital in nature. Digital echo is created
by converting the original analogue signal into a digital
signal, writing it into a digital store, then reading it from

the store and finally reconverting to analogue for
replay.

Over the last few years, however, it has been
normalto create echo and hence reverberation using
the analogue delay lineprinctple, in which the original
signal is sampled and each sample is passed along a

line of storage capacitors. At the end of the line the
samples are recombined to give a delayed echo. The

number of storage capacitors and the speed with
which the samples are passed along the line defines
the delay. Analogue delay lines of this type are often
called bucket-brigade delaylines. The ETI Fecko Box
uses this method.
Delay obtained in this sort of echo generation
system is limited to around 20 or 30 ms. This is
virtually inaudible as a single repeat, however, and so
by feeding back the echo to the input again, echoes

of the original sounds are rc-delayed such that

a

reverberation effect is obtained.
The output signal amplitude of the Fecko Box
can be preset between zero and about 3V so the
Fecko Box may simply be connected in-line between
your guitar and your usual guitar amplifier. With a
larger output amplitude, a direct input (DI) to a mixing
desk (or even your hi-fi amplifier's line input) can be
made.

Construction
The component overlay for the project is shown in
Figure 2. The printed circuit board requires just one
link. After inserting and soldering the link, solder in
allpassive components. Leave the two potentiometers
until last, because otherwise they may make the board
a bit tricky to handle
Although it's by no means essential to use
integrated circuit sockets, it's probably advisable as
integrated circuits IC1 and lC2 are sensitive to static,
and unless adequate precautions are taken, they may

be damaged when soldered. PCB pins are a good
idea, as they make off-board connection considerably
more straightforward when the board is inserted in the
case.

Insert and solder in diode D1, then insert all
integrated circuits into their sockets (or solder directly
to the board, if you prefer). Finally, insert and solder
the two potentiometers. This completes construction
of the PCB.
Although you do not need to use any particular
case, it's probably a good idea to use a metal case,
earthing it to 0V to help prevent interference from

external sources. Make sure the input ground
connection is isolated from 0V.
Power (that is, 0V) should be switched onto the
board when a plug is inserted into one of the jack
sockets
- a fairly standard practice on guitar effects
boxes. However, to ensure input isolation, switching
should occur viathe output jack socket. Make sure
you use screened leads to connect the input and
output between jack sockets and printed circuit board.
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Fig. 2 Component overlay for the Fecko Box

Fig. 3 Block diagram of the Fecko Box

Setting Up
Initially, set all presets

to mid-position with

the

exception of RV6 which should be set fully clockwise
(viewed from the component side of the board). Set

the two potentiometers fully anti-clockwise. With
these settings, the project should give an output for
any suitable signal input.
To set up the project for minimum distortion and
maximum signal-to-noise ratio, you ideally need a

signal source of around lkHz at 100mV and an
oscilloscope. However, you can obtain a suitable
approximation from a signal direct from your guitar,
an amplifier to amplify the outgoing signal (your hi-fi

system

will do nicely) and a pair of ears. An

oscilloscope is by no means essential. The idea is to

adjust the amplifying stages of the project for
maximum gain without distorting the signal due to
limiting. This may seem an odd requirement for what
is effectively a distorting effect, but there willbe times
when you want an undistorted guitar sound.
Using the oscilloscope to monitor the output of
op-amp IC1a, use preset RVl to adjustthe gain so that
the output signal is a maximum without being clipped
due to limiting. Without an oscilloscope, just listen to
the output of the project
- when it clips, you'll hear it.
Next, turn potentiometer RV2 slowly clockwise.
At the same point you will observe on the oscilloscope
clipping on one side of the signal. The further RV2
is turned clockwise, the greater the extent of clipping.
With RV2 fully clbckwise, adjust preset RV3 to give
a maximum amount of clipping without total loss of
signal output. Turn the potentiometer fully anti-

clockwise (clipping should be totally eliminated). You
will needto adjustpresets RV1 and RV3 again, when
your guitar is fully connected.
The following procedure need only be carried
out once. Monitor the output of op-amp IClc with the
oscilloscope. Adjust preset RV5 for maximum gain
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without clipping. Next, turn potentiometer RV4 fully
clockwise. Slowly turn preset RV6 anticlockwise. At
some point the circuit will start to oscillate
- turn
preset RV6 back to stop oscillation. Turn potentiometer RV4 {ully anticlockwise again.
Now you need a guitar signal. Repeat the steps
of adjusting the gain of op-amp ICla and clipping

HO\v IT WORKS

levels, using presets RV1 and RV3 and potentiometer

RV2. Now preset RV7 to give the required output
signal amplitude
And that's it. Turning potentiometer RV2 clockwise gives fuzz. Turning potentiometer RV4 gives
reverberation.
One final adjustment to project performance
may be made by adjusting preset RV8, which controls

the frequency of the oscillator stage built around
integrated circuit IC3. With preset RV8 fully anticlockwise the oscillator frequency will rnanifest itself

as an audible whistle in the output. Turning RV8
clockwise increases the frequency till it goes above
hearing range. You can also adjust RV8 to give an
optimum frequency response, suited to an individual
guitar. It's worth nothing that, as you adjust RVS, you
cause the project to generate the well-known and
common phasing effect.

FECKO BOX CLIPS ONLY AT
ONE SIDE OF SIGNAL

(bt

\-,/

Fig. 4 Output signals of fuzz boxes (al normal fuzz
circuit (bl Fecko Box fuzz circuit

\l tl
t
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U
sigfisl/ suoh

Fig. 5 Principle of bucket-brigade analogue
delay lines (al alternate buckets have
specific amounts of water
(bl buckets are tipped (cl specific
amounts are now ln even buckets

thii the greset is u$ed to set the

amount
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3n3 ceramic

cl4

820p ceramic

16V radial Blectrolytic

2n2 cermaic

c16

2n7 cermaic

SEMIEONDUCTOf,,S

tcl
lc2
tc3
D1

E&I

E

47r,

C9

nlE

E-t
U3
t-t

ao

348

3004
3101

rN4148

MISCELLANEOUS
PCB, batteiy and clip

preset

Jack sockets ione of which should have an rnsert to-make
contact)

,;'.;Qgse.,r'r1:,

.

' ',,

'

BUYLINES
Most,

if not all, parts are obtained from

mail order cornpanies.

lntegrated circuits lC 2 and lC3 may be obtained from Electrornail (part

numbers 631-286 and 631,301).
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19" RACK MOUNTING EOUIPMENT CASES
This range of 19" rack cmsf€aturgs salin black linished loSlrVG (1 5mm) sel front panels (no lixing holes visible),
with the roar box assembly constructed from 20SWG ( 9mm) sieel The standard units are 10" (254mm) deep
ilEW FOn 1990 19" project cases only 4" (101mm) deep and are available in the following popular sizes:

PBOGRAMMABLE ETEGTRO]IIC LOGK KIT
Keys could be a thing ol
the past with this new high
security lock Secure doors

PROJECTCASES

Type Heighl Price
PUl 13/4" PAnn) C16 50
PU2 3%" (88mm) t18 50
PU3 s%" (133mm) €20 50
PU4 7'(178mm) t2250

to sheds, garages, even
your home or prevent the

use

unauthorised

PU6

ol

Ul
UZ
Ug
U4

computers, burglaralarms

or cars 0ne

4-digit

sequence will open the lock

while incorrect entries will

sound an alarm

E2070

t24 15

(88mm)

5%"(133mm) t27ffi
7" (178mm) E29 90

and RACK CABINETS are also available
Please send SAE lordetails

is

changed by entering

1%'(44mm)

3%"

BLANKING PANELS, HACKING CONSOLES

selected by
you. Further entries will be ignored lor a time also set by you 0nly the correct
sequence will open the lock and switch ofl the alarm The sequence may easily

Tel:

0Zl5823983 forAccess/Visa Sales orcheque

wth orderto:

special number and code on the supplied keyboard Kit
includes: keyboard, alarm buzzer, high quality PCB and all electronic components
Supply: 5 - 1 5V d c Will drive our Latch Mechanism (701 1 50 @ ql 8 98) or relay
directly.
be

t26 50

Delivery includ€d (UK only)
All pricesinclude VAT.

The

numberof incorrect entries
allowed before the alarm is

triggered

l226nnl

101/2"

EOUIPMENTCASES

xK131

RACKZPRODUCTS
PO Box 1402

a

Mangotsfield, Bristol, England,

Kit-Packs

91q 05

DISGO LIGHTING KITS

BS17 3RY

VEBSATILE REMOTE.

coNTRoLKIT

O
1

DL8000K 8-way sequencer kit with
built-in opto-isolated sound to
light input. 0nly requires a box and
control knob to complete....t39.95
DL1000K 4-way chaser features
bi-directional sequence and
dimming 1kW per channel...t23.95
DLZ1000l( Uni-directional version
of the above. Zero switching to
reduceinterference,. 913.95
DLM(for DL & DLZ1000K)
optional op-to input allowing audi0
'beavlight
95p
DL3000X 3-rhannel sound to light
kit, zero voltage switching,
automatic level control and built-in
mic. 1kW per channel ........tl9.55

3
5

POWER STROBE KIT
Produces an intense
light pulse at
variable frequency

a \
of 1 to 15H2. /

lncludes hi0h quality>
PCB, components,
connectors, sws strobe tube and
assembly instructions. Supply:
240V ac. Size: 80x50x45.
XK124 STROBOSCOPE KIT 817.25

-

lays, triacs, etc details supplied) can
switch up to 16 items of equipment

Merlin

on or off remotely outputs may be
latched t0 the last received code or
n

SNl2 6TJ

AUDAX TITANIUM TWEETER UPGRADE.
Change your 1" dome tweeters for these Titanium units and enjoy

crisper, cleaner response. Suitable for replacing tweeters up to

6-way).

MK12 lR Receiver
(inc. transformer) . ., .,.

MIln Trrncmittor

91dB sensitivity. Kit includes constant impedance level controls so

that you can adjust lor optimum results without any crossover

tl9.55
Sn

OE

modifications.

MKg 4-way Keyboard .........t2.75
MK10 16-way Keyboard ......17.95
601133 Box lor Transmitter ..82.95

E43.50 pair.

orderT|TANlUM 100 (100mm round plate)
or TITANIUM 12x9 (120x90mm)

+p&p 83.00

ELAC METAL DOME TWEETER UPGRADE.
As kit above but using the Elac tweeter which has had such rave

reviews.

To

replace units

up to 89dB sensitivity.
plate) effi.50 pair.
plate)
+p&p e3.00

order METAL 25DT30 (104mm round
or METAL 25DT29 (120x90mm

PTAYBACK I(IT
This simple to construct and even
simpler to operate kit will r€cord
and playback short messaoes or
tunes lt has many uses - seatbelt
or lights reminder in the car,
welcome messages to visitors at

SEAS METAL DOME TWEETER UPGRADE

g/+" (19mm) unit used in so many small
Direct replacemenl for the
841 .90 pair.
speakers. Sensitivity 88dB (94mm round
+ p&p e3.00

plate)

or at work, warning

CONCERTO UPGRADE CROSSOVER
Replacing the DN12 network in speakers employing the Kef 8139,
B1 10, T27 combination, this crossover greatly improves detail and
definition. (Screw terminal connections) e48.95 pair +p&p 83.00

messages in lactories and public places, in fact anywhere where

a spoken message is
Alsosuitablelortoys-whynot

Sirp

76

Y

6n Y 15mm

Z

I

Est,

Cost-effective speaker upgrade kits

cms. companion
K18 which operated from a 9V PP3 battery and gives
a range of up to 60lt Two keyboards
are available -MK9 (4-way) and MK 10

announcedandwhichneedstobechangedlromtimetotime
convert your daughter's E8 doll to an !80 talking doll! |

Bowerhill

*-TONICS FOR TIRED TRANSDUCERS--

its. Supply:240V

'1OmA. Size: (exc.

UOIGE REGOBD/

home

MERLIN SYSTEMS
Trg
Melksham, Wiltshire

during transmission)

the decoder lC and a
supply is available to

(1

OMit Battery; 2 lnbuilt Mains Chargeri
BF Filtered; 4 Solar Cell lnput (Cells optional);
Compaci Size/Portable; 6 Merlin Made
Price e76.00+P&P 88.00

MORE DATA
Send a 'lgp Stamp for Latest List
Ring th€ Wizard on 0225 706886 Fil 0225 rc8594for moro inlormation or a visitto the works
PAYMENT Access, Cheque, PO and Cash Post and packing on components e1 50 or €1 00
Ior ordeE over e20.00. Ploase add VAT to total

lncludes all components (+ transformer) l0r a sensitive lR receiver
with l6logic outputs (0-15V) which
with suitable interface circuitry (re-

response

THE WIZZARD POWER CUBE
Specitication

20 Amp Hour

WACOUSTIC PANELS inhibit panel resonance and limit cabinetinduced colouration. (Foam sandwiched between two layers of

ELECTRONIGS

bitumin.) Self adhesive.
Size: 270x200x16mm,
Set of 8 (will treat pr. of small/med. speakers) €16 +p&p E3

13 BOSTON RD. LONDON W7 3SJ
TEL: 01-567 8910.

E

FAX:01-5661916

ToRDER|NG|NFORMAT|ON:

E f,E]

telephone credit card

orders

E

WILMSLOW AUDIO LTD

All-prices INCLUDE VAT. Free P & P on orders over C60 (UK only),
1

5 then

Wellington Close, Parkgate Trading Estate,
Knutsford, Cheshire WA16 8DX. Tel:0565 50605

Onr'is,
cational

am-5

(Closed all day Mondays)

ry
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would not even consider such a complex solution
instead he or she fits a miniature fuse.
Surprising as it may seem, the miniature fuse
performs all the functions described previously and
at a cost of only a few pence as long as the correct type

and rating has been specified in the first place.

Fuse Characteristics

Brian Kendal shows
there is more to fuses
than meets the eye

he fuse is probably the least understood
in common use today.
Furthermore, the popular belief that it is
merely a piece of wire which melts when
the current passing exceeds the quoted
rating is not only inaccurate but, under certain
circumstances, a danger to the equipment which it is
supposed to be protecting.

component

Ideal Protection
Before looking further into the operation of fuses
themselves, let us consider what protection circuitry
would be necessary if they had never been invented.
Firstly, the current flowing in the circuit would
have to be continuously monitored. The most
elfecttve way of achieving this would be by means of
a current transducer, the output of which would be

fed to a microprocessor via an analogue-to-digital
converter.

The micro would need to determine whether
excessive current flow was due to a natural variation,

for example: the initial surge due to

F{
E!

EJ.

Erl
44

charging on switch-on, or due to

a

capacitors

fault condition. This

of course, would be incorporated in the software
which numerically integrates the current, giving a
measure of the thermal stresses in the protected
circuit, match this against a map of the safe operating
area of the particular circuit.
Assuming that this can satisfactorily be achieved,
on detection of a fault condition, the output signal
must then open the faulty circuit. This would most
conveniently be achieved by a small power amplifier
driving a circuit breaker capable of breaking the
maximum fault current, which in mains circuits may
well be in excess of several hundred amperes.

Such a protection circuit could doubtless be
developed and, when placed on the market, sell for
several hundred pounds. In practice, the designer

Most users select a fuse according to its rated current
(1") believing that above this level the fuse will blow,
thus safeguarding the circuit. This is a misconception,
for the rated current is that which the device willcarrv
continuously without degradation. Thus if th" nor-ul
current in a circuit is 500 mA, then that is the rating
of fuse which should be fitted To cause the fuse to
blow, the current will have to be much higher than this.
The lowest current which will cause the fuse to melt
is called the minimum fusing cu
ts ratio
to I" is called the fusing factor.
fusing
factor is in the order of 1.5-2.0.
A fuse
will normally fail at a current between 750 mA and
1.0 A.
Considerable difficulties are experienced in
determining I- and the fusing factor, but these are
circumvented by specifying current levels at which the
fuse should not (or should) break within a given time.
These levels are called the conventional non-fusino
current and conventional fusing current respectively"
A typical specification for this is the BS 4265
requirement for miniature fuses which requires that
the fuse under test should not fail when tested for one

hourat15l".
A fuse's country of origin is important

For

example, in the United States, standards require that
miniature fuses should break within one hour at 1.35
In. In view of this, fuses from European and U.S
sources are not generally interchangeable.
A further consideration in the specification of a
fuse for a particular purpose is the time necessary for
operation when subjected to a high fault current For
example: a time delay or anti-surge type will take far
longer to break than a fast acting fuse. Fast acting fuses
to BS 4265 (Cat F) must break within 20 ms at 10 I
whilst anti-surge types (Cat T) must take from 20 tJ
300 ms. Super-fast-acting and super-time-lag types
are also available.

Rating
4265)
50mA
5O0mA
14
5A

Fuse

(BS

Max volt drop at

type
7V
1V
2OOmV
130mV
F

f

ln

type
3.5V

90OmV
15OmV
10OmV

Table 1 Some typical fuse values
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In the design of a fused circuit, consideration
must also be given to the DC resistance of the fuse
itself. As a fuse is a heat operated device, those

I

I
I

+CONVENTIONAL

intended for very low current ratings must necessarily
have a relatively high resistance. The maximum

FUSTNG CURFENT

I

permitted voltage drop is strictly controlled by

I

standards of which some typical values are shown in
Table 1

I

Fig. 2 Characteristics of fuses

From this it will be seen that the maximum
voltage drop across a 50 mA type F f use is 7V. However, as the conventional fusing current for these fuses
is 2.1 I", a circuit voltage of 14 2Y could be required
to cause operation. As the supply voltage may well
only be at this level, the fuse could hardly be blamed
for failing to give adequate protection!

After The Break
Another misconception is formed by the belief that
once the wire melis, that is the end of the operation
Nothing could be further from the truth, for the failure
of the wire is only the prelude to the most important
part of the operation
- the arcing period.
As the fuse element disintegrates, current flow
does not cease immediately but continues through an
electric arc. The duration of this arc (known as the
arcing time) is very dependent on the parameters, and
particularly the inductance, of the circuit to which it
is attached. So important is this, thatthe period is often

20

current is rapidly eliminated with consequent reduc-

tion of the stresses imposed on the circuit. This

is

usually achieved by embedding the fuse element in
a sand filler which constricts the arc diameter, considerably increasing its resistance and giving rise to the
rapid current limiting action required.

Fuse Safety

urther broken down to itemise the period

The installation of a fuse is the cheapest and most

immediately prior to melting, referred to as the prearcing time

to design the fuse such that the arc voltage greatly

e{fecttve circuit protection available today. To achieve
this, a fuse with the correct characteristics and of the
correct rating has to be chosen. It is hoped that this
short article has given constructors an insight into the
design and characteristics of fuses, enabling a choice
which will provide both economic and effective circuit

exceeds that of the supply with the result that the fault

protection.

f

When the arc is established, it effectively inserts
a high resistance within the circuit, rapidly decreasing
the current which eventually falls to zero It is possible
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RCL Bridge
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EPROM Emulator
Spectrum EPROM Card
Direct lnjection Box
Sunrise Light Brightener
MTE Waveform Generator
Millifaradometer
Cymbal Synth
Chorus Effect
Enlarger Exposure Meter
Second Line of Defence
Specdrum Connector
MTE Pulse Generator

.. F

..E

.

K
H
H

.

.. J
H

.F
M
F

E8512-2
E8512-3 Specdrum ...
E8607-2 Walkmate
E8601-3 MTE Counter-timer .
E8602-7 Digibaro
E8603-2 Programmable l-ogic Evaluation Board
E8603-3 Sound Sampler Analogue Board
E8604-1 JLLH PA PSU
E8604-2 Matchbox Amplifier
E8604-3 Matchbox Amp Bridging Version
E8604-4 MTE Analogue/Digital Probe
E8605-1 Microlight Intercom
E8605-2 Baud Rate Converter ..
E8605-3 Baud Rate Converter PSU Board

H
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M
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88605-4

Portable PA

E8606-1
E8606-2
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MIDI-CV Converter PSU
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Digital Panel Meter

..

Upgradeable Amp, MM stage
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(mono)

.D

Flanger

Audio Selector Main Board
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Tacho-Dwell
E87O2-1, Ratemeter Main Board .
E87O2 2 Ratemeter Ranging Board
E87O2 3 Photo Process Controller (3 bds)

E8770-4
E8711-1
E8717-2
E8772-2
E871,2-3

Hgper-Fuzz

Quiz Controller .
256K Printer Buffer
SWR Meter
Dream Machine (free PCB)
Passive IR Alarm
Deluxe Mains Conditioner
RGB Dissolve
ElectricFencer
Telephone lntercom

E88O2-4 Spectrum Co-processor CPU

o

.J

Remindalite

E8708-3 Rev Counter
E8708-4 Car Alarm
88708-5 Knight Raider .
E8709-1 Boiler Controller .
E8709 2 Amstrad Sampler (2 bds)
E8709-3 Portable PA
E8709-4 EEG Monitor (2 bds)
E8710-1 Concept CPU Board
E871,0-2 Concept Power Board
E8710-3 Concept Display Board
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Upgradeable Amp PSU
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E8801-2
E8801-3
E8801-4
E8802-1
E8802-2
E8802-3 Tiansistor Tester (2

Mains Conditioner
E
Experimental Pre-amp .
F
Upgradeable Amp, Tone Board (mono) . H
Upgradeable Amp, Output Board (mono) F
Audio Analyser Filter Board
L
Audio Analyser Display Driver ,.
K
Audio Analyser Display
H
Audio Analyser Power Supply
F
Audio Switcher (2 bds)
H
PLL Frequency Meter (4 bds) .

Call Meter, Main Board
Call Meter. [nterface Board
E8612-I Bongo Box
E8672-2 Biofeedback Monitor (Free PCB)
E8701-1 RGB Converter
E8707-2 Mains Controller
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..
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80m Receiver
Sound Sampler
..
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..K
LEDline PSU and Controller (2 bds)
..G
E8703-1 Capacitometer
F
E8703-2 Geiger Counter
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..E
E8704-t BBC Micro MIDI Interface
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..H
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..E
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..N
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..u
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Universal Digital Panel Meter ..
Universal Bar Graph Panel Meter
Virtuoso Power Amp Board
Virtuoso AOT Board
Metal Detector
Bicycle Dynamo Backup
Bar Code Lock (2 bds)
Analogue Computer Power Board
Bell Boy
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Breath Rate Main Board
Breath Rate Switch Board
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E9006-1
E9006-2
E9006-3
89006-4
E9006-5
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n
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..... G
Dark Room Timer
Telephone Extension Bell
. .. C
Telephone External Bell
..... D
Fecko Box .
....... G
Bug Spotter
...... E

PCBs for the remaining projects are available from the companies listed in Buylines.
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Analogue Computer Main Board (2 bds)
Spectrum EPROM Emulator
Frequency Meter (2 bds)
Tiavellers' Aerial Amp
Gerrada Marweh Bikebell
Peak Programme Meter (2bds)
TV to-RGB Converter
Electron RGB Buffer
NiCd Charger
Chronoscope (3 bds)
Digital Transistor Tester
Doppler Speed Gun (2 bds)
Small Fry Mini Amp
Thermostat
Burglar Buster Free PCB
Burglar Buster Powerlrelay Boatd
Burglar Buster Alarm Board
Burglar Buster Bleeper Board
EPROM Programmer mother board
Variat-lon updated Main Board
Variat-lon Emitter Board
[n car Power Supply
Granny's Hearing Booster
E8902-l Compressor/Limiter/Gate
E89O2 2 Ultrasonic Horn
E8902-3 Stepper Motor Driver Board
E8902-4 Quest-lon (2bds)
E8903-1 lntelligent Plotter Solenoid Board
E8903-2 MID[ Programmer
E8903-3 Balanced Disc lnput Stage
88903-4 Digitally Tuned Radio
E8904 1 Camera Tiigger
E8904-3 Intelligent Plotter Main Board
E89O4-4 Kinetotie Tie Board
E8904-5 Kinetotie Control Board
E8905-1 Guitar Tuner
E89O5-2 Camera Tiigger Ultrasonics (2 boards)
E8905-3 Bench Power Supply (2 boards)
E8906-1 PC edge connector
E8906-2 MIDI converter CPU
E8906-3 MIDI converter keyboard
E89O6-4 MIDI converter control
88906-5 AF signal generator

E8808-4
E8809-1
E8809-2
E8809-3
E8810-1
E8810-2
E8810-4
E8810-5
E8811-1
E8811-2
E8811-3
E8812-1
E8812-2
88812-3
E8872-4
E8812-5
E8872-6
E8812-7
E8901-1
E8901-2
E8901-3
E8901-4
88901-5

E8906-6
E8906-7
E8907-1
E8907-2
E8907-3
E8907-4
E8907-5
E8908-1
88908-2
E8908-3
E8908-4
E8909-1
E8909-2
E8909-3
E8909-4
E8909-5
E8910-1
E8910-2
E8911-1

Mini bleeper
Caravan heater controller

MIDI Patch Bay
Priority Quiz Switch

Camera Tiigger Infra-reds (2 boards)
Aerial Amplifier main board
Aerial Amplifier power supply
[ntercom master station
lntercom slave station
[ntercom power mixer
Digital joystick to mouse conversion
Twin [-oop Metal l-ocator
Tiembler movement detector
Field power supply (spec 3)
Micro monitors active filter
Chronoscope auto-reset
Multimeter
MlDl Mapper
Smoke Alarm main board
E89lL2 Smoke Alarm power supply
E8911-3 Frequency Meter (3 boards)
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E8912-2 Surveilance PCB
E8912-3 Slide Tape Synch
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Pedal Power
Digital Noise Generator
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Mains Failure Alarm
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F

E9001 4 L-ow Voltage Alarm
E9OO2-7 EPROM Emulator
E9002-2 Superscope Mother Board
E9002 3 Superscope CRT Driver Board
E90O2-4 Superscope Timebase Board
E9003-1 Superscope Y1 lrput board
i)Urtl 2 Super:cope Y2 inPut board
E9003 3 Superscope switch generator
E9003-4 Business power amp board
E9003-5 Business power supply board
E9003-6 Businesspre-amp)ifier board
E9003 7 Water hole
89003-8 Super Siren
E9003 9 Val's badge
E9004'1 Bass Amplifier DC Protection
E9O04-2 Bass Amplifier Graphic Equaliser
89004-3 Bass Amplifier Micro
E9004-4 Quad Power Supply

E9005-1 Business Display
E9005-2 Phone Lock and l-ogger
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BLIG SPOTTER

N.

If you think you're
under surveillance this
one's for you. A Paul
Benton design

o you think you've got something to hide?
You think you're being bugged and you
want to find out
- then build the ETI Bug
Spotter and you can tell 'em to bug off!
The project is simply a sensitive transmitter detector, capable of detecting transmitters of as
little as 10mW or so over a distance of around 15 feet,
making it an easy task to find bugs and deal with them
accordingly

A sensitivity control is included, enabling the
operator with practice to pinpoint a hidden transmitter. Also, by a small modification, instead of the

LED indicator a small meter mav be connected.
Although this doesn't necessarily upi.ade the projects
performance. it does make it look more technical!
Current requirements of the Bug Spotter are
minimal, around 4mA on standby and 10mA when
activated, therefore it may be powered from a 9V

pp3

type battery for quite a while
The whole project, with the exception of the
meter if used, is mounted on a PCB measuring
around 35 x 60mm, making it easy to fit into a smail
box.

Construction
Figure 1 shows the circuit of the ETI Bug Spotter,
while component overlay of the pCB is shown in
Figure 2 The coil is made by carefully winding six
turns of 24 gauge enamelled copper wire to a
diameter of S lnch. Use a drill bit as a former To

ensure a good soldered joint, the ends of the wire must
be scraped clean of all traces of the enamel, using a
craft knife (be careful here) or abrasive paper. Make
sure diode and IC polarities are followed Otherwise
construction is straightforward

Although preset resistor RV2 may be omitted
and a wire link inserted in its place, its function is

descr
a few
buta

ti
n
a

be
re,

In

general, the longer the aerial, the better

Testing And Use
After ensuring all components and wiring are correct,

connect a battery to the project If the variable
LEDl
a

feedback resistors are set at maximum resistance (RV2
set anti-clockwise, RV1 set clockwise) the Bug Spotter
is now at full sensitivity. On this setting the LED may
flicker on and off as the project is moved, perhaps foi
no apparent reason. [t's necessary to carefully turn
down the coarse control RV2 until random triggering
ceases. This is best done in darkness: turn RV1 until

the LED goes completely out, using RV2 as a fine
control to get the LED just at th
Setting the LED on threshold
If readers prefer increase
frequencies (say 27 to 50MHz
metre amateur transmissions and so on, soldering a
5.5 to 65p variable capacitor across the coil or
increasing the
Fig. 2 Component overlay of the project
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n

umber of turns of the coil will change

bandwidth. If, on the other hand, coverage of tie
VHF/UHF spectrum is desired, removal of C1 and
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few turns from the coil should do the trick.
Note that although the prototype features a

it makes if the transmitter aerial and Bug Spotter aerial
are oppositely polarised (say, one flat and one sticking

preset as RV1, a panel mounting potentiometer fitted
to the case with a pointer-style knob is preferable.
To use your project adopt a slow sweeping action
and traverse the room slowly. lf nothing registers do
the same again keeping the aerial in a different plane.
Note that most bugs have a vertical aerial
because
car aerials are verticaMt's surprising what a difference

up). In such conditions a bug can be as little as 12
inches away yet not register Once the aenals are in
the same plane, though, the LED seems to glow red

HOW IT WORKS

PARTS I,IST

a

-

-E,

Ic
E

hot! Be warned, patience and practice make perfect.
Once a signal is found, and don't {orget the bug may
be 8 metres or more away, keep turning down ttre
sensitivity until the transmitter is Iocated

TTI
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ble You should have no problems. IMail order

qts wiil all be able to supply specified

components or direct equivalents.
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(plus postage and VAT)
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SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER "SBC.I''
A computer doesn't have to look like you'd expect e computsr to look.
It doesn't have to heve a keyboard end a screen and lloppy disks and
so on.
The SBC-I has the bere minimum of chips a 280 computer can have
and still be a computor: A 4MHz ZEoACPU chip, an EPROM chip (up
to 32K), a static BAM ohip (up to 32K) and e palr of 8255A l/O (input
output) chips giving 48 individual lines to wagglo up and down. Thsre
are one or lwo additional "glue" chips included, but these are simple
"74LS" or "HC" parts.
A star reature is th6t no speclal or custom chips (le PALS, ULAs, ASICS
etc) are used
and thus there are no sscrets. The z80A is the fastest

and b6st establishod
of all ths 8-bit microprocessors

possibly the
cheapesl tool
Although no serlal intorface is includsd, lt is easy for a Z80A to waggle
the cost is e few pence
ons bit up or down et the appropriato rato

-
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iloxrnou uNlTs

Automatic XModular
ino 3 Timer

ACCESSORIES
Pressure Pads
IContacts
Security Light

I

I

,OFft{EMOilfiI

-

worth oI code in the program: why buy hardware when software will do?

Applications already identltled include: Magnstic Card reader, mini
printer interface, prlnler buffe( push bunon keypad, LCD alphanumeric
panel interfaco, rto-zone socurity system, modem interface for auto
sending ot security alarmB, code convsrtsr (eg IBM PC keyboard
cod6s to regular ASCII), real tim6 clock (with plug in module),
automatlc horticultural irrlgation controller.
By disabllng the on-board Z8oA-CPU this card will plug into our
lntorak I CP/M Plus disk-based development systems, so if you
don't lancy hand-assembling U0 machine code you don't have tol
The idea ls (it you are a manutacturer) you buy iust one
development eystem and then turn out the cheap SBC-I
systems by the hundred. ll you are really lazy we can write
the program for you and assemble the SBC-I cards so

you can get on with manufacturing your product,
lsaving all your control problems tg us.

Greenbank
For more details write or phone us:

Greenbank Electronics, Dept. (T04E), 460 New Chester Road,
Rock Ferry, Birkenhead, Merseyside L422Ae. Tel: 051-645 3391.

7m or 12m range for effective
coverage of sll sizes of installations.

I

I

systems. ONLY

t23.95 +VAT

Ouantity discounts start at only 3 units

TheSecurrtySpecialist
LI}IiTED
RiSCO]'IP
Bo8d,
Dept. ETl.s, 51 Poppy
Princes Bisborough.
HPIT

Bucks
908

(084 44)
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Size only 80x60x40mm.
Switchable
detection indicator.
Wide 85o coverage.
Suitable lor use with most security

Callers by Appornlment
Ofirce hours Mon-Fri
gam-spm

ffi26
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DARI(ROOMTIMER
ne of the more useful

John Linsley Hood
describes a practical

darkroom timer with
some very useful
functions.

electronic

gadgets in the phoiographic darkroom
is a circuit to switch on a photographic
enlarger for a precise and reproducible
length of time, and quite a number of

circuits have been described, from time to time.
My re-involvement in this topic arose because a
friend of mine had just brought himself a super new
enlarger, and I had suggested, helpfully, that he might
do himself a favour by pensioning off his old
clockwork timer and get himself an electronic one
The old timer had to be mechanically rewound to the

chosen time interval every time it was used. So
offered to build him one.

I

Now, most of the published circuits seem to have
been designed by electronic engineers who are not
themselves photographers, and in any case, were
either rather primitive in their functioning, or were
more complicated than I wished.
in particular, I wanted the time interval to be set
by a roiary switch, with the intervals in an exponential
series, such as 1, 1.4, 2,2.8,4,5 6, 8. 11, 1.6,22,32,

and 44 seconds, rather than a linear time scale
controlled by a simple rotary potentiometer. The
reason for this is two{old. Firstly, one is possibly
adjusting the time interval in the dark, or in the dim
lighting, and it is easier to count clicks than to see a
dial calibration. Secondly, linear scaies are inappropriate for photographic exposure, where a one second

change in time makes

exposure, but has

a

a

big difference to a two second

negligible effect at say, 22
seconds
The time-interval series I suggested above, being
identical to the aperture stop series in a camera lens,
has the characteristic that each increment, up or
down, is equivalent in time to one half stop in
exposure So in the case of a monochrome or colour
print, 16 seconds gives a print which is a bit light in
tone, 22 seconds will give a small but noticeable
increase in print density, and vice versa. This density
increment will be the same for all of the adjacent time
intervals.
A further useful feature, not found on the bulk
of timer designs, commercial or DI! is a switched
'safelight' output, so that the safelight will go off
automatically when the enlarger is switched on, a
useful feature when focussing.

Circuit design
For rather greater freedom in supply rail operation,
coupled with a high input impedance to the RC timing
circuit, a FET-input op amp was chosen, coupled to
a bipolar transistor as a relay actuating system, rather
than the CMOS 555 type of timer in the conventional

circuit. A high gain op amp will switch over on a
differential input voltage swing of a few millivolts, so
giving a rapid on,/off transition. The circuit used is
shown in Fig. 1.
NOTE:

lCl = T1071
01 = 8C337

sw1

R8

TIME IN

sEcoNDs

56k

D1,2 = 1N4148
D3.4 = 1N4002
ZD1 = lSVZENER
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Fig 1 Circuit of darkroom timer

HOW IT WORKS
The timing interval is determined by the rate at which capacitor C 1

to 01.

charges through the switched resistor string, {R'1-R1l),
When the normally.closed 'reset' push-switch (SW2) is released,

on SW1 can be adjusted by the trim potentiometer firstly in the 16

the non-inverting input of lC1 is taken to a potential of 0V and its

second position and provided that

output falls to near zero volts, this cuts off Q1, and the normally

value, all the other settings should be reasonably accurate. SW3

energised relay {HLA1 ) drops out, switching the enlarger lamp on, and

switches the enlarger lamp on via the relay,

the safelight off,
C 1

The precise time intervals given by the various switch settings

Cl

has a reasonably low leakage

The whole unit was built in a plastic box which has fixing lugs

then charges up towards the + 2 2V rail until the non-inverting

input of lC'1 exceedsthe voltage on its other input, (adjustable by the
'10k
trim pot, (RV'l)), when lC1 output swings +ve again, and 01 is

to allow it to be mounted on the darkroom wall,

C I should be a good
quality 25V working electrolytic capacitor to keep the timing as

accurate as possible, Resistors R1.R'll are wired between the tags

again turned on, actuating the relay, and switching ofl the enlarger

of the 12-way rotary switoh SWl for

lamp, D1 preventsthe voltage on C'1 and lC1

dissipation of the unit is less than lW, so it remains very cool in use.
The component overlay lor the PCB layout is shown in Fig, 2,

from exceeding

1

non-

inverting input,

6V, The T1071 has an internal output

cunent limrting

convenience, The total

circuit of about 9mA which allows the simple zener diode coupling
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Fig.2 Component overlay of timer showing
off-board connections
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HAI{D SCAITT fERS
AReview Of TheAlScan
An increasing range of
low cost scanners is
now on the market.
Andrew Armstrong
reviews one of these,
and the software used
to drive it.

ith the increasing popularity

o{

desktop publishing for small personal computers, there has been an
increasing incentive to provide an
economical means to digitise small
images, logos, and so on, to allow them to be printed
as part of a desk top published document

The professional way to do this is by using a
flatbed laser scanner, with a resolution of perhaps 600
dpi (dots per inch) or better. This approach is far too

expensive for the small business or the amateur, so
the hand scanner was developed. Several companies
produce hand scanners for use with IBM PCs and
clones. They all work on similar principles, but the
functions and features on offer vary.

Hand Scanner Technology
The normal hand scanner package consists of the
scanner itself, looking something like a large and
oddly shaped mouse, an interface card which fits a
PC or AT expansion slot, and a disk of software to
drive it. Most scanners have switched resolutions of
100/20O/3O0/4OO dpi, and a switch to select letter
or photo mode. In letter mode, the scanner digitises
images or text in terms of black and white. In photo
mode, a dot dither pattern is applied to provide a grey
scale by means of dot density variation, rather like
image printing in a newspaper Generally, more than
one dot dither pattern is provided, and the user can
experiment to find the one which best suits the image
to be digitised.

The scanner itself uses an array of LEDs to
illuminate the image to be digitised, and an array of
charge coupled devices (ccds) to sense the image. To

digitise an image, the scanner button is held down
while the scanner is moved steadily over the page. A
Roller on the base of the scanner drives a shaft
encoder which detects the motion, and

tion the scanner can digitise a strip about four inches
wide, but the strip is narrowed iI the resolution is
switched to a higher level.
All the lower cost scanners work in monochrome, though there is at least one colour scanner
available. This is more expensive, has lower resolution, and (of course) needs memory for its image files,
but if you need colour then there is no choice.

Scanner Choice
only have a black and white printer, so that a colour
scanner would be of little use. I had wanted a scanner
I

for some time and the incentive became stronger
when I needed to digitise small diagrams for use in
handbooks and datasheets I went to the PC User
show in late 1989 to look for a suitable scanner.
Several were on disptay. Some were being
demonstrated to interested customers. Some were
simply on show ('Surely you don't actually want to see
it work, sri?). All offered much the same facilities, an d
cost a shade under f200.
I almost missed the Supertech stand, because it

was obscured by the crowd of people around it.
Supertech distribute the A4Scan, sold with lmageT2
picture editing software It offers the full range of
facilities normally found on hand scanners including
three switched dither patterns.
The demonstration was certainly impressive. Two
identical scanners were on show, one being used for
optical character recognition, and one to digitise
images. The most impressive part of the demonstration was the ease with which images, once
digitised, could be manipulated. A picture slightly too
wide to scan in one strip was digitised in two strips,
and put together into one coherent image on screen
by means of simple mouse-driven manipulations. It
was equally easy to flip, rotate, invert, or even make
a negative of the image (like a photographic negative).

In Practice
The scanner was easy to install

In my computer (a Tulip AT

Compact 2), and was
functioning after about
10 minutes. Though
the scanner works in
monochrome, the
software allows
you to add

Colour
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scanned monochrome image by image editing. However, the image files arelarger, and less file storage
formats are available, so I chose to use only black and
white. The monochrome image editing software can
save and load every image file format I have encountered to date, including widely used ones such as
.lMG, .TIF, and CUT.
At this stage, software compatibility problems
appeared. All functions are selected by using the

cursor to select icons on the left of the screen.
However, when I started up the software, the cursor

u
F

f
I

u
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examples are shown here. The photograph was
digitised in two strips for the proprietor of the local
printed circuit board company, after he had failed to
get acceptable results with his scanner. 'Good grief,

/\

I

c

I

u
"l

then cancelling a disk access {unction cleared the

The scanning and image manipulation functions
work almost as wellin real life as in the demonstration.
Line drawings, logos and the like digitise well.
Photographs with a medium contrast range are also
very suitable, though very low or high contrast ranges
cause problems.
There are limits on what you can do. My desktop
publishing software, Finesse 2.0, needs images to be
in the .lMG format There is a limit to the image area
(approximately a quarter of the area available) which
can be stored as a IMG file, though I am not sure
whether this is a limitation on the software buffer size,
or on the file format. Complex image manipulations,
such as rotate or slant, cause the computer to think
very hard, and some resolution is lost. The image is
very slightly elongated on the printout from my
printer, which I suspect is an error in the 24-pinprinler
driver routine. Compressing the image vertically on
screen to compensate for this is successful, but again
some detail may be lost.
I was disappointed, but not very surprised, to find
that other .lMG files, saved under GEM and nominally of a format compatible with the software, could
not be edited. Attempts to load such files resulted in
a picture rather like a television with a misadjusted line
hold.
These snags are not serious, however. My
scanner has done a lot of good work, of which two

I
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was confined to the top square of icons. Selecting and

problem, and it did not recur until the software was
reloaded. This is probably a BIOS compatibility
problem, because a friend who brought the same
model of scanner has no problem on his computer
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Fig. 1 A 'tidied' scan of hand drawn graph.

television with maladjusted line hold, just as when
trying to read .lMG files stored by other software.
The OCR's own scanning routine allows only
limited means of tidying up this picture, so that a very
clean original is needed to give a clean enough image

for OCR to work.
It is supposed to be possible to convert an A4
page to ASCII using this software, by scanning the
page in strips and matching the edges on screen. In
practice, this was very difficult, and would have been
easier if the image scanning program's OCR save had

worked correctly.

Optical Character Recognition
brought the optional OCR (optical character recognition) software with my scanner. This did not perform
as impressively as the image manipulation, though it
did work, and OCR is not easy. The OCR software

My overall assessment is that the image scanning
system is good value and very useful, despite the
snags. About the optional OCR, I am less certain

photoplotter.

The other example is of a graph used in the
magazine Ham Radio Today. (Fig. 1). The original
was hand drawn, and though accurate, it was
unsuitable for publication. Postal delays had left no
time for the technical artist to redraw it, so I digitised
it in three ships, and spent just under two hours tidying
it up, to produce the result shown. I am no artist, and
could not have drawn it by hand to the required
quality in that time. The text in the body of the graph
was added by the image software.

a

llr!tr

Tho sample fonts are provided with the software,
ASCII. These
worked very well, but it was difficult to achieve similar
results with scanned text. There is a facility to learn
new typefaces, and this ev€n covers proportional
spaced fonts (very unusual in low cost software).
Some success was achieved using this function, but
it could not be made to work quite well enough to be
faster than retyping.
The user interface was a little unfriendly, and it
was not always possible to back out of a mistake. I
think, however, that relatively minor improvements
in the overall software would make it much more
useful.
The instruction books were written in a language
somewhere between English and transliterated
Chinese, but were usually comprehensible after a little
thought. It would be nice, however, to see a proper
English manual, with mote explanation in some areas

he said, 'your scanner makes mine look like a toyl The
ImageT2 software also contributes to the high quality
results. The digitised photograph is used on laser
printed leaflets publicising the installation of a laser
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as well as sample OCR files to convert to

I

includes its own scanning routine, and it is also
supposed to be possible to save files in OCR format
from the image scanning program. Following the
instructions carefully, I could never get this to work.
The stored image of the text always looked like a
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You can contact Supertech Systems Ltd at: The
Business Centre, Kay Street, Bury Lancs BL9 6BU.
The A4Scan with OCR costs !199.95. (They are no
longer sold separately).
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TVIKOLATESLA
In the second of two
articles George
Pickworth describes
Tbsla's best known
work, the Tbsla Coil.

hile Hertz's demonstration with

sparks across the gap of his
resonator comfirmed Maxwel['s
electromagnetic wave theory, Tesla

gave a highly visual demonstration by lighting up a Geissler tube without the use of
connecting wires. This Philadelphia demonstration of
the Tbsla Col during his 1893 address to the Franklin
Institute of Philadelphia and the National Electric Light
Association of St touis, is considered by many as the
first significant step towards realising the potential of

magnifying transmitters at frequencies in the tens of
kHz, Marconi used frequencies around 1 0MHz which
allowed resonant antennae to be of practical size!
Experiments had shown that a waveguide
between the eartl-r and the ionosphere formed a good
conducting path ai frequencies between 3kHz and
30kHz, and this may be why Tesla negJected higher
frequencies. Tesla believed that lower frequeniies

Hertzian waves.
The system used by Tesla at that historic address
was very similar to the syntonous spark radio system
It was later developed by Sir Oliver Lodge to become

the standard system used until the invention oI the
triode valve in 1911, and spark transmitters continued
to be used on ships until about 1935 The only real
difference beiween Tesla's equipment and commercial
spark radio sets is that tsla used a Geissler tube as

an indicator and a random length of wire as an
antenna, while Marconi used headphones and a

attempted to raise an antenna into this'waveguide'by
means of hydrogen-filled balloons. However, he later

abandoned this approach

in favour of

terrestial

installations using talJ towers

High Voltage
It

seems that Tesla was convinced that capacity

d

radiate power effectively at

w 30kHz, provided that extremely
re applied. Magnifying transmitters

could generate millions of volts He built many
experimental magnifying transmitters in various sizes
and configurations to provide data for the construction
of very large installations.
HOT WIRE
AMMETER

TRANSFORMER
SECONDARY

TESLA COIL
PRIMARY
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Fig. 2 Laboratory Type Spark-excited Tesla Coil.
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rectifier to give an audible signal.
Early receivers used a wide range of rectifiers but
the liquid type was most sensitive Variable tuning
capacitors were a later innovation. Tuning was done
in early days simply by tapping the tuning coil (Fig. 1).
Tesla did not use a resonant wire antenna in his

radio systems and so missed the opportunity to
produce a commercial radio system before Marconi.
Tesla developed what he called magnifying transmitters These used enormous, high-frequency
resonant transformers (the Tesla coil itself) and
capacity type antennae, typically metal spheres on top

of tall towers. However, like resonant antennae, the

magnifying transmitters were energised at their
resonant frequency and many of Tesla's techniques
were 'copied'by later workers, including Marconi and
Fessenden. However, whereas Tesla operated his

In 1899 the large 50kHz Colorado Springs
magnifying transmitter and tower were completed. A
slender, 145 foot tower rose above the wooden
building which housed the actual transmiiter A 30
inch metal sphere on top served as a capacity
antenna The primary winding carried 11004, so it
is not surprising that the transmitter overloaded the
Colorado power supply system and caused a blackout. This provided reporters with sensational copy
about a mysterious force that Tesla had unleashed!
(See Fig 3)
The Colorado magnifying transmitter undoubtedly gave spectacular displays of sparks and corona
discharges that lit up the prairie sky and caused sparks
across lightning arrestors 12 miles away. However, it
is now known that capacity antennae are extremely

at converting electric currents into
electromagnetic (Hertzian) waves and most of the
inefficient

power was dissipated by coronary discharges.
Whatever useful information the Colorado tower
experiment had provided remains obsure, but Tesla
predicted that the earth resonates at 6, 18 and 30H2,
and frequencies approaching the earth's resonance

ETr JUNE r990
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would be most effective for transmission of electric
power
Marconi used a spark transmitter which
generated only a fraction of the power of the
magnifying transmitter but operated at a higher
frequency, and a simple but highly efficient resonant
wire antenna, to send his first transatlantic signal
Despite this, Tesla planned even bigger magnifying
transmitters designed to operate at frequencies
between 3.0 and 30kHz Work commenced on the
ill{ated Wardenclyffe Tower on Long Island in 1901
but was abandoned in 1903. This installation was
intended for world broadcasting and transmission of
electric power across the Atlantic, and had a 250 foot
talltower with a 100 foot diameter hemisphere on top,
but financier Morgan withdrew his support before the
tower was finished.
By then it was apparent to backers and financiers
that the future for broadcasting was with simpler
transmitters, essentially the same as the devices used
by Tesla but with resonant antenna systems The
magnifying transmitter was abandoned but smaller
Tesla coils found many applications in laboratories
where high voltages were required. Tesla's theory on
VLF communication was proved basically conect but
his dream of 'wireless'transmission of electric power
never came to fruition. Having said that. projects to
generate electric power in space and 'beam' it to earth
now seem feasible
The earliest practical application for Tesla coils
was diathermy, advocated by Tesla before the turn of
the century In more recent years their principle role
has become that of a high voltage ljne transformer in
TV sets. The traditional Tesla coil still remains a classic
scientific instrument

ELECTRIC
MOTOR
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LOW VOLTAGE DC
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Fig. 4 Rotating Contact Breaker. (Readers are advised not to construct such a device).

{At Colorado Tower. laboratory
Tesla tried a range of magnifying

WOODEN
BUILOING

transmitters in various sizes and
configurations. This one had a
circular fence-like primary
winding 75 feet in diameter and
about 8 feet high. The
secondary winding was about
10 feet in diameter and 10 feet
long, and had 75 turns wound
on a skeleton wooden frame. AC
power was stepped up to 3OkV
by means of a tiansformer and
the exciter operating frequency
was 150kHz. Other types used
'circuit interrupters' to chop the
current into pulses,

Fig. 3 Colorado Magnifying Transmitter.
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Excitation
[-et's have a closer look at how the Tesla coil works.
We'll start with the exciter, which delivers AC at the

resonant frequency of the coil.

To all intents and purpose the parameters
governing exciters for magnifying transmitters are the
same as if the exciter were used directly as a radio
transmitter By the same token, a Tesla coil can be
considered as a scaled down magnifying transmitter.
Almost any device capable of
delivering sufficient AC at the resonant

frequency of the magnifying transmitter can be used as an exciter.
Experimental magnif ying transmitters
resonating at frequencies up to about
30kHz were excited directly by high
frequency alternators. However this
approach does not seem to have been
applied to the very large magnifying
transmitters.
At Colorado Springs, Tesla experimented with exciters using circuit
interrupters that chopped the current
into pulses. A large device with a 55

foot two turn primary winding

make/break device and its associated capacitor. The
simplest and earliest make/break system used the
magnetic field of the coil's own core in an arrangement
similar to that of a buzzer. However, the closeJperiod
is longer than the open period to allow the magnetic
flux to build up within the coil.
were obtained with independent
While the buzzer principle was
most
other common device was a

triangular piece of metal rotating at high speed,
dipping into a trough of mercury. (See Fig +).

Electrochemical devices were also used and the
Wehnelt interrupter was the most simple. This allowed
operation at {requencies up to several thousand Hertz,
much higher than was possible with mechanicai
devices. While a high frequency make/break resulted
in a
and better overall
had
transmitter freque

ransmitter

RESONANT
ANTENNA

was

buried in the earth below the tower.
The secondary winding, installed in
the building beneath the tower, contained approximately 1.5km of wire.
The voltage developed across the secondary
(hlgh voltage) winding of a Tesla coil is a product of
both the primary/secondary turns ratio and resonance. The resonant frequency is set by the number
of turns of the secondary winding, capacitance

HOT WIRE
AMMETER

POWEA
MICROPHONE

between the turns, and the effect of a capacity hat (or
the tower and sphere in the case of the magnifying
transmitter). No capacitors are used and the winding
therefore has a high inductance to capacitance ratio.
The primary winding does not have to be tuned
when the Tesla coil is excited by high frequency
alternators or pulsed DC as it is essentially an aperiodic
coupling coil and can have very Iew turns, as in the
case of the Colorado magnifying transmitter. On the

other hand, spark type oscillator/exciters need

generally serves the dual role of exciter tuning coil and
coupling coil. The tuning coil is effectively in series
with the secondary winding through the capacitors.
It therefore has a very small ind uctance as most of the
inductance is provided by the spark transformer. (See

Fig 21.

Radio Transmitters
With traditional spark radio transmitters, the antenna
sets the operating frequency and is connected via a
suitable tapping point directly to the tuning coil. The
whole system is brought into resonance by varying the
number of Leyden Jars and by means of taps on the
tuning coil. Antenna current is indicated typically by
a hot wire ammeter.
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SLIP RINGS
HIGH FREOUENCY
ALTEBNATOR

Fig. 6 High Frequency Alternator
Telephony Transmitter.

a

tuning coil, in which case the primary winding

The transmitter used during the Philadelphia
demonstration consisted of a 5.0kW oil-filled high
voltage spark transformer, a spark gap, a bank of
Leyden Jars and an induction coil to which an
antenna wire was connected to run along the ceiling.

At the other side of the stage was an identical bank
of L-eyden Jars, an inductor and antenna, but the
spark gap and transformer was replaced by a Geissler
tube.

While high powered spark transmitters used
mains power and transformers to produce the spark
voltage, smaller spark transmitters used induction coils
operated from low voltage DC. The disadvantage of
induction coils is that they need a high speed

was

telephony, so from about 1910 Professor Fessenden
experimented with high speed interrupters which

directly energised the anenna. These were unsatis_

factory as the system had inherent mechanical

problems and arcing occurred across the contacts.
d could not be

er hand, high
rectly for radio
e alternator to
a resonant antenna, In its simplest form, tuning coils
and capacitors were not required, and the sine waves
could be modulated with s
by inserting
a power microphone in the
(See Fig 6)-.
Although Tesla had
alternators
before 1895, he did
The best alternators
of less than 100kHz,
the system was highl

op
broad
200kW

transmitter,
USA for
war, a

used in the

During the
installed at
the Marconi Worldwide Wireless Station at New
Brunswick, New Jersey to replace the original highpower spark transmitter.

A Replica Of A Traditional
LDemonstration Tesla Coil
In
of producing this article, I built a
de
Tesla coil, keeping as close as possible
to
by Tesla during his 1991 to 1g93 UK
lP

A 240V to 10kV spark transformer was available
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and was used for the project. However, an induction
coil and a Wehnelt interrupter, (Fis 5) could have been
used to generate the spark current as this device is very
efficient and easily made from plastic containers. The
needle valve is not essential.
The spark gap consisted of two brass rods
mounted on insulators to give an adjustable gap of Y+
to t/z an inch, and is connected to the spark transformer by a car ignition cable. Commercial spark radio
transmitters often used rotating spark gaps as they
reduced erosion and gave a more pleasant note in the
receiver. Very high power installations used sparks up
to 14 inches in length.

The secondary (high voltage) winding, which
sets the resonant frequency, consisted of 500 turns
of 1 5mm armature wire. It is close wound so that the
windings occupy about 750mm of a 900mm length

of 7Omm diameter plastic pipe. A 100mm diameter
copper ballcock float was attached to the top and
connected to the upper end of the winding while the
lower end was connected to a large screw terminal.
The capacity between the turns and the effect of the
copper ball determines its resonance frequency. No
capacitors were used.
The inductance of the coil was calculated using:
H (pH) : 42 n2 1n18 + L4O
where d is thb diameter of coils in inches, n number
of turns and L the length o{ the winding inches
The secondary winding had an inductance of
1.7mH. As it is impracticalto calculate or measure the
self capacitance of the coil and the effect of the copper
ball, this was estimated to be about 200pF, indicating
that the resonant frequency would be about 300kHz.
This was confirmed using a grid dip meter.
The 200mm diameter primary (exciter) winding,
on the outside of the secondary, consisted of 12 turns,

but normally only 6 turns are brought into the circuit;
the optimum tap being found by experiment. As the
calculated inductance of the primary winding was only
3.751fi, the balance of inductance necessary to make
the exciter oscillate at 300kHz with 2n0 Leyden Jars
was provided by the spark transformer in series with

the L-eyden Jars.
High voltage 2n0 capacitors are scarce and
expensive and as the Tesla coil was to be as authentic
as practical, a pair of replicei l-eyden Jars were used
to tune the primary winding. They were made by
coating the inner and outer surfaces of large glass
pickle jars with aluminium foil. Their capacitance
turned out to be almost exactly 1n0 each. (Fig 7).
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Warning
Although this Tesla coil generates
very high voltages, the current is

TOP CAP
(HABDWOOD)

low and should not present a
serious hazard, nonetheless the
spark current is derived directly

from AC mains. Construction

should only be attempted by those
who have skill and experience with

very high voltage equipment,

as

this Tesla coil is intended primarily

for colleges and institutions.
Also the coil resonates at
approximately 300kHz, so where
there is any possibility of it causing
radio interference, the device
should only be operated in a room
with a Faraday screen. However

the coil does not seem to cause
interference

to television or

FM

broadcasts.
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Mike Barwise glves
some mEtheds for
component'testing,
and starts lbaHing at
fault tindtng in real
circuits.
.

stant Current basis, also have a null control for stray
resistante. However, most of those under !150 don't.
:
AJi6w for this by taking a preliminary reading with the
' test leqds shorted together on the resistance range you
ihg to use, and then subtract this result from the
' . .,
'',.') of your measurement.

.,

measurementsr:: "

When do we need to measure current in this
way? As explained last month, you can determine a
current flowing in a known resistor by measuring the
voltage drop across it and applying Ohm's law. This

works fine when:
1. You have aknown resistor in the right place in the
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uring
on to

onent Tests

ent, there is one
very big difference. Voltage:and current measure-

ments are essentially measurements

of

working
conditions. Resistance measurement is really a kind
of component test.

-

Checkino

s And Transistors

re

fhe

analogue multimeter normally stops at voltager
current and resistance. but with the advent of compact
microcontrollers, many digital meters perform a whole
range of useful additions..r p most common are
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individually selected during circuit manufacture. The
exact figure for a given device is thus not very
important.
How do you tell whether a transistor is duff or not?
Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the theoretical diode
equivalent' of NPN and PNP transistors by wiring up
diodes (the common connection has to be one piece
SOCKET

of silicon), but you can look for the virtual diodes with
the low-resistance range of your digital meter. Either
one may be open-circuit or short-circuit in a blown
transistor. It pays of course, to test each Uiode'both
in forward and reverse bias (by switching round the

UNKNOWN
RESISTOR
GOES HERE

meter leads).
A final word of caution: you should not use an
analogue meter with constant voltage resistance
measurement for these semiconductor tests. Too
diode test and transistor hp.. These features are very
nice if they happen to be on your meter, but you can
get by without them by using your ingenuity. Let's see

what they do.
First, the diode test. You plug in your diode in
the forward biassed direction, and the meter passes
a small constant current through it and gives you a
value for its forward voltage. If you plug it in back to
front, a good diode will give you an open circuit
indication. By far the most useful part of this test is the
check whether the diode is duff, indicated by open
circuit or short circuit in both directions. The forward
voltage of any diode is very dependent on both the
diode current and temperature, and as you dont know
what current the meter passes through it, the reading
does not reflect the forward voltage in your circuit very
wellat all. The resistance ranges of your digital meter
also use a constant current for measurement, so using
the lowest resistance range will equally well verify
whether the diode is good or blown, although the

numerical reading

in the

display will not

be

meaningful.
The transistor h.u test works in a similar way: a
small constant base-emitter current is passed, and the
normalised collector current is displayed. However,
once again, provided you know what transistor you
are dealing with (given by the type number), you are
really interested in whether the transistor is f unctional.
The makers' data sheet gives you the hpg range
(typically very wide, for example the BC184L has an
hes of 250-850, and the TIP31A has an hps of
10-50), and you choose something in the right order.

Thereafter most good transistor circuit design is
founded in making the effects of hpg spread as
insignificant as possible by clever biasing and
feedback, so that components do not have to be

much current would flow in small-signaldevices, and
you would probably destroy good semiconductors
during the test. The current supplied by the digltal
meter (constant current test) is very small: a few gA.

A Real Problem
Now we get down to some real problems. We will look
at a succession of genuine fault finding and mdasurement scenarios. In each case we will discuss the best
choice of equipment and its most suitable application
as
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fully as possible.
This monthi circuit is a simple megaphone

amplifier to be driven by a cheap dynamic (moving
coil) microphone, and capable of delivering about 2W
into a 4R load a 12V supply (Figure 3). It should work
fine, but there is some fault or other in the individual
on your bench, because it has been sent in for repair.
Your job is to find the fault and correct it. Thie is the
typical repair workshop scenario: you've never seen
this amplifier before, but you must get it working by
yesterday morning.
Your first task is to work out what the circuit
should do. Then you can compare what it actually
does with what you expect to find at the point where
it is misbehaving. The report from the typical nontechnical user just says 'does not work properlyi so this
does not help you.
Step one is to simplify the problem. Break the
total circuit down into stages: sub-blocks with specific
functions. You can then perform firsllevel tests at a
much more general level: a big time saver.
Figure 3, shows that the circuits surrounding the,
first two transistors (Ql, Q2) are remarkably similar.
Each consists of an input coupling capacitor, a base

NOTE:

01,2,3 8

=

BCl84

- 2N3053
O4,5
(]5 = TlP3lA
(l7
- T|P32A
XTALl
DYNAMIC
MICROPHONE

Fig. 2 'Diodes' within transistors

Fig. 3 Megaphone Amplifier Circuit
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bias potential divider, an emitter feedback resistor and
a collector load resistor. Each circuit is in fact a

standard and basic common emitter amplifier with
emitter feedback, and each constitutes a voltage gain
stage of the amplifier circuit. The transistors are small
low-wattage devices, which confirms the immediate
expectation of small signals (a microphone input). You
would expect the voltage gains of the two stages to
multiply. The inter-stage capacitors isolate the input
and output bias voltages (DC) from preceding and
following circuits.
The next active component in line is another

small transistor: Q8. This is wired as an emitter
follower or voltage follower. It acts as a unity gain
voltage amplifier and a current amplifier with a gain
limited only by the inherent current gain (hrE) of the
transistor. This is part of the third stage, the driver,
consisting of Q8, Q4, and associated passive components. Q8 is AC coupled to Q4 to prevent disruption
of the base bias to Q4. The final stage of the amplifier
is the output stage, consisting of Q3, Q5, Q6, Q7. This
is what actually supplies the massive current to the
loudspeaker.
You can now look in more detail at each stage in
turn, to determine a set of testable values (voltages,
because they're easy to measure) at various points in
each stage. When you test the amplifier, you will look

for these values to determine where they are off
specification.
Start with the input stages. The voltage gain of
each stage is defined by the ratio of the collector and
emitter resistors. In this circuit, in both stages, the ratio
is 15:1, resulting in a voltage gain of 15 per stage. As
there is no dissociation of AC and DC signals (the
emitter resistor is not bypassed by a capacitor) the AC
and DC gain are both the same. The DC standing

(quiescent) voltage on the transistor collector is
normally assumed to be about half the supply rail
voltage. This would allow equalpositive and negativegoing swings at the output of the stage (symmetrical
clipping) for large output signals.
The collector voltage is arrived at by determining
the emitter resistor drop and multiplying it by the ratio
of the emitter and collector resistors. This works by

Ohm's law and the assumption of the same current
in both resistors (ignoring the base current), which is
perfectly adequate for non-critical systems using high
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hps transistors.

The emitter resistor drop is always a nominal
0.7V

less than the base voltage with respectto ground
and you set up the base voltage by adjustment of the
base bias potentiometer. In this case, with a gain of
15 and a supply ol -+72V, for a collector voltage of
+6V we would need about 0.4W across the emitter
resistor and 6V across the collector resistor. This leaves
around 5.5V quiescent across the hansistor (CE), and
would theoretically allow a safe output swing of +4.5V
or so for large input signals.
You are obviously not interested in very large
signals here: the microphone will deliver about 10mV
peakto-peak if you really shout This will yield 150mV
peak-to-peak at the output of the first stage, and a
maximum ol2.25V peakto-peak atthe output of the
second, which is about a quarter of what the system
is capable of. An emitter voltage o{ 0.4V is about the

minimum allowable, the normal limits being from
0.6V to around 3V.
Stability will suffer most from this low emitter
voltage: the ideal emitter voltage should be large
compared to Vss to reduce the effects of temperature
dependent change in Vss. This low emitter voltage
is forced on us in this circuit by the supply voltage and
stage gain requirements but what is its upper limit?
The maximal positive-going output voltage is about
1.2V more than quiescent at the second stage output,

and as the two stages use indentical components, their
set-up will be about the same. Supposing an emitter
voltage of -r0.6V the quiescent voltage across the
collector resistor will be around -r9V resulting in about
r-3V at the collector with respect to ground. This
leaves around 2.4V across the transistor (CE), which
on maximal negative-going cycles will drop to about
1.2V. This is about the bottom limit in any
conventional silicon transistor in this circuit (the lowest
voltage drop you can get: the transistor will never be
turned fully ON or in saturation).

There is one point to note: although the stage
gains are both 15, giving a theoretical total of 225, the
total real AC voltage gain of the pre-amplifier (stages
one and two combined) measured at the output end
of R12 is a bit less than this. You would expect a figure
of around 180 in fact. This is because R9, R8 and VR4
form a potential divider via C1 for AC signals, which

effectively reduces the output signal by about 20%.
So, to sum up on the voltage pre-amplifier: in a
correct setup we should find an emitter voltage in the
range of 0 4V to 0.6V and a collector resistor drop of
about 6V to 9V Centre points, say, of V.0.5V and
VRC 7.5V both with a +20% tolerance, which result
ln a comparatively large spread in Vc at 3V to 6V.
Output clipping of negative-going cycles will onset at
input signals greater than 10mV peak-to-peak for

higher emitter bias levels than 0.4V. Overall AC
voltage gain should be around 180.
The driver and output stages must be considered
as one unit, due to the feedback from output to input
via R5. Working conditions are as follows: Q4 must
have a base voltage of about +0.7V with respect to
ground, as this is its inherent Vss and its emitter is
connected to ground. This 0 7V must therefore be
impressed across the resistance formed by R4 and
VR3 in series, the current supply for which comes
from the output via R5. The same current must
therefore flow in R5 as in the base resistance of Q4
(R4, VR3) so the voltage drop across R5 must be 0.7V
multiplied by the ratio of R4+VR3 to R5. At the
output of our driver stage we want the quiescent
voltage to be midway between the supply rails (for
maximal output voltage swing in both directions). This
is +6V for a +l2V supply rail. As the output end of
R5 rests at +6V and as (R4, VR3) drops 0.7V, there
must be about 5.3V quiescent across R5. Under these

conditions, both Q6 and Q7 should just

be

conducting.
The quiescent current through them is set by
adjusting VR1 to provide a variable stand-off voltage
across Q3 between the bases of Q6 and Q7. This
setup can be used for thermal compensation. The
Vsg of Q6, Q7 and Q3 drop all with temperature rise,
so the ratio between them stays roughly the same if
allthree transistors are at the same temperature. You
will find them all bolted to the same heatsink under
normal circumstances.

Q8 is an emitter-follower current amplifier. It
provides a unity gain voltage output which follows the
collector of Q2, but with a massive increase in current
availability. This

is

the same as saying it has a very high

input impedance and a very low output impedance.

Although in principle, Q2 could provide enough
current to supply the base of the driver (Q4), Q8 is
needed because otherwise the Q4 base resistor of
about 160R would work with R10 (1k5) as a potential
divider on the output of Q2. This would reduce our
hard-earned voltage gain by a factor of around 10.
This would nullify the effect of the second pre-amp
stage and give an overall gain of around 12. As it is,
from the point of view of the collector of Q2, Q8 looks
like very high value resistor in the lower half of the

potential divider, so the output signal

is

not

appreciably attenuated. C3 obviously isolates the bias
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voltage of Q4 base from the quiescent voltage of Q2
collector.
At first, it looks odd that the upper (NPN) transistor of the output push-pull pair (Q6) is driven in
Darlington configuration with Q5, and the lower transistor (PNP) Q7 is not. The Darlington is obviously a
means of enhancing the drive current to a transistor
with very low hps (TIP31 hFE 10-50). Q7 (TIP32) is
a matched complementary transistor with the same

VR2. When both are equal, the input signal will be
Now you know what to look for, you can start

testing the amplifier. First, you need to check whether

should be shorted to ground to eliminate stray pickup
(it's OK because the input is AC coupled!), and the
power supply connected. With no output load, the
power is switched on. If your power supply has a
current meter, watch it like a hawk! If not, put a finger
across the power transistors and keep your nose in
shape. If, within no more than 15 seconds, you smell
something hot, or your finger feels warm switch the
power off. There is a major short circuit somewhere,
and you cannot test the amplifier any further under
power. [zt's assume this test proves good. The
amplifier draws a current of around 10 to 15mA and
nothing gets hot. The next step uses the digital
multimeter to check for the DC potentials we worked
out. You can't use the AVO 8 here. Although it has
adequate resolution, it has a resistance of 20kQ on the
range needed to measure the pre-amp transistor base
potentials. This would spoil the readings as it would
be in parallel with about 10k (for example, Rl+VR2).
We must work from the input forwards to the output,

drive as well? The answer is, it's got one Q6 conducts

on posiiive-going half cycles, and requires a source
of current into its base (base more positive than
emitter) which it gets via Q5 and R6 from the positive
supply rail. Q7 conducts on negative-going half cycles
and requires a sink of current out of its base (base more
negative than emitter) which it gets via Q4 the driver
transistor. Q4 thus acts as the Darlington comrade of
Q7. Neat isn't it? Saves us a transistor!
Summing up on our power stage: there should
be +0.7V with respect to ground on the base of Q4,
+ 6V at the emitter junction of Q6. Q7, and between
about 1V and 1.2V between the bases of Q5 and Q7.
The last components to note are C4, which blocks the
otherwise heavy DC current from the emitters of Q6,
Q7 (at +6V) to ground through the load, and C5,
which acts as a bandwidth limiter for high frequencies
by shorting them to ground before they get amplified.
The system bandwidth limits are therefore defined at
the low end by the ratio of stage input capacitor
reactance to stage input impedance. The stage input
impedance is more or less the resistance of the upper
and lower resistors of the base bias potential divider
in parallel. At the frequency where the capacitor has
a reactance equal to the stage input impedance, the
signal will be -6d8. The upper limit of bandwidth is
defined by the ratio of C5 reactance to the sum of R1,
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digits. Don't take too much notice of the least

take a bit of time, so I will leave you doing it until next
month, when we willexamine the results and consider
what is wrong with the amplifier.
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All ve6ions titwilh n the standard 420x260x75mm case lo malch our400 Series
Tunerrange ALLpMrs!ppliesareslabilised,theheavyc!renlsuppliesusing
lhe same mGfet devices as lhe ampliler The power supply, using a toroidal
lEnskrc( ls in hc{amplete module conlained wilhin a heavygaugealuminium
ch$Eheatsink and fitled w lh IEC marns input and output sskels Aiilhe circuitry
is on a proper prinled circuil wilh low{esislance blade connectoE lor the srx
slabilised DCoutp!ts HAnTK|TSdon'tleaveyou lo hstena lewcapacilorsto

lhell@rolthemainchasssandwirelheprersupplythehardwayl

Remember

wlth aHART KlTyou gel lhe perlormanceyou wantal lhepricequoted through
proper eng neering design and lhe righl components We do not insull your

inlelligencebyofferingaktatwhalseemsafairpriceand thenlellyoulhalyou
have lo spend lhree lmes as mrch lo gel an upgGded modell
Kll00Cmplete.Ste@ AmplilierKit with LED Porer Meerandginpul hssrc
Stage Tolal cost of all parls is t41888

OurDiscounl Price,orlheCompleleKlt

..,..,.

.,..,....,...,...,C36598

K1100S Slereo Slave Version, wrth plain Front Plale
t30943
K1100M '[,lonobloc' mono version, wilh plain Fronl Plate
122415
RLH10 FeprinLs oi latesl A!dio Design Amplifier'adicies
parts
K1100CM HAR'l Conslruclion Manual wilh lull
lisls
t450
Reptinls and conslruclion nanual can be purchased sepaalely and lhetr
crcdiled againsl subsequenl kil purchase.
All |eEions aE supplied wilh dual prinary nains lanstomeT t'q us m ?2q24fu
ot 11A115v mans Monobl@ pnce does nol include lho conslruclpn nanual
SPECIALOFFEF extended until lhe endol fubruarylhe K1100 kitwill besupplied
wilh the new ALPS low noise precision pots al NO EXTRA CHARGE,

pm

c6l

K400FM FM Only VeEion, total cost ot all parts is 1211 90
Our special Discount Price tor complete Kit Only
K400AM/FM Full AM/FM veBion, Discount Price lor
complete Kit

C'169 52

LINSLEY-HOOD CASSETTE RECORDER CIRCUITS
Complete record and replay circuitsforvery high qua|ly low noise stereo

cassette recorder Circuits are suilable for use wrlh any high quality
cassette deck. Switched bias and equalisation to cater lor chrome and
lerric tapes. Very versafile and easv lo assemble on plug-in PCBS.
Compleie with luil rnstruclrons.
Complete Sterco Recod/Player Kit
.857.60
VU MeieB to suit
C3.99 each
RLHI & 2 Reprints ol Original Arlicles
e2 70
Our
ive details of our ranges
qualrty

AUD
oller
or5

d
one for your FHEE copy.
S and LEADS, cassene

i

.... ....

..

C2.86

Head .. t44.39
auto-,everse car
............. el6.79
c2.59

812.60
HS9510 2/4 Steco OC E6se
C8 70
HO751E 4/4 AC E.ase Head, lracks compalible with HO551 .. C5206
We can supply card reader heads lor OEMs at very keen pilces.

Head

C249.00

STUAFT TAPE FECORDER CIFCUITS
Complete stereo record, replay and bias circuit system lor reel-to-reel
recorders These circuils will give studio quality with a good lape deck
Separate sectionslorrecord and replaygive oplimum performance and
allow alhird head monitoring systemtobe used wherethe deck has this
litted Standard 250mV input and oulput levels These circuits are ideal
lor bringing thalold valve taperecorderback lolife Suitabiestereo heads
are available at very reasonable pr ces
K900W Sterco Kit with Wound Coils and Twin Meter Orive C90.68
FJSI Reprints ol Original Descriptive Artlcles
82.60

QUALITY AUDIO KITS
ETr IUNE 1990

rep

price too!
Special Ofter SteEo Pe.malloy Head ... .....
HRP373 Downstream ironitor Sterco Combination
HO551 4-TEck Record & Play Permalloy Head for
players or quadraphonrc recordrnq .......... .... ... ....
H524 Standa.d EEse Head
Si,l166 2/2 AC EE6e Head, Standard Mounl
HX'100

spec,al
please,

('63biiffj'i['o lru

FEEL IO REEL HEADS
999R 2/4 Recod/Play 110nH. Suits Stuart Tape Circuits
998E 2/4 EEse Head lmH, Universal lvlounl. Suits Stuart

.... C't3.34
.... 811.96

TAPE FECORDER CARE PNODUCTS
casselte.
... e5.36
noise on

... t4.08

...

E8.61

Our new WINTER '89 List is FREE. Send lor your copy now Overseas
customers welcome, please send 2 lRCs to cover surlace post, or 5 lor

Airmail.
We now accept inland and overseas orders by post or telephone on all
Access/l\4asterchange and Vlsa credit cards.
Please add parl cost ol ca(rage and rnsurance as follows:

INLAND:

-

e1: Orders over e20

rdering

intormation

wrth our lrsts

t2 50i Nert day

-

tg.

-t

pRrcES rNcruDE vAT
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1

Quad Power Supply (April 1990)
ln the parts list, IC2 should be7905 and IC 4
should be 7912

Oscilloscope (February 1990)
TS2 should have 550 turns, giving 110V rms
Motorcycle Intercom (January 1990)
Dl-D12 should be IN4148
Wavemaker FG (January 1990)
R24 (82k) shor-rld be shown instead of the wire
Iink below R29 on the Component Overlay (Fig
2) R9 on the Circuit Diagram (Fig 1) shouJd be
R31. and should be connected to the -12V
rail The resistor connected to [C2a pin 4 on Fig
1 should be R9

Diodes D304 is a 1N4148
def lection amplifiers p{fs
numbered and should be C
not,C105, 106, 113.

.lDark Room Timer

+

Fecko Box
Setvice

62
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Telephone Extension Bell

Telephone External Bell

F"

a
't'(

o{o
oo

)l copper
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sidr
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John Brasier
0442 66551 Ext 250
Send

C
Boun

ASP, Argus House,
pstead, HP2 7ST.

ETI

Lineage:

(+

VAT) (minimum 15 words)
(minimum 2 cms)
gle column centlmetre + VAT
Ring for information on series bookings/discounts.

All advertisements in this section must be prepaid.
Advertisements are accepted subject to th6 terms and conditions
printed on the advertisoment rate card (available on request).

TODAY INTERNATIONAL

CAMBRIDGE COMPUTER SCIENCE LIMITED
loMByl€Winchesrers,usod3monlh6wly €4200.ach
525" rskDnv€s E0Tk,OSO0
525" Dnvecas€s, roomlordr've ps!andl6n

a.dpsL
Sa.llcas6sbrl2harlerSnl5
525"Ds.Daves 801. OSOO
BLyacase,Wir(hsslor

..

C34 O0 each
c10 00 Bach
C64 O0 sel

.Cl000eact

y
t15O0each
lTh6cl5drN6sar€soidonasrrcilv as s bas,er
(3.00 /oor
25" D's<s DSOO 48lp.bor6so'10 ..:
50WPSU 5VU,lry25A -5V05A 140il
c1600Bach
!0WPSU,5V37$, lA I 5A -1ry04A,caBod
5

ves)
€4 00
loDrsk
12 00
oiv€s) e4 00
zchrDs) eO 50
t20O
e4 50
andmri buv r00rmor6lor .. . e0.12
on n, 04 hE ,1 lir. rn ,r

oach
6ach
each
€ach
all 4
6ach
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ELECTRONlC COI]PONENTS

IlAIL

/-7'D.

ORDER COIlPANY

Traasistors, IC's, Diodes, Cables,
LED's, Capacitors, Transformers,
Potetrtiometers, Speaters, Solsr
Chargers, Coaputer Dists,Video
Test Gears, Aerosols, etc,

Special Offers
1N4148 ..........2p

1N4@1 ..........5p
O rf / 16v... 4p

H16

r.i! ?

100uF/25V...6p
C1 FOR YOUR
Refundable ilth fkst ordcr

SEND

5 pin DIN pt€ 0e0) ........ 15p
s pin DIN plrE (domirD) .. 18p
25 way D plug.........,....-- 39p
5.5" DS/DD

mct prinrr
14& 2A 9.0 9 24
e4 00
VdooTap€e E]SoVHS
smokedsiecto€ sma s[e

|

e6 00

/2

CALL
JOHN BRASIER
ON

mob delrcloE large w th escap€ loht and
p.us6 l6alur6. ..
al3 00 €6ch
Pr.e6includ6 msrao. tud500rolu3 vATloord66b6row ts00

S

Oept

hlkdisk tyTDKetc,...,, 7Q
riHrons

3 "da;
t B,!5
E LE +
--. oe-i;

er*ock

i'':= H(l6
:
.! -Hr2

E

Teli022

INTRODUCTORY OFFER
assembled 4ch mic triggered

Please

tdElone foroher

I

\

E
q
d

i)

r T gT F

a8 o0 /3

e250€.ch
t7 oo €6ch

m

\co
Y-

r F'Ei

items,

and special offens

vGr
< ();ri

-

q
9

<

Pleaseadd 25 p iforder b urder€2

0442 66551

chaser, 750w per channel, €17. Four

channel, eight programme chaser,
1000w per channel, 833. Both zero
volts. B.L. Lighting, Unit 2, Rear 1

Heath Street, Dartford, Kent DA1

ELECTRONIC PLANS, laser

2LD. P&P incl.

CALL
044266551
TO ADVERTISE

d

designs, solar and wind generators,

uplo lll
ii, rao'o,r \

sco

FEm

eg 92

high voltage teslas, surveillance
devices, pyrotechnics and com-

,

puter graphics tablet. 150 projects.
For catalogue. SAE to Plancentre

a Crculls lor:

nois€ gates,
compGssom, excit€rs, lape
machines. m xers

.

100mm

lade6

switches

WE REPAIR

.S€nd4oplorcataogue AUDIOEOUIPIVENT
Send 40p fot catalogue lo:
K. Tek, P.O. Box 172A, Surbiton,
Surrey KT6 6HN, Tel: 081-399 3990

SURVEILLANCE &
COUNTER
SURVEILLANCE
EQUIPMENT
WE MANUFACIURE AND SUPPTY
TOP QUALITY

SURVEITLANCE
AND SECURITY
EQUIPMENT

U. K. Spares and service
centre. Cedar Electronics, Unit 12,
Station Drive, Bredon, Tewkesbury,
Glos. Tel: 0684-73127.

HEATHKIT

ffi

DEr. EI r72

B,071278 1768E
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transislors, lCs etc, into
cash. lmmediate settlembnt.
We also welcome the
opportunity to quote lor
complete factory clearance.
Contact:
COLES HAROING & CO.
103 South Btink

Wisbech, Cambs.
CALEDONIAN nOAD IJONDoN, Nr

Home Farm Rd, Hanwell, London
W7 1NL.

AFREE
PRINTEDCIRCUIT

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD designs and elec/mech draughting.
For a fast efficient service, give us
a call on: 081-443 1381.

BOARD

Witeto:

Turn your surPlus

or phone lor a delailed calalogue ta:

and PC.B's available. Herrington, 63

orPlated Tlrough Hole

Briefcases Buq

lhite

and uses only C1.00. Components

Single/Double Sided Circuits

Recorder Recording

rec€ivers cas5etle5 and batleries

ACTIVATED

SWITCHES easy to follow diagrams

Ledbury, Herefordshire, HR8 2HS.

Sample Our Quality Wth

Automatic T€lephon€

CCTV AND SECURITY
SYSTEMS SPECIALISTS

Publications, Unit Z Old Wharf
lndustrial Estate, Dymock Road,

VOICE/SOUND

NOW ESTABLISHED OVEF 15 YEARS

Tel: 0945 584188
Fax Number: 0945 588844

PAYNE ELECTROPRINT I..TD
Marcus Road, Dunkeswell,
Nr Honiton, Devon EX14 ORA

TO ADVERTISE
IN ETI
CONTACT

JOHN BRASIER
ON
0442 66551

NEW VHF MICROTRANSMITTER
kit, tuneable 801 15MHz, 500 metre

range, sensitive electret microphone, high quality PCB. SPECTAL

OFFER complete kit ONLY

eS,

assembled and ready to use 88.95
post free. Access/Visa orders telephone021-411 1821.Ch

to: Quantek Electronic
ETI),45a Station Road
Birmingham 831 3TE.

ETr IUNE 1990

EI
OMNIELECTRONICS
stock a wide range of electronic components at

174 Dalkeith Road,
Edinburgh EH16 5DX

Tel: 031 667 2611
Open: Ivlon-Fri 9am-6pm, Sal 9am'5pm
Send 2x18p stamps for lalest cataloque

ROffiLEM@@B
ELEETRONITS
0ne oflhe largeslcomponenl relaile6 in lhe UK Fasland elflcienl,
samedaype6onalseruiceon'lNSToCK,TEMSlVerycompelalive
prices Nominim!morder CallCricklewood Eleclron cs now

40 cRtcKLEWOoD

BROADWAY, L0NDON NW2 3ET

Tel: 081.450 09951452 0161

CONTACT
JOHN BRASIER ON

PROGRESSIVE RADIO

DIRECI ELE TRONICS
627ROMFORDRD,
MANORPARK
LONDONEI2SAD
Tel:081-553 ll74
Mon-Sat 10-6 pm/Thuts 10-lpm
We stock a latge range ol Tv & Video spares

ETr JUNE I990

Slreel Tel:051

236 0154
47 Whilechapel. Tel: 051 236 5489
LiYerpool 2

87193 Dale

.TH

E

0442 66551

ELECT RO N IC S CO M PO N E NT S P EC IAL I STS

FRASER ELECTRONICS
* SOUTHSEA * HANTS

42 ELM GROVE

Telephone (0705) 815584

Barclaycard

Access
COME AND BROWSE BEFORE YOU BUY

CLASSI FIED ADVERTISI NG
TERMS &CONDITIONS

FORMORE INFORMATION
ON SERIES DISCOUNTS

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
are best seen at

E

LECT RO N ICS SPECiALlSTS'

Open: Tues-Sat 9 30-5 30

DIVERSE DEVICES
75 Priory Rd, Southampton
C omp

onent s,

Tb

ch ni c a I

Mi s ce I I a ny

Tel: (07O3) 584680
Open 1.00-5.30; Sat 9.30-4.30

Our terms for new advertisers (semi-display and
lineage) are strictly pro-forma payments until
satisfactory relerencecan be taken up(excluding
recognised advertising agencies) Cheques and
PO.'s should be crossed and made payable to
ARGUS SPECIALIST PUBLICATIONS and sent
together with the advertisements to:
The Classilied Dept.,
Argus House, Boundary Way,
Hemel Hempslead HP2 7ST
There are no reimbursements for cancellations
Advertisements arriving too late for a particular
issue willbe inserted inlhelollowing issue unless
accompanied by instructions tothe contrary lt is
the responsibility of the advertiserto snsurethat
the lirst insertion of every series is PUblished
correctly, and correctionsmustbe notified in time
for the second insertion, otherwise the Publishers will not accept liability or otler any
reduction in charges
All advertising sales are subject to Government
Regulations concerning VAT. Advertisers are
responsible for complying with thevarious legal
requirements in lorce eg. The Trade Description

lrl
lel

lcl

lrl

lnl
lol
lnr

l

lal

Act, Sex Discrimination Act & the Business
.1977.
Advertisements (Disclosure) Order
Full Terms & Conditions ot Advertising
available on requesl

E]
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Panel Engraving Service
ext month, we've got a whole lot of interesting projects for
you. We've got a guitar headphone amp to let you practice
without disturbing everbody else in the house, and a new digital
frequenby meter And if you have problems making difficult
decisions, then our Decision Maker project may be just what
you're looking for.

\f
It

I in the coupon stating clearly the code number,

ress and

your remittance made payable to:

We'll be continuing our series on testing with some more
about solving real problems, and a project to build a transistor
tester. We'll also be featuring the second part of our series on
the functions and uses of diodes, and we'll be looking at the
problem'of extracting signals from noise

your

A.S.p.

s-

For the choice of colour you must add two letters to the end of the
Black panel, whitelettering, RW Red
- White panel, black lettering, WR

-

Theultimateinpersonal service must be to offer

a

Could wind farms become features of our landscape? In
the July issue, we take a look at the technology and practical
implications of harvesting wind energy.

front panel made to

your design requirehents and this does not have tobe limited to

Qur Audio section will bring you the latest news and
reviews of

iudio technology, and we jlso review the

Tsien Board
Maker, the computerised PCB design system..
Don't miss the July issue of ETI. The magazine will be on
the streets from 1st June.

Here are some recent popular projects to start this brand new service
on its way, the prices are incluiive of VAI and postage and packing:

P9005-1
P9003-1
P9003-2

The above articles arc in prcpatation but chcumstances may prcvent publication

8t6.95

t. 3.95
1 f. 2.95
P9003-3 SuperscopeT/base E 4.95
P9003-4 SuperscopeYl Input

ryqg1-5

P9003-6
P9001-1
P8910-1

Superscope
Superscope
Wavemaker

f

4.00
4.00
f.17.95
5.00
5.95

Y2Input f
All

5

FG
Multimeter

boards

n May, we launched our new audio section, and full colour
pages. We completed the Business Bass Amp, and
eatured a project for a compact active speaker. We investigated
a system for cutting fuel bills in commercial buildings, and
presented a project for cutting phone bills. We gave you the final
part of our series on radio, and reviewed two graphic equalisers.
We also looked at the political and economic f uture of cable TV,
and at how to take out one patent for several European
countries.

f

I
t

Icentre

TELEPHONE ORDERS

0442 66551
- ;';J
G,;;,r';'
;,;.-. -o;
P9003-l Colour
€
ati
I

Services, Argus House, Boundary Way, Hemel Hempstead, Herts, HP2 7Sf

I

Please supply
Please supply

P9003-2

Colour

Qtv

................ @
................ @

3.95
f. 2.95

|
|

If you missed the May issue, a limited number of back
copies are available from Select Subscriptions (address on
contents page)

ADVERTISERS' INDEX
Cheques/P.O. payable to A.S.P. or debit my Access/Visa
Total f,
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BOARDMAKER 1 is E1 95 plus carr. & VAT
BOARDMAKER 2 is t295 plus carr. & VAT
TSIEN (UK) Ltd's vigorous development policy has produced
BOARDMAKER 2, with all the excellent facilities and features of
BOARDMAKER 1 supplemented by full Netlist capability. This
means that netlists generated by schematic capture (OrCAD,Schema
ll etc), by hand or generated within BOARDMAKER's ratsnest editor
can be used to assist and check routing. The major benefits of this
are much quicker routing and getting it right first time.
BOARDMAKER 2 maintains TSIEN's philosophy of making powerful
facilities immediately available to the designer by keeping them
logical, visual and easy to use. This unique collection of tools for just
t295 outstrips those on many packages that have commanded
higher price.

a

l

I

:

Full upward compatibility from BOARDMAKER 1 to BOARDMAKER
2 allows current users to make a painless move to a more powerful
system. Non supported BOARDMAKER 1 users will be able to
upgrade.

tsien

Tel. 0223 277777
Fax 0223 276444
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Not just an equaliser it's

THE
ll

:

I

I

QUALISER

!

ELECTRONICS

ere are some of the things ETI
have to say about the Maplin

GREDTT CARD HOTLINE

Computer Memory Graphic Equaliser/
Spectrum Analyser. .

PHONE BEFORE

.

.THIS

Spm F0R SAME

UNIT IS STREETS AHEAD OF SIMPLE

EQUALISERS" . .

.THE

MAPLIN EQUALISER IS A TREAT TO USE
AND (DARE I SAY tT) TO PLAY WtTH', . . .
.THE
MAPLIN EQUALISER PBOVES TRULY SUPERB' . . .
lf you are looking for an equaliser, look for THE EQUALISER,

from MAPLIN ELECTRONICS.
ORDER CEQ30. .TOP QUALITY VALUE FOR ONLY €199.95 (+7sp

DAY DESPATC|I

07(,-2 554a61
Item is subject to availability, price includes VAT

.

Mail Order to: P,O. Box 3, Bayleigh, Essex, 556 8LR.

FOR A FRIENDLY WELCOI/E AND THE BEST

tN

0F SEHVICE, VISIT OUR SHOPS
BtBtvitNGHAM,
BBISIOL, IEEDS, LONDON, (EDGWABE AND HAMMERSMITH), MANCHESIER, NEWCASTLE.

p&p).

UPON.TYNE, NOTTINGHAM, READING, SOUTHAIUPTON AND SOUTHEND.ON-SEA
Price may change atter lst May 1990

